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Executive Summary

Over the last few decades, advocates in the United States have exposed the injustices of high fines and fees that courts charge people sentenced to criminal and civil violations. Courts impose fines as punishment for offenses—often in addition to other punishment such as probation or jail—and they charge fees (also referred to as costs or surcharges) to fund the court and other government services. The number of fees and the amounts assessed have been increasing over the last decades,\(^1\) in part because fees are being used to generate revenue for local and state governments.\(^2\) Rarely, if ever, do U.S. courts consider people’s ability to pay before imposing these sanctions.\(^3\) When people are unable to pay, they can become trapped in the system, facing a cycle of consequences including additional fees, court hearings, warrants, arrest, and incarceration.\(^4\)

In response to advocacy exposing how these punitive practices harm people and communities, jurisdictions have begun to reform. The most direct efforts seek to repeal revenue-raising fines and fees. More common, however, is the adoption of requirements that courts assess people’s ability to pay at the sentencing hearing, and/or before punishing people for nonpayment.\(^5\) Though high monetary sanctions are prevalent in all courts, much of this reform attention has focused on misdemeanor courts that sentence ordinance violations and misdemeanor crimes. This is because fines are a common component of misdemeanor criminal sentences, and because there are clearer conflicts of interest inherent in the structure of some lower level courts that rely on fines and fees to fund their operations.\(^6\)

It is in this reform context that academics, advocates, and government leaders have considered day fines as a potential model for the United States. Day fines are used in over 30 countries in Europe and Latin America to calculate fine amounts that are tailored to people’s ability to pay.\(^7\) Day fines are set using a two-part inquiry. Courts first consider the nature and seriousness of the offense, measured in units or days. For example, a common low-level
misdemeanor may receive 20 units. Courts then calculate how much the person can pay per day/unit based on their individual financial circumstances. The amount a person must pay per day is called the daily rate. Someone earning very little may be required to pay $5 per unit for a total fine of $100, while someone earning more may be required to pay $20 per unit for a total fine of $400. Day fines provide a framework for setting a fine based not just on the nature of the offense, but also on how much a fine will impact the person given their financial circumstances. The resulting fines are theoretically more fair because people of different means experience the fines similarly. A $400 fine affects a person earning that amount per week differently than a person who earns that amount in one day. In the United States, day fines hold the promise not only of making fines more fair, but also of making fines affordable to avoid the spiral of negative consequences that people face upon nonpayment.

Despite the theoretical resonance of day fines as a potential solution, there has been very limited information available about how this model works in practice. This project fills this knowledge gap.

This Project

To understand how day fines are implemented in practice, we chose to study Germany’s system. Of the countries that currently use day fines, Germany is one of the largest. It also has a federal system, with different states operating slightly differently. This allowed us to observe some variation in day fines implementation across jurisdictions. We also chose Germany because it relies heavily on day fines in its criminal legal system—in 84% of all criminal sentences, day fines are the sole sanction. Germany has also been using day fines as a sanction for several decades.

Germany adopted day fines in 1969 because courts were sentencing too many low-level cases to short periods of incarceration. The legislature passed reforms to increase the use of fines, rather than short prison sentences, as the default sentence for most misdemeanors. German
lawmakers were concerned, however, that the country’s policies for calculating fines were arbitrary.\textsuperscript{12} Though the law at the time required consideration of people’s financial circumstances in setting fines, there were no standards to guide judges and it was unclear how and to what extent judges tailored fines to income. As Germany expanded its criminal legal system’s use of fines, legislators adopted day fines\textsuperscript{13} so that fines could be more equally and transparently assessed.

Over the course of a year, The Criminal Justice Policy Program at Harvard Law School ("CJPP") conducted interviews with over 50 judges and prosecutors in Germany. We asked them how day fines work in practice, including how they arrive at the daily rate and the information they have before them when making that determination. We also asked them about their perspectives on the requirement that they consider ability to pay at sentencing in every case, whether they think the system achieves equality, and what, if any, reforms they would recommend.

Our immersion in a proportionate fines system helped us understand both the benefits and the limitations of reforms centered on right-sizing monetary sanctions. In the United States, many believe that if judges are prompted to consider ability to pay before imposing a fine, then they will set proportionate fines. But our research in Germany revealed that the effectiveness of day fines in reducing the harms of high fines on people with lower incomes varies greatly depending on how the system is structured—the bare-bones requirement to consider a person’s ability to pay is not enough. In practice, day fines may do very little to reduce inequities and may even entrench or worsen them absent clear, strong standards for assessing ability to pay. Culture change among system actors so that they will support fairer fines is also critical. Otherwise, practices will likely revert to what judges were accustomed to before reforms were enacted. More fundamentally, our research highlighted how ability-to-pay reforms will not address many of the structural problems in our misdemeanor courts.
An Introduction to Day Fines in Germany: Fare Evasion Prosecutions as a Case Study

Berlin, Germany’s capital, is a sprawling city. Commute distances are long, and people with lower incomes rely on public transportation to get around. Over the last several years, Berliners have faced escalating housing costs. People must spend a significant percentage of their incomes on housing, leaving less money for other basic living expenses. It is against this backdrop that Berlin has seen increasing incidents of fare evasion in the city’s public transportation system.

Subway fares in Berlin are around 2.90 euro per ride. A person caught for fare evasion may, for the first two offenses, receive non-criminal tickets requiring them to pay 60 euro per violation. They may instead be—and as a matter of practice by the third offense, are—prosecuted criminally.

Fare evasion in Germany’s criminal court is usually punished with day fines. Fare evasion is prosecuted under German Criminal Code Section 265a, under which it can be sentenced to up to one year (or 360 units) of punishment. About half of fare evasion cases receive under 30 units, and in our interviews with judges and prosecutors, we learned from some of them that they assign fare evasion 15–20 units. The court then tailors the fine to the person’s ability to pay by calculating the daily rate. In Germany, a person receiving public benefits in the amount of 424 euro per month would be assessed a daily rate of between 7 and 20 euro per unit, with daily rates of 10 and
15 euro being quite common. The units and daily rate are multiplied to arrive at the fine sentence. Thus, under Germany’s day fines system, a person who is unable to pay 2.90 euro in transit fare often faces a fine of between 150 and 300 euro.

Germany prosecuted 46,520 cases of fare evasion in 2018, which made up 7% of all fine cases. Punishment for fare evasion does not always end with a fine, however, because under Germany’s day fines system, the consequence for failing to pay fines is eventually incarceration. In 2016, 7,600 people in Germany ultimately went to prison for failure to pay a fine imposed for fare evasion.

Summary of CJPP’s Findings and Analysis

Below is a summary of our assessment of Germany’s system and how the United States might learn from it. We discuss three key issues: how ability to pay is defined, how financial information is gathered and used to set the daily rate, and how day fines might fit into misdemeanor courts.

1. Policies for calculating the daily rate and broad judicial discretion can make it difficult for ability-to-pay reforms such as day fines to achieve equality and fairness.

The extent to which a day fines system achieves tailored, payable fines hinges considerably on the jurisdiction’s policies for calculating the daily rate. This is because the daily rate is the mechanism for tailoring fines to people’s individual financial realities. The effectiveness of day fines depends on the standards jurisdictions adopt for calculating the daily rate.

- In Germany, the starting place for calculating the daily rate is a person’s net income, which is their daily take-home pay after common payroll deductions such as income tax and contributions to social security. Courts ask how much income a person receives in a month and divide that by 30 days to arrive at net income. Judges and prosecutors may also
consider “other relevant assessment factors”\textsuperscript{27} and the person's “personal and financial circumstances”\textsuperscript{28} to increase or decrease net income.

- In practice, German judges usually make a few deductions from net income to arrive at the daily rate, such as a 15% deduction for each child.\textsuperscript{29} But these deductions are not standardized and vary greatly depending on the decision maker. Nor are these deductions sufficient. German law does not require—and judges do not regularly make—deductions for basic living expenses like rent, healthcare, and food. In short, the daily rate in Germany does not fully reflect people’s financial realities.

- As the fare evasion case study illustrates, in absolute terms, German fine totals are quite high, even in the best-case scenario. A person receiving public benefits totaling 424 euro per month, who could not afford to pay 2.90 euro train fare and therefore evaded the charge, must pay between 35% and 70% of one month’s income as punishment. The wide range is the function of the differences in approach among decision makers: some deduct for rent and other debts, some add on poor people’s non-cash housing subsidies as a source of income, and some give “discounts” to low-income people.

- Evidence suggests that many people fined in Germany are unable to pay their fines. A significant number of people incarcerated for nonpayment in Germany have low incomes or are facing employment insecurity.\textsuperscript{30}

The fact that Germany considers ability to pay, therefore, does not guarantee that the resulting fines will be payable. Day fines are more likely to achieve greater equality if the jurisdiction’s standards for calculating the daily rate require and guide courts to deduct from people’s net income their reasonable living expenses. For example, if German courts deducted people’s subsistence expenses, recipients of public benefits could be charged only up to 30% of their monthly benefit amount, reserving for themselves the remaining 70%, which is the amount the German government has determined they need for basic living expenses. The daily rate in that case would be between one and five euro (not the more common 10 and 15 euro currently assessed).
But Germany’s experience also shows that it is not just a harsh daily rate standard that generates fines that are too high. Judges and prosecutors must exercise their discretion to set payable fines. Germany’s fines are high even though decision makers support day fines and recognize that most people sentenced to fines are lower-income. Judges and prosecutors that we interviewed believe in the necessity of considering ability to pay before sentencing fines. As one interviewee said about day fines: “Everyone . . . is treated the same according to their economic circumstances. That’s the beauty of the system.”

Judges and prosecutors also acknowledge that day fines amounts disproportionately impact people living in poverty who must forego basic necessities to pay fines. Yet despite their support for day fines and their understanding of the burden of fines for people with lower incomes, they do not use their discretion to set fines that are affordable for people with lower incomes.

Our research suggests two reasons why decision makers fail to exercise their discretion to set lower fines:

- Too often, German decision makers assess ability to pay based on a misunderstanding of poverty. One judge insisted, “no one in Germany has so little money left that they are forced to evade fares.” In reality, a large percentage of people sentenced to day fines for fare evasion are poor and are ultimately incarcerated because they cannot pay high fines. Several interviewees did not believe that anyone truly could not afford to pay, and they attributed nonpayment to people simply not trying hard enough. One
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prosecutor commented, “I’ve never seen anyone go to jail [for nonpayment], as long as he’s willing”\textsuperscript{35}; another stated, “Well, I always assume that people aren’t stupid enough to go to prison for—yes, nonpayment of a fine. . . . I do assume anyone can manage [paying].”\textsuperscript{36} Decision makers’ assessments about what amounts are affordable and their lack of understanding of people’s barriers to payment influence how they approach calculating the daily rate.

- Germany’s history adopting day fines also illustrates the need for strong institutional support for change or else system actors will revert to past practices. Germany’s weak standards for calculating ability to pay—standards that do not require courts to deduct people’s living expenses—arose out of institutional and political resistance to lowering fines below pre-reform amounts.\textsuperscript{37} Decision makers and legislators anchored their understanding of fair monetary sanctions to their intuitions about what people could or should pay, which were based on their past practices.

System actors in the United States are just as likely as their German counterparts to be influenced by their misunderstanding of the realities of poverty and the draw of past practice. This creates challenges for the robust adoption and implementation of fairer fines. There are multiple levers by which judges and prosecutors can influence the final fine amount. They can adjust the criminal charges to affect the unit ranges and they can set the number of units via an open-ended inquiry. Both of these decisions will impact the total fine amount. They can also use their discretion when setting the daily rate. Even when the daily rate must be calculated according to a formula or some other specific method, there is still room for individualized determinations by the court. Experience in other countries shows that even after day fines systems are adopted, decision makers often revert back to fine amounts that were imposed before day fines were implemented.\textsuperscript{38}

Jurisdictions in the United States should evaluate whether they can pass a sufficiently robust standard for determining ability to pay, and whether decision makers will change their attitudes and practices with respect to fines. Strong standards and system actor buy-in are necessary for day fines to be
effective. Otherwise, past practices will prevail. A weak daily rate formula or poor implementation that results in unaffordable fines will not accomplish change. Indeed, such half measures could provide a false veneer of reform that could prevent or delay further meaningful changes. In short, decision makers in the United States must be prepared to impose substantially lower fines on people with lower incomes.

In more challenging political or institutional climates, advocates may want to first focus on educating the public and stakeholders about the need for meaningful change, to make sure that any day fines system that is ultimately implemented actually reduces the fines of those who have more limited means. This process of advocacy and education should be in partnership with communities and impacted people to ensure that the realities of living in poverty are adequately understood by advocates and system actors alike.

2. Germany’s system provides a model for how to determine a person’s financial resources

Germany’s day fines system also sheds light on how to fairly assess people’s financial situation for purposes of day fines calculation. In Germany, judges rely on people’s self-reporting and do not require documentation—a process that can be both accurate and efficient.

In Germany, people are asked about their financial circumstances on a police intake form, and in some cases at trial, and judges and prosecutors in Germany generally trust people to accurately self-report their financial circumstances. Judges rarely demand documentary evidence to support people’s self-reported financial circumstances despite having the authority to do so. They rely on people’s testimony and believe small discrepancies are normal and acceptable. Some decision makers even suspect that people tend to overestimate their income. Judges explained that most people they interact with have limited financial means and low-wage salaries, and public benefits amounts are generally matters of public knowledge, so misinformation is not
much of a concern. U.S. courts should trust self-reporting and recognize that they can set accurate fines using this testimony.

While self-reporting does work, Germany’s system also reveals the need for procedural protections in obtaining people’s financial information. In particular, Germany’s policies for setting fines with summary proceedings raise due process concerns.

- Upon arrest, a person caught for fare evasion in Berlin is asked by the police some basic questions about their financial circumstances. One German state’s police intake form is less than one page long and asks for: the person’s address; partner’s name, address, and occupation; number and ages of children; profession and employer; income at the time of the offense; income at present; and if unemployed, length of unemployment. People often do not know that their answers to police intake questions will eventually be used to set their fine, so they may not provide enough detail.

- For 70% of cases, the information collected on the police intake form at arrest is used to set the fine through what is known as a summary proceeding, in which a case is resolved without a hearing. Police and prosecutors do very little additional investigation in summary proceedings.

- Based on the person’s file, the prosecutor in a fare evasion summary proceeding determines the units and daily rate and calculates the person’s day fine. If the form lacks specific numbers and financial details, the prosecutor may estimate the daily rate based on the person’s profession. And if that information is not available, the prosecutor may use their own or the jurisdiction’s default daily rate amount. Default daily rates, though not specifically sanctioned by German law, are daily rates that decision makers impose in practice when they have no information. The person receives their sentence in the mail, which is enforceable if the person does not object within two weeks.

- While people have the option of appealing their fines by mail or requesting an in-person hearing, they are unlikely to know how to navigate such
a system, and those who are housing insecure or face other barriers to stability will not have the means to challenge their fines without help. Free public defense is generally not available for these cases.

Germany’s model for obtaining financial information at trial is a better starting place because it gives people an opportunity to be heard in court, though more could be done to ensure due process. When a case goes to trial, the judge asks a few questions that are generally focused on understanding income, family circumstances, and other debts. Therefore, ideally, at trial people are able to supplement the information they provided on the police intake form so that the court sets the daily rate based on more complete information. Judges believe they are able to accurately set the fine using the information gained through this colloquy. Despite their high caseloads, German judges do not find this process to be overly burdensome. The German system demonstrates that it is possible to efficiently and accurately assess ability to pay through a colloquy at a hearing without additional documentation or paperwork.

But additional basic procedural protections are necessary so that people know how their financial information is going to be used and have assistance in representing themselves. To be fair to the people being sentenced, U.S. courts will have to heed the lessons from Germany and increase procedural protections. People should have access to counsel and sufficient notice and information so that they are able to prepare for their cases. Jurisdictions will have to be especially attuned to providing people facing barriers such as mental illness adequate support in representing their financial circumstances. Otherwise, the system risks failing to help those that need it the most.

3. Day fines may not be the right solution for fixing misdemeanor systems

Our research in Germany suggests that U.S. jurisdictions contemplating day fines should consider whether day fines will truly solve entrenched problems in their misdemeanor courts.
In Germany, day fines are used to sentence a high volume of low-level cases. Of all the cases sentenced to day fines in 2018, 42% received less than 30 units—suggesting that the severity of the offenses were quite low. Another 49% were sentenced to between 31 and 90 units.48 Two crimes of poverty, fare evasion and low-level theft, accounted for one quarter of Germany’s day fines sentences in 2018.49

German courts process thousands of these low-level cases each day, relying on the summary proceeding process to swiftly move cases from arrest to punishment. Decision makers see fines sentences as less serious, and take procedural shortcuts—and in some cases flout basic procedural protections.

This raises concerns for day fines in U.S. misdemeanor courts, which also prosecute high volumes of low-level cases. In the United States, many misdemeanor cases are the result of policing practices that target low-income, black and brown communities.50 Many of the misdemeanors prosecuted are crimes of poverty or offenses that criminalize common behaviors such as jaywalking. Misdemeanor convictions are also the result of lax procedural protections in low-level cases.51 These problems are inextricable from the problem of disproportionate monetary sanctions.

Our research in Germany suggests that a jurisdiction’s efforts may, in some cases, be better spent on advocacy that will address structural problems in the misdemeanor system, rather than on trying to right-size misdemeanor sentences using day fines. Consider prosecution of fare evasion. A person who cannot pay a $3 fare surely cannot pay even a low fine. Right-sizing fines for this offense does not solve the underlying issue that many people charged with fare evasion cannot afford to pay for the public transportation that they need to get to school, work, and medical appointments. Criminalizing fare evasion does not solve this problem, it just creates additional problems. Jurisdictions should instead work towards solutions that will actually help people access transportation, such as providing fare discounts or free passes.
For many cases prosecuted in U.S. misdemeanor courts, day fines may not be a solution, but instead may obscure the structural problem with criminalizing certain behavior, or even entrench bad practices. Jurisdictions may accept that they must impose lower sanctions, but nevertheless continue processing many—or even more—cases to generate sufficient revenue.

In some jurisdictions, day fines may help tackle disproportionate and harmful monetary sanctions practices. In others, focusing on day fines may distract advocates and lawmakers from attempting more effective changes, such as reducing the misdemeanor docket, addressing policing disparities in low-income and minority neighborhoods, and eliminating the conflicts of interest inherent in funding courts through fines and fees. Advocates should consider this broader context as they decide whether day fines make sense in their jurisdictions.

Conclusion

Germany’s example provides a useful starting point for jurisdictions in the United States that are considering the day fines model. Germany’s experience demonstrates the need for strong political support, public education, and judicial buy-in, as well as a robust daily rate formula that will ensure day fines can be set at levels that people can afford to pay. Germany also shows us that considering ability to pay at sentencing in every case is possible without being unduly cumbersome. When considering day fines, jurisdictions should be thoughtful about their own political, socio-economic, and cultural realities, as well as the specific problems they are trying to address and how day fines would fit into their existing misdemeanor system.

This Report begins with a detailed overview of day fines in Germany, including specific policy details about the system’s design. In the second part, we analyze that system and identify areas of consideration for those who might implement day fines in the United States. We conclude with a decision guide for jurisdictions and advocates considering day fines.
Introduction

Day fines are a sentencing structure in which the fine for an offense is set according to both the person’s financial circumstances and the nature of the offense. This structure is used in over 30 countries across Europe and Latin America to assess fines in criminal cases. Recently, reports, scholarly papers, and policymakers in the United States have called for the adoption of day fines as a replacement for the current U.S. system for sentencing fines and fees, which allow judges to set monetary sanctions without regard for ability to pay, and often in a way that is arbitrary.

In a day fines system, courts set fines according to structured guidelines. The first step is to assess the number of “units” or days, which is based on the nature of the offense. The second step is to determine the “daily rate,” which is a fixed amount of a person’s income, calculated using the jurisdiction’s guidelines. For each unit, a person is required to pay the daily rate, so to calculate the total fine amount, the daily rate is multiplied by the number of units. To understand how this system works, consider the following hypothetical. A person is convicted of theft, a criminal offense statutorily punishable by up to ninety units. During sentencing, the court evaluates various factors, such as the seriousness of the offense, mitigating circumstances, and reentry considerations, and concludes that this particular offense should be assigned 10 units. Next, the court assesses the person’s ability to pay, and calculates the daily rate—the amount the court will require the person to pay for each of the 10 units. The court begins with the person’s daily post-tax income and subtracts a reasonable daily cost of living. Through this calculation, the court determines the person can pay $10 for each unit. The court then multiplies $10 by 10 units and sets the total fine amount at $100. If the person had more economic means—for example, if their income was such that their daily rate was set at $20, rather than $10—the person would pay a total fine of $200. This is the essence of day fines.
Introduction

Because a day fines system requires tailoring fines to a person’s income at the time of sentencing, it has been proposed in the United States as a way to remedy the problem of ever-escalating monetary sanctions imposed on people who lack the ability to pay. These monetary sanctions are composed of fines, which are the punishment for the offense, and a growing number of fees (also referred to as costs or surcharges) that are imposed on top of the fine. People face fines and fees in criminal cases and when sanctioned for non-criminal violations. When people are unable to pay these sanctions, courts impose additional monetary punishments, warrants, driver’s license suspensions or revocations, jail time, and more. In short, the human costs of fines and fees are high. Over the last several years, CJPP has worked to end these harmful practices through advocacy and research. For example, last fall, CJPP released a report, Proportionate Financial Sanctions: Policy Prescriptions for Judicial Reform, advising courts how they should use their discretion to end the harms of high monetary sanctions.

As we noted in that report, day fines have been proposed in the United States as a way to reduce these harms: arguably, if fines are tailored to people’s financial circumstances, people could afford to pay and avoid the consequences of nonpayment. The purpose of day fines is also to set fines that are experienced equally by people of different means. If the hypothetical case above was sentenced in a U.S. court, the person would be sentenced to pay the same fine regardless of how much money they made and would probably be charged fees on top of their fine. But the fine would impact that person differently depending on their income. Proponents of day fines argue that people who make $500 per day should not be given the same fine as a person who makes $50 per day because the punishment would not be experienced equally. But that is precisely what A more fundamental problem with imposing fees (as opposed to fines) as additional punishment on people who are sentenced is that fundraising from people in this way creates fundamental conflicts of interest because judges and other decision makers may be influenced by revenue-raising goals rather than the need to set an appropriate sanction. Rightsizing fees will not eliminate this conflict of interest, so we advocate eliminating fees altogether.
happens under the current U.S. system: the fine amount is set without regard for a person’s income, even though the impact of the punishment on each person is different depending on their financial circumstances.

Though many in the United States have proposed day fines as a promising reform, jurisdictions have little concrete information about how such a system might work. Proportional fines are widely used across the world, but there is very little literature about how they actually operate.\(^6\)

In response to this research gap, CJPP spent one year researching day fines in Germany. We conducted focus groups with over fifty German judges and prosecutors in eight jurisdictions about how day fines operate and their views on the fairness of the system. Additionally, in partnership with Fair Trials, a Brussels-based international criminal justice NGO, CJPP is releasing a companion report, *Day Fines Systems: Lessons from Global Practice*, that provides an overview of day fines policy in 13 countries across the European Union and Latin America. Together, these reports provide a new and deeper look at the on-the-ground practices of one of the largest day fines jurisdictions, Germany, as well as a comprehensive analysis of variations in day fines law and policy across nations.

CJPP’s research in Germany sought to understand how day fines operate in practice. We focused primarily on the sentencing stage because this is the area for reform that U.S. courts are most interested in exploring. We researched how German courts define ability to pay and how those definitions are applied in practice. We also looked at whether courts can define ability to pay well enough to truly tailor fines to people’s financial circumstances. Preliminary discussions in the United States raised concerns about the administrability of day fines, which motivated us to research whether it was practical for U.S. courts to consider ability to pay at sentencing in every case. We looked at how German courts gather information about people’s financial circumstances and use that information to set a fine. We situated our questions within the broader context of how day fines fit into Germany’s sentencing practices as a whole. We also asked big-picture questions about
whether day fines increase equality and meet the goals of reducing the harms of high fines. In examining these questions, we aimed to bring the voices of Germany’s decision makers to people in the United States so that they could better understand the perspectives of those who implement day fines. Our research complements work by other scholars who seek to understand the perspectives of the people who are impacted by monetary sanctions, but we did not interview directly impacted people for this project.

In this Report, we begin by detailing the history of Germany’s day fines system and how day fines work in practice. We then draw lessons from Germany’s experience, and raise questions for U.S. jurisdictions to consider when deciding whether to pilot or adopt day fines. In the final part of the Report, we synthesize the lessons of the Report in a decision guide that advocates and jurisdictions can use to decide if day fines would be an appropriate reform in their courts, and to guide day fines policies should jurisdictions decide to adopt the system.

We situate our research within the context where day fines are most likely to be introduced: U.S. misdemeanor courts. Day fines are most relevant to misdemeanor courts because fines are a common sentence for low-level cases. Research in recent years has shed light on a host of policy problems and injustices in misdemeanor courts in the United States. Misdemeanor prosecutions are concentrated in poor communities of color and amount to “punishment without a crime.” What this means is that misdemeanor systems punish behavior that is either not harmful or should be addressed outside of the criminal courts. Misdemeanor systems exacerbate injustices once cases are in court because people are sentenced without adequate safeguards and face disproportionate sentences, including unaffordable monetary sanctions and damaging collateral consequences. The efficacy of day fines as a policy solution to high fines and fees should be examined within the context of the misdemeanor court system.
Summary and definitions of day fines in Germany

A fine sentence in Germany’s day fines system is the product of two numbers.

The first is the number of units or days of punishment, which is assessed based on sentencing factors such as the nature and seriousness of the offense. Fines are the default sentence for most offenses assessed at under 180 units (or six months of punishment).

The second is the daily rate, or the amount the person is able to pay towards the fine per day/unit given their income, expenses, and other personal circumstances. The standard for the daily rate in Germany, the net income standard, uses a person’s income after standard payroll deductions such as income tax and “social security contributions,” as the starting point. No further deductions, such as for necessary expenses, are required, though judges may use their discretion to adjust net income.

The total fine or day fine is the product of the number of units and the daily rate. For example, if the court assessed an offense to be 20 units and determined the person could pay 10 euro per day, the total fine amount would be 200 euro.
1. Research methodology

CJPP conducted legal research and a literature review of social science and legal scholarship about day fines in Germany. We also interviewed experts on the German system, and reviewed writing about day fines in other countries.

In Germany, there are two main sources for legal research: statutory commentaries and case law. The Harvard Law School Library’s reference guide on German legal sources describes statutory commentaries as a “hybrid primary/secondary source.”68 In addition to the primary source statutory law, commentary “provides interpretation and analysis of the statute by leading scholars (secondary material). This secondary material often cites relevant judicial decisions, other statutes, and other secondary sources.”69 There are multiple commentaries for each criminal code provision, and German judges and attorneys rely on them to interpret statutes. As part of our literature review of Germany’s system, we read several different criminal law commentaries on the relevant portions of German law. CJPP also reviewed German case law interpreting the country’s day fines statutes. Germany is not a common law system, which means that lower courts are not formally bound by the decisions of higher courts like they are in the United States. However, lower courts do tend to follow higher court decisions in practice, and in our interviews, judges and prosecutors often referred to cases to explain their analysis. Throughout the Report, we include case opinions and commentary within the term “German law.” Though these are not binding sources of law for German courts, they are persuasive authority, and provide U.S. readers with details and insights about how day fines have been implemented.70

CJPP worked with German law students to understand these German-language materials. Students produced legal research memoranda analyzing legal sources and academic literature. CJPP also translated German source materials using DeepL,71 a machine translation tool, and German law students checked those translations for accuracy. All citations to German-language materials and quotations in English from translations of those materials have been reviewed by German-speaking law students, lawyers,
and/or qualified interpreters. The German government issues official English translations of the Code of Criminal Procedure and the Criminal Code. CJPP relied on those official translations without additional review.

In the course of CJPP’s literature review of scholarship on day fines, we found a lack of information about how day fines function in practice. In response to this gap, CJPP traveled to Germany over the course of a year to learn about how its day fines system works. We also wanted to hear from a diverse set of people about their opinions of day fines. Germany’s criminal code is federal, but there are 16 German states, each with distinct legal practices and cultures. In order to capture a range of experiences across Germany, we selected eight diverse jurisdictions to study.

In each jurisdiction, we conducted focus group interviews with judges and prosecutors. We chose to interview prosecutors and judges because they both make discretionary decisions in Germany's day fines system that determine total fine amounts. We spoke with 21 judges and 33 prosecutors, for a total of 54 interviewees. We facilitated 1,116 minutes—almost 19 hours—of conversations among the decision makers. CJPP conducted its focus group interviews with judges and prosecutors in German with the help of simultaneous whisper interpretation.

We asked each group a series of questions to better understand how day fines are assessed. The topics of discussion included:

- What information about people’s financial circumstances do courts and prosecutors have? How do they collect that information?
- How do judges and prosecutors calculate the daily rate and is this process complicated?
- How do system actors determine the number of units for an offense?
- Do judges and prosecutors view their system of day fines as fair? Do they believe that fines should be scaled? Do they believe that the system...
achieves its goal of equalizing the impact of fines, including for lower-income people?

• How, if at all, do judges and prosecutors believe the current day fines system should be reformed?

The full list of interview questions can be found in Appendix A.

All interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and translated into English by professional interpreters. We cite to the interpreters’ written translations in this Report.\textsuperscript{81} We analyzed the English transcript data using MaxQDA, a qualitative data analysis platform. We developed a coding scheme and tagged the transcripts by responses to each interview question and according to themes. We used these tags to analyze the interviews.\textsuperscript{82} The benefit of using MaxQDA is that after tagging all of the data, we could systematically review across the fourteen group interviews all responses to a given question or about a particular theme. We used this analytical process to draw conclusions about German practice. Our sample size of 54 judges and prosecutors allowed us to identify patterns and, based on our research, we would not expect the findings to be different with a larger sample size or additional states.
We conducted focus groups with over fifty German judges and prosecutors in eight jurisdictions about how day fines operate and their views on the fairness of the system.
Day Fines in Germany: An Overview of the System

To date, there has been no descriptive account of how day fines operate in practice. Although we understand the theoretical advantages of fines scaled to people’s ability to pay—that people can afford to pay and avoid the negative consequences of nonpayment, and that the fines are experienced equally by people of different means—we previously did not know whether this theoretical promise bears out in reality. In this section we provide a detailed overview of Germany’s day fines system so that we can begin to assess the extent to which the system fulfills its theoretical promises.
In this overview, we detail Germany’s day fines policies and how the system is implemented in practice. We start with the history of Germany’s adoption of day fines. We explain how day fines are sentenced, including policies and practices for calculating the daily rate, obtaining ability to pay information, and setting units. We discuss the role of day fines in Germany’s criminal legal system today, including the prevalence of day fines as compared to other sentences, the outcomes of cases sentenced to fines, and the types of offenses receiving day fines sentences. We conclude by explaining how payment of fines is monitored and enforced. In the next section of this Report, we use the overview provided here to assess Germany’s system and its implications for the United States.
Germany adopted day fines over fifty years ago, in 1969, as part of a broad overhaul of its criminal system. These reforms were debated and drafted by the Great Criminal Law Commission (“The Commission”). One of the central goals of the reforms was to reduce incarceration for minor offenses by instead sentencing those cases using fines. The Commission recognized that the lack of transparency around and arbitrariness of fine sentences were a barrier to the widespread use of fines. Accordingly, it recommended the adoption of day fines, which would impose structure on the calculation of fine amounts and achieve greater equality by tailoring the fine to people’s financial circumstances so fines would be more similarly experienced by people of different means. Day fines had been established in some Nordic countries (Sweden, Finland, and Denmark) since the 1920s.

The history of day fines enactment in Germany contains a cautionary tale about the politics of passing such reforms. Despite policymakers’ stated goal of achieving greater equality and their awareness that achieving equality required sensitivity to the impact of fines on people with less money, political pressure led to passage of standards for calculating fine amounts that failed to protect poor people. Policymakers used historical practices and their instincts about what people should pay as references for the new fine amounts, which resulted in fines that were too high for the poor to pay.

1. **Germany replaced short-term incarceration sentences with fines**

In the 1960s, Germany’s criminal legal system was overwhelmed by crowded prisons and unmanageable administrative burdens. People were commonly incarcerated for short periods for low-level cases, and reformers at the time emphasized the harmfulness of this practice.
Members of the Commission sought reforms to reduce incarceration, and proposed expanding the use of fines as a replacement for short-term custodial sentences. Fines were already common in Germany’s criminal system, making up around two-thirds of criminal sentences prior to the reforms. The Commission believed that fines were a sufficient punishment for low-level cases because people would face concrete consequences—they would have less money to spend—but they would be able to maintain social ties and avoid the stigma of prison. The Commission members did note “fundamental reservations” to fines, in part because fines impact those without means more than those with financial resources. But this concern was outweighed by the perceived benefits of sentencing more people to fines to avoid incarceration.

With the passage of the First Criminal Law Reform Act in 1969, fines were defined as the default sentence for most offenses assessed up to 180 units (the equivalent of six months in jail). For offenses exceeding 180 units, sentences could include fines, probation, or prison, depending on the statute. The criminal code did not (and still does not) include other sentencing options such as community service. The First Criminal Law Reform Act anticipated that fines would replace jail for a broad range of offenses such as theft, fraud, battery, and traffic-related offenses. Other relevant law changes at the time also reduced incarceration by decriminalizing certain traffic offenses, the number of which was growing at the time. The First Criminal Law Act included provisions that made prison the consequence for nonpayment of fines.

2. Germany implemented day fines to reform fine sentences

The Second Criminal Law Reform Act, which was part of the overhaul driven by the Commission’s work and also enacted in 1969, established Germany’s day fines system as the method by which fines would be calculated. Before these
legislative changes, Germany’s laws required judges to set fines based on the offense and to “consider the economic circumstances of the [person].”

The Commission believed that fines had to be based on people’s financial circumstances to fulfill the purposes of punishment. The Commission reviewed the pre-reform fine standards and noted a lack of transparency, finding it difficult to know “how much [the fine] amount was influenced by the severity of the crime and the guilt of the defendant on the one hand, versus how much it was influenced by the defendant’s financial circumstances on the other hand.” The Commission also expressed concern that judges have complete discretion in setting fines and use “gut instinct.” It concluded that this led to unequal punishments for the same offenses and fines that were either too low or too high, depending on the judge’s individual inclinations. Notably, the Commission found that inconsistent fine-setting practices had a disproportionate impact on people with lower incomes because fines set too high carried more severe consequences for those who could not pay.

The Commission’s goal was to achieve something close to equality in how fines were experienced by people of different financial means. It concluded that inequalities arising from fines could be mitigated—though not eliminated—through regulation of the fine calculation. It also determined that piecemeal changes in the statute would be insufficient, so it turned to the Scandinavian model of day fines for a transparent framework for setting fines based on both the severity of the offense and the person’s finances.

Overall, the adoption of day fines was not very controversial. As one scholar notes, “[l]ooking back, one is surprised to see how easily the idea of day fines found its way into the German criminal law reform and was able to assert itself here without much difficulty.”
3. A last minute political compromise resulted in a harsher daily rate standard

In drafting the legislation adopting day fines, the Commission recognized that the main challenge to implementing day fines was defining the standard for evaluating a person’s ability to pay—what is called the “daily rate.” The daily rate governs how the fine is calculated so selecting the right metric would be critical to achieving the system’s goal of affordable fines of equal impact, regardless of economic means. Unfortunately, the final standards passed by the German legislature were unlikely to achieve that goal. This is because the standards were the result of a compromise in the face of political resistance, most notably by a senior official of the German Ministry of Justice and some members of a body created to implement the work of the Commission (hereinafter referred to as the "Special Commission"), to any standard that would result in fines that were lower than those imposed before reforms.

The discussions leading up to the passage of the day fines legislation centered on a daily rate calculation that would deduct cost-of-living expenses from a person’s daily income. The daily rate was to be defined as the amount the person could pay daily “on the basis of their attainable income, usable assets, and actual standard of living, taking into account their maintenance and other reasonable payment obligations as well as their personal circumstances.” This proposed standard was based on the Scandinavian model and would have adjusted the daily rate to accommodate a person’s cost of living. By allowing people to retain money for necessities, this model set fines at a level that people could be reasonably expected to pay. But at the last minute and after almost no debate, the legislature adopted an amendment, which ultimately passed and remains the law today, that set the daily rate according to a person’s full net income without deducting for living expenses. Although judges retain the discretion to reduce the daily rate by taking into consideration the “personal and financial circumstances” of the individual, they are not required to do so, and German law provides no guidelines for doing so.
One German scholar deemed this last-minute amendment an “extraordinarily important turnaround,” and yet there is very little information about the reasons for the sudden change. There is some evidence that stakeholders feared that if day fine amounts were set too low, they would not deter the poor. There was also a fear that judges would not view the new system as legitimate and would resort to incarceration if they viewed fine amounts as insufficiently punitive. Both arguments relied on a comparison to the fine amounts imposed under the old system, which, as one German researcher has pointed out, is ironic given that the purpose of reform was to change the way fines were set. Another argument that was raised in testimony before the Special Commission was that fines should not be lowered for driving under the influence. The legislature apparently yielded to these arguments that low fines would not deter poor people from committing crimes, that fines should not be lower than the status quo, that judges would resist the new system, and that one offense (driving under the influence) should be punished more harshly, and the last minute amendment set the daily rate at full net income without any required deductions for necessary living expenses.

How Germany compromised on its daily rate standard

Problems identified with old system
- Fines were not tailored to people’s financial circumstances

Initial reform proposals
- Robust standards that truly accounted for people’s cost of living

Political biases
- Decision makers pegged day fines amounts to existing institutional practices
- Decision makers failed to understand how much lower income people can afford

Final legislation
- Ability-to-pay standard overestimates how much people can afford to pay

Politics derails progress

Appetite for reform
- Last-minute changes
Many of Germany’s European neighbors also use a day fines system, but not all of them impose fines as frequently as Germany. Germany is among the European countries that sentences the highest proportion of cases to fines.

The standards and practices for defining the daily rate vary across day fines countries. Below are some examples of countries with more robust deductions. Other day fines countries define the daily rate more broadly or without required deductions, as Germany does.

- **Sweden** uses a detailed formula to set the daily rate. Lower income people are usually assessed the equivalent of about 4.50 euro per unit.

- **Spain** makes deductions from net income in setting the daily rate and also takes into consideration people’s personal, family, health, and housing circumstances. The daily rate for low-income people is usually set between three and six euro per unit.

- **Hungary** considers income, assets, and family members’ income. Hungary also conducts an individualized determination of people’s expenses (including mortgages and other debts) and takes into account the money needed to support the person’s lifestyle. Living expenses and other required expenses are subtracted from net income to set the daily rate.

- **Finland** uses a formula to set the daily rate. Daily rates are 1/60th of an individual’s average monthly salary after taxes and deductions, and deductions account for basic needs.
4. German day fines laws have remained largely consistent since their original passage

Since day fines were implemented, there have been almost no changes to the governing statutes, but practice and case law interpreting those statutes have developed. Policies have also evolved at the state level. States have discretion over post-sentencing monitoring and enforcement practices such as how payment plans are set up and enforced and the use of community service as an alternative upon nonpayment of fines. States have changed these policies over time. For example, some states have reduced the number of hours of work required per unit of fines, presumably to expand the use of community service as an alternative to payment.

One data point is illustrative of the overall consistency of the role of day fines in the German criminal legal system since implementation. Shortly after day fines were enacted in 1969, over 80% of all criminal cases were sentenced to day fines as a sole sanction. Today that number is about 84%.
In drafting the legislation adopting day fines, the Commission recognized that the main challenge to implementing day fines was defining the standard for evaluating a person’s ability to pay.
Part Two: Setting Day Fines in Germany

This part provides a detailed overview of the present-day sentencing practices in the German day fines system. We refer to German case law and secondary sources, but primarily rely on the accounts of the judges and prosecutors whom we interviewed. In the subsequent section we analyze the system described here and draw out implications for the United States. We discuss how the daily rate is set, including the sources of information available to the court, how units are calculated, and procedural rules that

Day Fines Calculation
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preserve transparency about the basis for fine sentences. We also include a short summary about how payment is monitored and enforced in Germany.

In Germany’s day fines system, the final fine amount is the product of two numbers, calculated separately and multiplied to arrive at the total fine. The first number is the daily rate. The daily rate is a dollar amount that is calculated using the person’s economic circumstances. Because the daily rate is the mechanism by which fines are tailored to each individual, the formula for calculating the daily rate determines how well a day fines system will achieve equality of experience for people with different financial circumstances. Policies and practices that fail to account for expenses or unique circumstances may overestimate how much people can pay. Likewise, failing to account for certain types of income may lead to underestimating payment amounts.

The second part of the fine calculation is the number of units, which judges assess through a fact-specific inquiry into the nature of the offense. The daily rate and units are calculated independently and then multiplied to arrive at the total financial sentence.

1. **Background: Judges’ and prosecutors’ views on the day fines system**

   A. Judges and prosecutors believe in proportionate fines

   Judges and prosecutors in Germany strongly believe that fines should be tailored to achieve greater equality and fairness in the system.

   “[T]he original goal is equal treatment and . . . that’s why I say . . . for me there’s no system at the moment that seems to make more sense, in any way, than the system we have now. Because it helps us to ensure that the wealthy are punished in the same way as those without means—by taking into account the actual income situation.”
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“Flat fines, something like ‘1,000 euro for a DUI,’ I would consider that incredibly unfair. . . . Even just when you imagine that there is someone who has nothing, and there is someone sitting there who is the head of Deutsche Bank [a large German bank] . . . that’s just not right. That would actually equal a carte blanche for those who earn a lot, for those who are not affected at all, and we do not want to grant carte blanches.”

B. Judges and prosecutors acknowledge the poverty of people in Germany’s criminal legal system

A recent study in the German state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (“Mecklenburg Study”) found that 95% of people sentenced to prison for nonpayment of fines had a monthly income at the time of sentencing of 1000 euro or less. The average net income in Germany in 2017 for a one person household was 1,633 euro.

Judges and prosecutors are aware and speak often about how most people who come into contact with the criminal legal system and face fines have low incomes. Judges and prosecutors also acknowledge the basic truth that fines impact people with lower incomes proportionately more than those with higher incomes or with wealth. It is with this knowledge that they are making decisions about people’s daily rate.

“I really have a lot of [public benefits] recipients. Or many with precarious circumstances, let’s put it like that. . . . People send me their pay slips. And I’m sometimes surprised about how little, or how many people earn so little. Well, 1,200 euro, that is very common. I have people who earn 700 euro. . . . But you’d be amazed that this amount of 1,500 euro, which I use as my assumption, that this is, from my experience, a relatively high number indeed.”

“The share of defendants who receive [public benefits] is very high here, . . . Actually, it’s the vast majority. And that’s why I have—I rarely ever have
“You’d probably have to arrive at 25 euro [daily rate], but, of course, it is still—if you consider the burden for the individual Hartz IV [public benefits] recipient, that’s, of course, not comparable to someone who has something like 3,000 euro income and then pays 100 euro per day. I mean, that’s obviously a completely different dimension in terms of financial burden. That has to be said.”

“And I think the crucial point is what you said earlier: the system is meant to ensure that, for example, someone who gets 60 day fine units is deprived of two months’ income. . . . But let’s assume he—[is] a mid-level manager, let’s say, then I can—I could set the day fine in such a way that everything is taken away from him for these two months. But that’s precisely the point: since he has earned much more before and will earn much more after, he will not be hit as hard by the 40 day fine units . . . as a [public benefits] recipient, who has no savings at all. And who then has all his money taken away, so to speak, for 40 days.”

2. Calculating the daily rate

The daily rate under German statutory law is pegged to the person’s daily net income. For example, if a person receives a paycheck of 900 euro per month, their daily net income is 30 euro. Judges have considerable discretion and may consider “other relevant assessment factors” and the person’s “personal and financial circumstances” to add to or subtract from net income to arrive at the daily rate.

The statutory language requiring courts to base their calculation on net income has been interpreted to mean that the daily rate should usually be a person’s net income, and that is usually how judges and prosecutors approach the calculation in practice.
Judges and prosecutors in our interviews explained that, in their view, determining the daily rate was not a mechanical exercise of applying a formula, but rather an exercise of discretion.\textsuperscript{155} As a commentary explains, the guiding principle should be for judges to exercise their discretion to achieve equality of experience between people with different financial means,\textsuperscript{156} with an eye towards setting fines that will not impede the person’s rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{157} Fines should have some financial impact on a person but not lead to “misery or poverty” and therefore courts should give closer scrutiny—and more deductions—to people with limited incomes.\textsuperscript{158}

In practice, in consideration of the person’s “personal and financial circumstances” judges apply certain limited deductions to net income that have
developed over time through case law and commentaries, including for support of dependents, rent, and other debts. For example, courts often subtract 10% from net income for each child a person supports. A person sentenced to 10 units with a 30 euro daily rate would pay 300 euro. If they had one child, they would pay 27 euro per unit for a total fine of 270 euro. Practices for applying deductions vary greatly and usually do not involve a holistic inquiry, but rather depend on the application of individual decisionmaker or jurisdictional norms for deductions. The net income standard often results in high fine amounts because necessary living expenses are not subtracted from net income to set the daily rate. For example, a person’s rent, healthcare expenses, and food costs are not usually subtracted to set the daily rate. Deductions that are made, such as for support of dependents, are also often less than the true amount of the expense. We know of no jurisdiction in Germany where the daily rate fully accounts for people’s daily expenses.

When German courts have limited or no financial information about a person, they often apply default daily rate amounts. A jurisdiction or a particular judge may have a practice of setting the daily rate at 35 euro when they have limited information. Courts are also permitted to estimate the daily rate. For example, if the court knows only the person’s profession, they may estimate the salary for that occupation and use that amount to set the daily rate.

Below we discuss in greater detail these practices for calculating the daily rate. We discuss how courts define income for the purposes of setting fines and how they estimate income when they have limited information. We then turn to the deductions courts make before setting the daily rate and the statutory range within which the daily rate must be set.
Public benefits in Germany

Unlike the United States, Germany has programs that provide broad-based social welfare benefits, including monthly monetary benefits. German law and practice for setting daily rates should be read against this backdrop as judges and prosecutors often refer to these government programs and assume that people have income from them (though this may not always be the case).

German citizens and permanent residents have a constitutional right to public benefits (also often translated as “social security”). Every person must be provided the financial means to live “in line with human dignity.”162 Payments are distributed to recipients under various legal schemes but are collectively referred to as “Soziale Mindestsicherung” (“Minimum Social Security”). In 2017 a total of about 7.5 million people, or about 9.2% of the population, received Minimum Social Security.163 Throughout this paper, we use “public benefits” to mean Minimum Social Security.

The main categories of recipients of public benefits are (i) long-term unemployed (“Hartz IV”) (78.2% of recipients); (ii) pensioners (14% of recipients); and (iii) asylum seekers (6.2% of recipients).165 Judges and prosecutors in our interviews refer often to Hartz IV because it is a common benefit type.

The current minimum guarantee amounts are as follows: single adults living alone receive 424 euro per month; adults living together receive 382 euro each per month; and children (up to age 25) receive between 245 and 339 euro per month.166 Hartz IV recipients also receive an apartment, furniture, and appliances.167 People may receive less than the minimum guarantee if they have other sources of income or assets or for other reasons.168 For example, our interviewees reported that asylum seekers receive lower monetary benefits.169 Scholars and advocates in Germany have long criticized these programs for having too many procedural hurdles that can prevent eligible people from receiving needed benefits.170

The programs described here are also separate from Germany’s unemployment benefits for short-term unemployed people, who receive 60% to 67% of their previous salary for up to one year after becoming unemployed.172 People in Germany also receive additional services and benefits that are state-funded. Healthcare is provided free of charge to recipients of benefits, including to the long-term unemployed receiving Hartz IV.173 There are also additional public benefits in Germany that we do not discuss here.
A. Defining income

The guiding statute that defines the daily rate instructs that the court “shall typically base its calculation on the actual average one-day net income.”¹⁷⁴ Net income is understood as “all monetary inflows” and is usually an individual’s take-home pay, after taxes and other payroll deductions.¹⁷⁵ German law does not enumerate the sources of income that judges must include when setting the daily rate, but according to commentaries it includes income from employment, self-employment, and investments.¹⁷⁶ Income for the purposes of day fines may be both more and less inclusive than income as defined by tax authorities.¹⁷⁷ For example, public benefits are not taxable income in Germany, but jurisdictions consider public benefits as income for the purposes of setting the daily rate.¹⁷⁸ In practice, judges and prosecutors rely on information about take-home pay and public benefits to calculate net income; they did not report asking people about other additional sources of income such as investment income.

To calculate a person’s daily net income, German courts divide monthly employment or self-employment income by thirty (the number of calendar days, not the number of working days).¹⁷⁹ Therefore, if a person reports earning 1,200 euro per month, the daily rate would be 40 euro, even if the person has additional monthly investment income. For people who report receiving benefits of 424 euro per month, the daily rate would be rounded up to 15 euro.

B. Estimating net income when courts lack financial details

When judges and prosecutors in Germany lack sufficient financial information to calculate the daily rate, German law permits them to estimate the person’s daily rate.¹⁸⁰ According to commentaries, there must be a factual basis for the estimate: “[m]ere speculations are not sufficient.”¹⁸¹ Courts are expected to avail themselves of reasonable investigatory options, although they are not required to exhaust all evidentiary tools for determining actual income before making a reasonable estimate.¹⁸²
German law and practice provide insights about how courts should think about the income side of the ledger in setting the daily rate.

Income is based on actual earned amounts rather than speculation

Income is calculated according to the person’s actual income at the time of sentencing. Courts will not usually make projections about future income, but any imminent, non-temporary changes in economic circumstances will be taken into account. For example, if an individual is retiring after sentencing, the person’s future lower income is used to set the daily rate amount. Our interviewees said they decline to increase the daily rate for projected income, even when a person’s income may increase in the near future. One judge explained that he did not usually set daily rates at future expected income, even when the person said they had a job starting soon.

“...Well, I tend to take a favorable perspective. I always set the lower amount. I mean, if he—if he gets short-term unemployment benefits today and says he’ll start a ... job next week or something like that, but he doesn’t know exactly how much he will earn, maybe 1,000 or something, then I say, ‘Okay, let’s give him his [unemployment benefits] amount [as the daily rate]. ... And if it’s the other way round, so to speak, if he has a job now but will lose it for sure and submits the notice of termination, I wouldn’t say now, ‘Well, you earn 1,800, so you’ll get your 60 euro’; but, in that case, I would take the expected unemployment benefits as a basis, so perhaps he will get 40 euro.”

According to German legal commentaries, courts do not usually speculate about or project what a person’s income should be: net income is actual earned income and not income the courts assume people are capable of earning. Our interviewees confirmed that they do not set the daily rate according to what they believe people should or could earn. German commentaries provide a few rationales for this approach. The most common argument is the simplest, which is that the person cannot pay money to the court that they do not actually have. German law also recognizes that there may be good reasons for choosing not to work in traditional wage earning jobs or to work only part time hours, such as caregiving responsibilities for children or the elderly, and individual life decisions should be respected. Courts cannot use high fines to indirectly force people to get a new or different job so they can afford to pay. Doing so would, in the eyes of German law, violate people’s constitutionally-guaranteed freedom of action. German courts have also explained that the time and effort required for courts to know the labor market well enough to speculate about employment a person could theoretically obtain is burdensome. Finally, assumptions that people are not working because they do not want to work are often based on “prejudice, and can result in discrimination.”

One commentary gives the example of people who are homeless and are struggling with addiction or unemployment. It explains that these factors may preclude the person from working and so a court’s assumption of an unwillingness to work would be based on a lack of understanding about these barriers. Courts occasionally make a narrow exception and impute income if there is evidence that the person has intentionally reduced their income for the purpose of paying a lower fine.

This may strike U.S. readers as very different from court culture and practice in their jurisdictions. We discuss the implications of this difference in our analysis section below.

The look back for the daily rate depends on the nature of the income

For people with irregular income such as those working in the “gig-economy” (drivers for ride-sharing companies, for example) or seasonal employees, courts...
average earnings over a period of time to calculate an average daily income. According to the commentaries, courts will use a one-year look-back period from the date of sentencing. By averaging earnings in this way, courts can better assess the person’s financial “life pattern over a longer period” and therefore understand how much the person can truly afford. Otherwise, the court risks using anomalous months to set fines that are too high or too low.

Assets and wealth are generally not included in income

Judges and prosecutors in our interviews did not include assets in calculating the daily rate, including for high earners. Commentaries confirm that courts set the daily rate based on a person’s regularly-occurring income and do not include assets, though German law does not explicitly bar consideration of assets. The principle behind this practice of excluding assets is that fines should be calculated based on the amount a person has readily available for consumption and should not require that they forfeit their accumulated wealth or assets. German courts also do not include in the daily rate non-recurring income amounts such as gifts, inheritance, lottery winnings, or proceeds from the sale of assets because, according to the commentaries, such one-off windfalls do not necessarily change people’s current ability to pay.

German case law contains clear precedent against considering assets to set the daily rate for people with limited means. The commentary argues that for people with lower incomes, small asset holdings may be the key to people’s future financial stability, and there is a societal interest in people’s financial well-being. Under German case law, courts have specifically excluded from net income a person’s home, small savings reserves, other small or medium-sized assets, assets that cannot be immediately liquidated, and assets used to generate income such as business assets or land. For the vast majority of people, all of their assets would be covered by this list and thus excluded from net income. German courts have considered assets when setting the daily rate only in exceptional circumstances when they have found that exclusion would give “unreasonable preference” to the wealthy.

Benefits in kind are sometimes considered income

Benefits in kind are non-cash benefits such as government funded housing or support by family members for non-working family members. They confer some material benefit to a person but are not monetary income. Benefits in kind are sometimes considered income for the purposes of calculating day fines under German law, though some recent case law suggests this should not be the case. Some commentators and judges have argued that benefits in kind should not be counted towards net income because the person may not be able to exchange the in kind benefit for money so the fine would be set too high for the person to pay.

One common instance in which courts consider benefits in kind is when household income is attributed to non-working household members. For example, a spouse out of work may have some portion of their partner’s income attributed to them as a benefit in kind. According to case law, German courts should not arbitrarily impute household income to the non-working spouse, for example by considering the person’s net income to be 50% of a working family member’s income, and instead should assess the value of the benefits that the person actually receives.

Another common scenario in which the question of benefits in kind arises is when people receive government benefits in kind such as housing vouchers. Many of our interviewees and some published court cases exclude such benefits. As one case reasoned, because government benefits are calculated at or just above a person’s sustenance level, in kind benefits such as housing should not be added to net income. The person has limited monetary resources and cannot use the housing benefit to pay fines, especially without risking homelessness.
One common situation in which judges and prosecutors estimate income is when the person indicates their profession but not their exact salary. In that circumstance, decision makers will research (or know) how much the average person makes in the stated profession and use that to set the daily rate.

In practice, when judges and prosecutors have no information, they "estimate" by setting a default net income that is not tied to any details about the person’s finances, but is instead the customary rate used by a particular judge, prosecutor, or jurisdiction. The default rate among our interviewees ranged from 30–60 euro per unit. Interviewees also explained that if they had some information indicating that the person receives public benefits, they would impose a different default rate. They would usually assume that the person’s net income was the benefits amount for a single person receiving long-term unemployment benefits (Hartz IV), 424 euro per month, and set the daily rate between seven euro and 20 euro.

As one prosecutor explained, they “often” lack information about people’s financial circumstances and must use the default rate. Judges and prosecutors acknowledge that setting the daily rate without any specific information is bad practice and that it can lead to daily rates that are too high for poor people to pay. As one prosecutor lamented after discussing how courts in his jurisdiction default to 25 euro per unit, “my calculation of the fine, after all, . . . should at least correspond to their actual economic circumstances, so that they are actually bound to be able to pay.” In another interview, judges said the default rate in their jurisdiction was 20–30 euro, yet one judge in the focus group later acknowledged that an estimated 80% of people sentenced lived on public benefits, which would suggest the default rate should be lower.

C. Deductions from net income

Although they are not required to do so by law, many courts make some deductions from net income under their authority to consider the “personal and financial circumstances” of the person in setting the daily rate. Practices for doing so differ greatly, resulting in significant variations in final day fine sentences depending on the decision maker and the jurisdiction.
Deductions determine how accurately the fine will reflect a person’s expenses, and therefore financial circumstances. As one prosecutor said, “What is always a major topic of discussion is what expenses should I deduct? [This discussion] leads us to the question of the individual’s actual ability to pay in the particular case.”

Our interviewees discussed three main deductions: deductions for support of dependents, which are regularly made, and deductions for rent and deductions for various debts, which are less common but are sometimes made. Judges and prosecutors in our interviews did not deduct other expenses such as general living expenses or otherwise deviate significantly from net income in setting a final daily rate. Our interviewees reported great variations in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deduction</th>
<th>Not deducted</th>
<th>Sometimes deducted</th>
<th>Usually deducted</th>
<th>Always deducted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular cost of living</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent and debts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reductions for low-income people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
way deductions are made, if at all. For example, practices differed regarding whether more than one deduction would be combined.

- **Regular costs of living: not deducted.** It is not German law or practice to subtract ordinary expenses from net income.\(^{224}\) One interviewee explained that only “extraordinary expenses” were to be deducted.\(^{225}\)

- **Rent and debts: sometimes deducted.** Rent and debts are sometimes deducted from net income for the purpose of calculating the daily rate. Many respondents said that they did not subtract rent or housing costs from people’s income, but a handful of interviewees reported doing so.\(^{226}\) Data show that low-wage earners in Germany spend 31% of their net income on rent.\(^{227}\) Decision makers who deduct rent do so in recognition of the fact that certain low-income people would struggle to make ends meet absent such a deduction. For example, courts will often calculate the daily rate for Hartz IV recipients by using the monetary benefits amount as net income without adding people’s housing subsidy, which can be understood as a deduction because it is permissible to include such in kind benefits in income. Courts also sometimes, though not usually, subtract people’s other debts, such as car payments, from their net income in setting the daily rate. There is no consistent approach used to deduct additional debts from net income when calculating the daily rate, and any such deductions are done on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the court based on its “generosity,” judgments about whether the debt is for a worthwhile expense,\(^{228}\) the person’s efforts to pay, and the person’s overall financial circumstances.\(^{229}\)

- **Support of family members: regularly deducted.** Almost all interviewees agreed that judges and prosecutors deduct a set amount from net income to account for each dependent.\(^{231}\) For those who owe child or spousal support through the courts, the amount of the actual support order is deducted.\(^{232}\) For all others, courts subtract the amount of support payment that would be ordered under German law under similar circumstances,\(^{233}\) or reduce net income by a set percentage.\(^{234}\) When using a set percentage, courts typically deduct 10%\(^{235}\) to 15%\(^{236}\) for each child,
and interviewees implied that this reduction is granted regardless of other household income. Courts also deduct 10% \(^237\) to 43% \(^238\) for spousal support. \(^239\) Some interviewees reported that they capped total deductions for support of dependents at 50% of the total income. \(^240\)

- **Other expenses: rarely deducted.** It was very rare that judges and prosecutors spoke about deducting other expenses. In one interview, prosecutors said that they will deduct health expenses that are not covered by insurance. \(^241\)

Below are some explanations from German judges and prosecutors of how they approach deductions.

“The gray area starts when people owe money. [T]here are different degrees of generosity when it comes to accommodating people’s financial burdens. The lower my income, the more likely [rent or mortgage payments] will be taken into account.” \(^242\)

“I think if someone these days gets a minimum wage and only earns . . . 1,200 euro. Then, if I do it right, I can’t really say, ‘You’ll get a 40-euro day fine amount.’ That is 1,200 divided by 30, right? . . . I believe, I’d actually need to deduct the rent they pay from the 1,200. . . . Otherwise, the . . . guy living on a minimum wage in marginal, precarious circumstances will be placed in a considerably worse position.” \(^243\)

“I think this really is a case-by-case thing. There are also some people where you notice they really make an effort. They have debts, which they may have incurred as teenagers . . . and they really try, even if it’s 10 euro a month. In those cases, we would be more inclined to [reduce the daily rate than] if someone sits in the courtroom and says, ‘I don’t care about it. . . . I can’t pay it off anyway.’” \(^244\)
D. Deductions for low-income people

There is great variation in how courts apply deductions for lower-income people. Commentaries reference a deduction of up to 30% of the total fine for people receiving benefits or people with lower incomes. Judges and prosecutors differ in whether and how much they reduce net income, whether they exclude non-cash benefits such as housing subsidies from net income, and whether they apply additional deductions such as for support of dependents or debts. Judges and prosecutors are inconsistent in how much they reduce fines for lower-income people despite acknowledging that most people being sentenced are poor and thus experience the penalty more severely.

These differences in approach are reflected in the variation in default daily rates for public benefit recipients, which our interviews revealed range from 7 to 20 euro. Under a strict net income calculation, the Hartz IV public benefits amount would result in a daily rate of 14 euro. Some courts impose 15 euro, rounding up from 14. A common response was 10 euro, which reflects the 30% discount mentioned in commentaries: “Well, if I know that this is an unemployed person and they get Hartz IV, because they possibly stated that, as many do, then we currently still apply 10 euro as the amount of the day fine. That’s, I think that’s also still the standard nationwide.” There were some interviewees who set the daily rate at 20 euro by adding non-cash benefits to net income, and some who set it as low as 7 euro because that amount better reflected what people can afford.

German case law and commentaries are clear that courts should not peg the daily rate to net income for people with low incomes. As one case explains, deductions from net income should be made for people receiving public benefits and for people who are employed but do not make very much money. Some cases have held that people should retain 70% of their cash public benefits and that benefits in kind such as housing assistance should be excluded as a source of income. Courts attempt to balance—with different
results—considerations about the person’s poverty with their concern that very low daily rates are insufficient punishment.

In a seminal case, Hann, the court reasoned that based on a German Federal Constitutional Court case stating that the amount people receive for public benefits is set at a bare minimum subsistence level, criminal courts should set the daily rate for people receiving public benefits at one euro per unit. However, without much explanation, the Hann court accepted a lower court’s decision to set the daily rate at ten euro per unit. In doing so, the court noted that it was taking into account that criminal punishments need to be taken seriously for the criminal legal system to serve its societal purpose of maintaining order. It did not explain why a lower fine for a poorer person would undermine this purpose of the system. A conference of ministers from each German state formed a working group in 2014 to discuss whether courts (including the Hann court) are adequately protecting the poor as they attempt to balance the interests of punishment with the reality of poverty. The working group was to consider “whether people living close to the subsistence level are hit harder by a fine based on net income (§ 40(2) StGB) and whether the solutions developed by the courts on the basis of the statutory regulation, which are intended to ensure that this group is not deprived of what is ‘indispensable for subsistence’ in the course of the setting and enforcement of fines, prove to be sufficient in the light of the principle of the welfare state.” So far, this working group has not generated any policy changes.
The way judicial discretion is exercised can create significantly different outcomes for low-income people.

A person eligible for public benefits receives €424 / mo.

The person is sentenced to 20 UNITS (for fare evasion)

1. If court applies a 30% "discount" because the person has a low income, it may set the DAILY RATE at €10.

   DAY FINE: €200
   Fine is almost half the public benefit amount

2. If court calculates net income as the full public benefit amount, the DAILY RATE is €14.

   DAY FINE: €280
   Fine interferes with minimum subsistence

3. If court calculates net income as the full public benefit amount plus the housing subsidy, the DAILY RATE is €20.

   DAY FINE: €400
   Fine is nearly all of person's monthly income

None of the daily rates in these scenarios accurately reflect the person's ability to pay. To be truly affordable, the daily rate would have to be set between 1 and 5 euro.
E. Upper and lower limits for the daily rate

a. Statutory ranges for the daily rate

Although German courts generally set the daily rate based on the calculations described above, there is a statutory floor and ceiling that constrains them. The daily rate must be set between 1 and 30,000 euro per unit.\textsuperscript{261}

In practice, German courts rarely calculate daily rates that trigger the statutory floor or ceiling. As Chart 1 shows, the vast majority of fines are between 5 and 50 euro per unit.\textsuperscript{262}

Interviewees reported that the statutory ranges were adequate to capture the sentences they thought they should set.\textsuperscript{263} Some agreed with the statutory boundaries because “there must be limits somewhere” of total punishment.\textsuperscript{264} Others disagreed and did not see the purpose of cabining the daily rate.\textsuperscript{265}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daily rate set (in euro)</th>
<th>Number of cases sentenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to EUR 4.99</td>
<td>8,493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR 5–EUR 10.00</td>
<td>136,927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR 10.01–EUR 25.00</td>
<td>201,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR 25.01–EUR 50.00</td>
<td>183,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR 50.01+</td>
<td>20,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of cases sentenced to day fines</strong></td>
<td><strong>550,312</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(data available for 550,088 cases)
b. In-practice ranges for the daily rate

Regardless of their views in the abstract about the fairness of high daily rates, interviewees, including prosecutors who handle crimes committed by wealthy people, reported having limited experience charging daily rates at the higher end of the available range. Indeed, German judges and prosecutors hesitate to set high daily rates even when they may be warranted. One interviewee reported revisiting his decision after arriving at a daily rate of 150 euro because the rate seemed too high: “We’d flinch a little if the daily rate amount was somewhere north of 100 or 150 euro, even if it was tallied with the income, on paper. Possibly there is, subconsciously, one’s own ability to pay plays a role somehow.” Another said, “I still believe that the very high incomes, which we have relatively rarely, may still not be hit as hard anyway . . . because we are reluctant to go all the way up with the daily rate amounts, which we are definitely free to do.”

Interviewees also reported that they rarely set daily rates in the lowest part of the range. There have been proposals in Germany to increase the minimum rate from one euro to five euro but advocates argue that the real issue is that daily rates in the lowest range are not used often enough for people who have very low or no income. Judges and prosecutors did not provide much reasoning for why they do not use the lower end of the range in appropriate cases and instead reiterated their default rates for lower income people.
Throughout this section, we have discussed the policies for calculating the daily rate, including what counts as income, deductions the court may make, and how judges approach cases when people have limited means. Below, judges and prosecutors describe how they apply this doctrine in practice by walking through their decision-making in specific cases.

“You estimate it. [Setting] both [the daily rate and units is] based on a gut feeling, really. I mean, we’ve all been doing this for a while now, it doesn’t take time. I have a feeling . . . I have a reference point, and starting from that I go up or down. This means that a decision is made within two, three, four, five seconds. And the amount, it’s either number crunching, if I have something to work with. I’ll make deductions or not. Or I’ll divide it by 30 to arrive at my day fine amount.”

“When you set the sixth fine that day, of course that’s a routine thing in your head: bam, bam, bam . . . So I don’t sit down and make myself a list: let’s see, he’s got 1,400 euro at his disposal, and, according to the [child support] table of payments, he has to pay for his . . . children, [he has to pay] this and that. No. You hear 1,400, okay, he’s got 1 or 2 kids, his wife has got her own income, a bit below that, so we’ll go with [30]. Well, of course that’s not down to the cent, nor do I make day fine amounts of 31 or 32 euro.”

“Daily rate amounts are actually easy [to calculate]. . . . That’s something any judge can calculate in their head. 1,200, 1,500, 1,800, 2,100 net income, these are the corresponding day fine amounts, which one has ready in one’s head. . . . You just have to see what you deduct. Whether you calculate it accurately or whether you say, ‘He is married, he has two children, I’ll deduct 500–600 euro from the income he has stated.’ That’s an estimate.”
3. Collecting financial information to set the daily rate

To set the daily rate, courts must obtain information about the person’s financial circumstances. In Germany, the process for collecting this information depends on whether the case is decided by summary proceedings or trial. Summary proceedings are expedited procedures available for fine-only cases that resolve the case through the mail and without court appearances, similar to how traffic tickets are processed in the United States. Seventy percent of fine cases are decided by summary proceeding.275

In this subpart we detail how fines are set in summary proceedings and trial. In both scenarios, judges and prosecutors rely on people’s self-reported
answers to a handful of ability-to-pay questions on a short police intake form. In summary proceedings, judges and prosecutors rarely follow up to learn more about people’s financial circumstances, primarily relying instead on the intake form and estimates that they are authorized to make by law. If the case goes to trial, judges may also ask follow-up questions regarding people’s financial circumstances through a colloquy.

A. German judges and prosecutors trust people’s self-reported financial information

In general, judges and prosecutors report that they trust the accuracy of self-reported financial information—whether it is provided on the police intake form or given as part of a colloquy. As one German judge stated, “I don’t ask to see pay slips if the defendant tells me something about his income. Funnily enough, I have the feeling, from my experience in recent years, they do tell the truth. Defendants even tend to say they earn a little more, because [having more income] is a bit of a status thing.”

Judges and prosecutors report that while they generally trust the accuracy of self-reporting, they expect and accept that there may be some small discrepancies. One judge explained: “Most of the time . . . I think it’s relatively
plausible what defendants say. If it’s a little less, so what? But . . . I really
don’t feel like I’m being lied to from start to finish. They are usually pretty open
about what they earn.”279 In another focus group, an interviewee stated that
they, as judges, will assume the testimony is truthful even if they believe the
person may have been aware of the benefits of underreporting their income:

“And, to be honest: what [information] do we rely on when we take the
net income as the basis? In these cases, we usually rely only on the
information provided by the defendant. So, if a defendant knows how it
works, either because he is represented by a lawyer or because he has
courtroom experience, then he knows to state his net income as low as
possible. And this will not be examined in the main trial and, as far as I
know, also not by the Public Prosecutor’s Office, if they request summa-
ry proceedings. It’s assumed that this [information] is truthful, or at least
fairly truthful.”280

Judges and prosecutors may rely on people’s word because they are moti-
vated by efficiency,281 but this is not the only reason they accept self-report-
ing. When evaluating the trustworthiness of self-reported financial informa-
tion, judges and prosecutors in Germany also acknowledge that most people
in criminal court have limited resources,282 and when they see indicia of
poverty, they do not suspect the person of failing to disclose income.283 A few
of the interviewees also noted that the economic lives of lower income indi-
viduals were more transparent—everyone knows the amount of public ben-
efits, the salaries of government employees, and approximately what people
with common jobs earn284—so misinformation is not a significant problem.
Interviewees noted that low-income people may, therefore, proportionately
pay more than individuals with more complex finances because the court may
not always be able to discover the true income of higher earners.
Summary proceedings, trial, and the role of judges and prosecutors in setting the daily rate

The choice between summary proceedings and trial is a threshold decision that determines the source of the financial information that decision makers will use to set the fine. In all cases, prosecutors first receive a case file from the police, which typically includes details about the offense, and the police intake form, which collects financial information. In about 70% of cases in which the person is facing fines, prosecutors choose to initiate a summary proceeding, through which the case may be resolved and sentenced without an oral hearing. If the prosecutor does not initiate a summary proceeding, the judge sets the case for trial. The prosecutor decides between summary proceedings and trial based on a fact-specific inquiry, which includes consideration of whether the decision maker believes additional information is needed to sentence the case.

If the prosecutor chooses to adjudicate the case by summary proceedings, they determine the number of units, calculate the daily rate and issue a summary proceedings order. To set the daily rate, prosecutors have the authority to investigate the person’s finances but, in practice they rely on the police intake form. Judges review the order and can either agree to the prosecutor’s sentence (including both the number of units and the daily rate), or, if they disagree, schedule a trial. Judges cannot propose a different number of units or daily rate without a trial. If a judge signs off on the prosecutor’s summary proceedings order, the order is mailed to the person, and it becomes enforceable if the person does not object within two weeks. The person can appeal the daily rate through mail or request an in-person hearing to dispute the whole order or any part of the order, including the daily rate. If the case goes to trial, either because the prosecutor requested it at the outset or because the judge or recipient objects to the summary proceedings order, the judge may engage in a colloquy to solicit information about the person’s ability to pay. Judges rarely use their authority to demand evidence such as bank records, pay slips, or other documents. German courts are able to obtain bank information, but are not permitted to access tax records.
B. Setting daily rates in summary proceedings

In summary proceedings, courts and prosecutors use the police intake questionnaire to set the daily rate. The police intake form in one German state solicits the following information: the person’s address; partner’s name, address, and occupation; number and ages of children; profession and employer; income at the time of the offense; income at present; and if unemployed, length of unemployment. The form is about three quarters of a page long.297

The form covers necessary questions to determine the daily rate, but when providing answers to complete the form, people do not always know that their answers will be used to set their fine so they may not provide enough detail.298 People are not entitled to counsel to help them respond to the intake form.299 One prosecutor explained that he thought that the information on the intake form failed to provide unrepresented individuals adequate notice about the importance of providing accurate and detailed information: “I have a lot to do . . . with defendants who don’t have an attorney . . . They’re not familiar with the day fine system. . . . I therefore believe that [adequate notice] should be [provided] accordingly as a matter of principle, for the sake of fair procedure.”300 While we did not interview police for this project, our understanding is that the police do not provide people guidance about filling out the intake information. They simply ask people the questions listed on the form and record the answers.301 The police do not conduct additional investigation about people’s financial circumstances.302

Judges and prosecutors rely on the police intake form when setting the daily rate.303 They reported that they do not follow up on the financial information collected in the police intake form though they have investigatory authority under German law.304 When asked about the fairness of using police intake forms as the sole basis for financial information in summary proceedings, prosecutors and judges stated that if people disagree with how the daily rate was calculated, they can provide additional information, appeal, or request a trial.305 However, interviewees also acknowledged that many people may
have challenges that prevent them from understanding court processes and
representing themselves. People who are experiencing housing instability, for example, face personal difficulties and also may not receive important
information from the court about their case. As one interviewee explained,

“Those who have a lower income are rarely those who actually take
action against the [summary proceedings], because of their lower income.
This is a core issue. Those who earn more anyway, I think, will contest
it more often.”

C. Setting daily rates at trial

For cases that are set for trial, judges and prosecutors are able to supple-
ment the information on the police intake form by asking questions at the
hearing. Judges ask questions about income, family circumstances, and
other debts.

German judges do not find calculating the daily rate at trial to be overly
complex. German judges often spoke of their high caseloads and limited
time to spend per case, estimating that they have less than ten minutes, and
sometimes just seconds depending on the jurisdiction and complexity of the
case. Despite these constraints on their time, the judges we interviewed did
not report that calculating the daily rate is a burdensome requirement and
indeed reported that it does not take very much time. Even when judges
spoke about the process in more detail, including the math they do to arrive
at an accurate amount, they still concluded that the process is fast.

Judges also reported that the ability-to-pay colloquy provides them with the
information they need to set the daily rate. As one interviewee summarized,
“Well, at trial, it is rather rare that you need to estimate [because of a lack
of information].” In other words, judges rarely need to estimate income
for cases that proceed to trial because they rely on what they are told and
observe at trial.
D. Privacy and rights against self-incrimination

As described above, prosecutors and judges in Germany rely on financial self-reporting to set fines and it is part of the culture of German courts to rely on this reporting. Prosecutors and judges also limit investigations of people’s finances to only the most serious cases because German law considers it a disproportionate invasion of privacy for the state to intensely scrutinize people’s financial circumstances when they are before the court for offenses that do not justify such an intrusion, such as most of the offenses that are eligible for day fines.315

An additional barrier to self-disclosure of financial information, at least in theory, is that people in Germany have a right to silence and are not required to disclose their income information.316 Courts may, therefore, be unable to base fines on people’s financial circumstances if people exercise their right against disclosure. However, one prosecutor noted it was “extremely rare that the defendant does not provide information” in a trial.317 The right against self-incrimination, therefore, may not be a practical barrier to obtaining people’s financial information in Germany. This may be because, for many people, a fine tailored to their actual income is lower than it would be using the jurisdiction’s default rate.318

4. Setting fine units

The second number that is used to calculate the total day fine amount is the number of units. In Germany, statutes set forth a range of units for each offense and judges and prosecutors determine the number of units based on a fact-specific inquiry.

German statutes do not assign a number of units for each offense, and judges and prosecutors have a lot of discretion to set units within a broad statutory range. According to statutory guidelines, when setting units for each crime, decision makers should consider the nature of the offense and the person’s circumstances.319 One judge explained that they consider the person’s “life
Initial decision to sentence to fines

Under the German criminal code, most criminal statutes that define an offense provide for broad punishment ranges, measured in units or days, and the option for the court to sentence the offense to either fines or prison. For example, the statute defining theft provides that the individual “shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine.” Fines are the presumed punishment for any offense sentenced to 180 units and below. For offenses assessed between 181 and 360 units judges may, in their discretion, sentence the person to a fine.

In practice, judges and prosecutors first determine whether the factual circumstances surrounding the offense merit a sentence of incarceration or a day fine. They assess culpability and reentry considerations. If they determine incarceration is appropriate, they may suspend the sentence or impose jail time. Judges and prosecutors reported that they would not sentence a person to prison instead of a fine just because they believed the person may be unable to pay the fine. If the court or prosecution decides that a fine sentence is appropriate, they assess the number of units of punishment that is appropriate for the offense. This assessment is a fact-specific inquiry, as set forth in this section.

before the offense, their social background, their family background, [and the court’s] expectation of how this specific punishment will impact this specific human being."

One prosecutor provided an example of the factual differences that would alter their assessment of the number of units. “The classic case is theft. If somebody steals something worth 20 euro at the supermarket, then that’s one thing. But if someone at the supermarket steals something, for example, out of a bag hanging from a wheelchair, then that has a completely different dimension of wrongdoing and is automatically, naturally—it then results in a higher fine.”
Across almost all of our interviews, judges and prosecutors stated that they consider mental health and addiction to be factors that reduce people’s culpability and thus reduce the number of units assessed. Further, while poverty and income status is usually factored into the calculation of only the daily rate, one commentary notes that factoring poverty into the unit number is considered “necessary if the financial circumstances of the person . . . have impacted the extent of the injustice caused by the offence.” The commentary explains that poverty may reduce units if a crime is motivated by economic plight.

Judges and prosecutors explained that setting units is a question of “gut” and that decision makers may differ on their unit assessments. One prosecutor said, “[t]his fine-tuning is something that no one can do for you. And it is something that, I would say, all of us have a feel for. There are no internal agreements either, but we [set units] more or less automatically.”
Day fine units in practice

Judges and prosecutors provided the following examples of common offenses and the units they typically impose. The units are multiplied by the person’s daily rate to arrive at a total fine amount. These examples help us put together how much in total fines people would face for common misdemeanors.

### Driving Under the Influence

| “A blood alcohol level of 1.2 always costs somewhere between 40 and 60 day fine units.” | “If it’s 1.6 [blood alcohol level], then we’ll have at least 30 [units].” |

### Fare Evasion

| One judge said fare evasion received between 15 and 20 units. | Data show that approximately 20% of fare evasion cases are sentenced to between 5 and 15 units and about 35% of cases receive between 16 and 30 units. The remaining cases are sentenced to over 30 units. |

### Shoplifting

| One group of judges discussed the common practice of dropping first time low-level shoplifting cases and sentencing the subsequent offense to 30 units. | |

### Benefits Fraud

| One judge said, “I often have people who obtained benefits or [fare evasion] where the deal is: summary proceedings, 15 units, or summary proceedings, 20 units.” The judge referred to these as “symbolic punishments” because in their view the fine amounts were so low. | |
Another interviewee explained:

“[It is] mainly down to instinct. But, of course, we have [the statutory principles of sentencing] . . . which don’t say ‘gut feeling.’ So, ‘gut feeling’ is that extra ingredient that comes with . . . life experience and professional experience. After all, ‘gut feeling’ encompasses [the principles of sentencing] in its entirety, with all—with all its intricacies.”

Some people reported that their agency had internal, informal guidelines for setting units for the most common misdemeanors such as driving under the influence, theft, and fare evasion, but these lists are unofficial and vary by office, if they exist at all. Judges and prosecutors spoke about the need for these guidelines to create uniformity because otherwise there can be great variation in units depending on the person deciding. In practice, even with lists as guidelines, interviewees said unit sentences vary.

“Well, it seems that the list has remained unchanged here for a long time, too . . . At the end of the day, it’s a gut feeling. And everyone would perhaps judge each case differently than their colleagues. So if one were to present the very same case to all our colleagues, to 13 public prosecutors, there would certainly be, perhaps not 13 different results, but certainly many different results. So there is definitely not one and the same default number of day fine units that everyone [applies] to the individual case.”

“We always have a framework within which we move. And there is no sentence that is accurate. That is to say, if . . . the four of us have the same case, and each of us is supposed to draft a summary proceedings order, I am firmly convinced—okay, let’s say relatively sure—that we’ll meet in an area where we will deviate from each other by a maximum of 20%, or 30%.”
5. Calculating the total fine

The unit number and the daily rate are the two components used to calculate the total financial penalty. To determine the total amount of the day fine, courts simply multiply the number of assigned units by the daily rate. German law is explicit that these two figures should be calculated separately and that judges must document the reasons for their decisions. Only after calculating the component parts of the fine do judges multiply them together to arrive at the total fine. After they calculate the fine, judges have discretion to adjust the final amount.

A. Calculating the fine is a two-part inquiry

A fundamental principle in Germany’s day fines system is that calculating the daily rate and assessing units are separate and independent steps. This process is often referred to as the “two-part inquiry.” The two-part inquiry allows judges to think clearly about each component part of the fine without being influenced by their gut instinct about what the total fine should be. They can consider the person’s culpability to satisfy the goals of punishment, and then separately consider the person’s financial circumstances to satisfy the goals of equity and proportionality.

The basis for each calculation must be documented in writing, including the court’s rationale for the daily rate, which must be explained in more detail if the court deviates from net income. A judge’s failure to follow the two-part inquiry is grounds for an appeal or annulment of the decision. For example, there would be strong grounds for appeal if a judge first decided on a total fine they determined to be appropriate based on their own intuition, and then tried to make it fit the day fines model by reverse engineering the daily rate and the unit number.

Judges and prosecutors in Germany see the two-part inquiry as critical to keeping them honest and making the system fair. One interviewee provided a hypothetical example of a difficult case in which they thought the person
deserved a steep penalty. When asked if they had a total amount in mind going into the case, he responded:

“[P]eople on low incomes are hit harder, even if the day fine system tries to compensate for this, at least in theory. Sometimes when you see the final amount of the fine, you can be taken aback at times. So you think, ‘Well, X amount for theft.’ So, often, you shouldn’t look at the final number, because otherwise you’ll think, well, it doesn’t really fit.”

B. Judges retain discretion to adjust the total fine amount

In the same way that judges and prosecutors have considerable flexibility in assigning the unit numbers and calculating the daily rate, they also have discretion to adjust the total fine amount after they calculate it. The German commentaries provide that the court may reduce the fine if it would be unaffordable, and specifically note that that fines in cases with high units may warrant deductions for lower-income people. Courts are also supposed to consider whether the fine is so high as to impede a person’s reentry.

Interviewees acknowledged their discretion to adjust the total fine amount, but reported doing so infrequently to preserve the two-part inquiry. Many judges never actually calculate or look at the total fine amount. One judge explained that he does not look at the total fine amounts because they sometimes do strike him as disproportionate for poor people:
Courts are also supposed to consider whether the fine is so high as to impede a person’s reentry.
Monitoring and enforcement of day fines

This section provides an overview of post-sentencing policies and practices for collecting and enforcing day fines.

Courts in Germany are not involved in day fines cases after sentencing. When a judge sentences the case, they are sentencing the person to a fine, and the order states that if the person fails to pay, they will be incarcerated without further process.361 This part of the system in Germany could not be implemented in the United States because it would violate constitutional protections against incarceration for nonpayment without a determination of willfulness.362

Payment and payment plans are monitored by clerks.363 After sentencing, clerks have discretion over how to enforce the fine, including payment plan terms, extensions of time to make missed payments, and the use of community service as an alternative to payment. Practices vary by jurisdiction and by clerk.364 If a person continuously fails to pay, eventually the clerk will decide that the person has had enough time and will order the person to be jailed to serve time for the remaining units on their sentence.365

**Payment plans**: People are entitled to payment plans under German law.366 Payment plans can be authorized by the court as part of sentencing or by a clerk. Judges must, in theory, balance the need to give people enough time to pay with the concern that people do not remain stuck in the criminal system for an extended period of time, and, where necessary, they should reduce the daily rate if no reasonable payment terms can be reached. For example, a payment plan that would extend over several years, given the amount the person can afford per month, may be considered unreasonable, and the daily rate amount should be reduced instead.367 In practice, however, it does not appear that this is common.

It is usually clerks who authorize and set payment plan terms.368 Payment plan amounts must be determined using detailed information about the person’s financial situation, including expenses such as food and clothing, rent, family support, and other payment obligations.369 There are no additional fees or costs associated with a payment plan.

When a person misses a payment, clerks send reminders and notices. Clerks are not authorized to use arrest, warrants, or additional court dates to compel appearance or payment. Researchers have found that clerks refer to internal guidelines for how long payment plans should last, and at the end of that term, if the person has not paid in full, the clerk will order them to be incarcerated.370
Modifications: There are mechanisms under German law for amending or suspending the fine amount during the course of repayment. However, post-sentencing relief rarely occurs in practice.

Civil collections methods: According to German law, clerks may use civil collections tools such as seizing assets in response to nonpayment. In practice, this is rare. In one study, only about 3% of fine cases were paid this way.

Community service: Community service may be used in lieu of payment after a person fails to pay, but it is not available as an alternative to fines at sentencing. German states have experimented with expanding the availability of community service, but currently, it is not always available. People complete their fine sentences with community services in only about 4% of cases. German scholars have written with reservations about community service as an alternative to fines, finding that community service poses similar barriers as fines for people who are unable to pay.

Incarceration: Under German law, for each unit of unpaid fines, a person must serve one day in prison. The court or clerk is not required to hold a hearing or otherwise consider the reasons for the person’s nonpayment; rather, people are required to serve time for any unpaid units, even if they are unable to afford the fine. The length of time a person is given after nonpayment before being incarcerated varies depending on the clerk and the jurisdiction.

Jailing people for nonpayment is common in Germany: on any given day, approximately 10% of people in prison in Germany are there for failure to pay. While data on the percentage of fines cases that result in incarceration are hard to find, researchers have estimated that it is between 8% and 10%. For the past several years, legislators and advocates have considered reforms to reduce incarceration, including proposals to credit people more than one unit per day served in prison. Over the last two years, judicial representatives from every state have also been considering proposals to address the high rates of incarceration for failure to pay. Some have called for following Sweden’s lead and eliminating prison as a punishment for nonpayment.

Driver’s license revocation: Driver’s license revocation is not an available sanction for nonpayment of fines under German law. Driver’s licenses may be revoked only in connection with certain driving offenses. Our interviewees believe that revoking people’s driver’s licenses is overly harsh because it hinders people’s ability to fulfill their daily responsibilities. One judge noted that driver’s license revocation also hurts poor people more than people with means.
Part Three: Day Fines in Context

Understanding the history and structure of Germany’s day fines system is important for U.S. lawmakers who are considering designing and implementing a day fines system in their jurisdiction. Equally important is understanding how day fines currently fit into Germany’s criminal legal system, including the prevalence of day fine sentences, the types of offenses that are sentenced to day fines, and the outcomes of cases receiving day fines sentences. Overall, we found that day fines, the most common sentence in Germany, are usually used to sentence low-level misdemeanors. Although they are sometimes used to punish more serious misdemeanors, system actors tend to perceive day fines as appropriate for low-level cases, and an efficient way to sentence high volumes of such cases.

1. Germany sentences most criminal cases to day fines

Germany has a total population of almost 83 million and a low crime rate. It also has one of the lowest rates of incarceration in Europe. The vast majority of criminal cases in Germany are sentenced to fines as a sole sanction. All fines under the criminal code are imposed as day fines, and day fines are not imposed in combination with supervision, community service, or incarceration. The percentage of cases sentenced to fines in Germany has remained steady—around 80%—since the adoption of day fines. In 2018, German courts decided a total of 653,060 criminal cases. About 84% of those cases were sentenced to day fines. In that same year, about 16% of cases were sentenced to prison, of which about 69.5% (10.6% of total convictions) received a suspended sentence, which is similar to probation.

Non-criminal traffic offenses and other ordinance violations are referred to as “Ordnungswidrigkeiten” in German; penalties for such offenses are not
sentenced with day fines, though ability to pay is a factor in setting fines for those offenses.396

2. Most day fines offenses are low-level misdemeanors

Data show that day fines are used primarily to sentence low-level misdemeanors. As Chart 2 shows, the offenses receiving day fines include low-level misdemeanors, such as drug possession, simple theft, and fraudulent acquisition of services (usually fare evasion). They also include drug trafficking, fraud, assault, and driving under the influence. Though day fines are a sentencing option for up to 360 units, and the default sentence for up to 180

---

Chart 2: Number of day fines cases by offense, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense and Statutory Citation</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Simple theft (Sec. 242 StGB)</td>
<td>66,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Fraud (Sec. 263 I StGB)</td>
<td>64,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Driving under the influence (Sec. 316 StGB)</td>
<td>48,416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Fraudulent acquisition of services (Sec. 265a StGB)</td>
<td>46,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Driving without a valid license (Sec. 21 StVG)</td>
<td>46,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Leaving the scene of an accident without cause (Sec. 142 StGB)</td>
<td>30,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Possession of controlled substances (29 I 1 Nr. 3 BtMG)</td>
<td>26,841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Battery (Sec. 223 StGB)</td>
<td>24,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Simple insult (Sec. 185 StGB)</td>
<td>21,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Falsifying documents (Sec. 267 I StGB)</td>
<td>18,118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of cases for top ten offenses sentenced to day fines 393,507
units, data show that day fines are applied primarily to less serious cases. Over 90% of fine cases receive 90 units or less.397

When asked to describe which cases usually receive day fines, judges and prosecutors explained that day fines are most appropriate for low-level offenses, and more serious offenses should receive a period of incarceration or a suspended sentence. For example, one interviewee stated that day fines were appropriate for “minor bodily-harm offenses, minor cases of—I don’t know—property damage, theft, fraud. Really minor offenses. For anything beyond that, fines are out of the question.”398 Another interviewee explained that first or second time cases of shoplifting or assault where the victim did not sustain significant injuries would be appropriate for a day fines sentence.399 Overall, our interviews indicated that judges were most likely to sentence individuals to day fines if the case involved 90 units or less, and these representations are consistent with the data.400

There are two additional reasons why judges and prosecutors use day fines most frequently for cases of 90 units of less. First, under German law, people convicted of crimes with 90 units or more receive a criminal record for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of units imposed</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5–15</td>
<td>45,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–30</td>
<td>186,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–90</td>
<td>271,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91–180</td>
<td>43,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181–360</td>
<td>3,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361+</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of cases sentenced to day fines</strong></td>
<td><strong>550,312</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that case (anything below 90 units is not registered in the person’s record) and judges and prosecutors try to impose fewer than 90 units for low-level cases so that people do not suffer that collateral consequence.\textsuperscript{401} Therefore, because judges generally see day fines as appropriate for misdemeanors, and because of this 90-day threshold, they seem to cluster fines cases to under 90 days and consider most other cases as “serious” and appropriate for suspended sentences or incarceration.\textsuperscript{402} Second, the fact that day fines are not used as much in more severe cases may be a product of Germany’s harsh daily rate formula. Fines add up to significant amounts fairly quickly because the amounts per unit are high. While judges generally deny that people’s inability to afford high day fines nudges them towards carceral sentences,\textsuperscript{403} judges may unintentionally balk at high fine amounts and therefore impose suspended sentences or prison instead when they believe people will not be able to pay.

---

**Outcomes of cases sentenced to day fines**

Data on day fines case outcomes are limited but both available datasets show that approximately 75% of people complete payment of fines.

According to one study in the German state of North-Rhine Westphalia (“The NRW Study”), 75% of people sentenced using day fines were able to pay their fines. Approximately 8% were incarcerated for nonpayment. However, many required payment plans and we do not know if they received contributions from family members to pay, or how much they struggled to complete their sentence.\textsuperscript{404}

An older study, published in 1990, found that 77% of day fines were settled by payment, 8.5% by community service, and 14% resulted in imprisonment for nonpayment.\textsuperscript{405}
3. **Significant numbers of people are imprisoned for failure to pay fines**

Under German law, each unit of unpaid day fines can be converted into one day in jail. Though Germany has low rates of cases sentenced to prison in the first instance, high numbers of people cycle in and out of prison for non-payment of their fines. In 2002, the last year for which data are available, 56,000 people were incarcerated for failure to pay a fine over the course of one year. In that same year, 697,391 people were admitted to prison, which means 8% of all prison admissions were for failure to pay fines.

More recent data capture only the prison population on certain days every year and the number of those people who are in prison for failure to pay fines. It does not capture the total number of people incarcerated per year for nonpayment. In November 2018, 4,503 of 44,113—or over 10%—of prisoners nationwide in Germany were incarcerated solely for failure to pay. The Mecklenburg Study found that between 2014 and 2017, approximately 40% of all prison intakes in that state were people who failed to pay their day fines.

People sentenced to property offenses, including low-level theft and fare evasion, make up a significant percentage of the people in prison for failure to pay fines. The Mecklenburg Study found that one third of nonpayment-related prison sentences were for property offenses and one quarter were for fare evasion. The NRW Study found that one in seven people originally charged with fare evasion end up in prison for nonpayment.

Studies also show that people incarcerated for failure to pay have low incomes and have employment challenges. They also experience housing insecurity.
4. Judges and prosecutors favor day fines because they reduce administrative burdens

The judges and prosecutors in our interviews viewed day fines as an efficient way to resolve cases, and reported that they often use summary proceedings rather than trial to reduce administrative burdens. They were of the opinion that because fines are a less serious punishment, and because fines apply to less serious offenses, fewer procedural protections and processes are required.

“Some [decision makers] also look for quick, practical solutions. . . . For example, if I know this is someone who is very careless with their mail. Summary proceedings orders are delivered by mail, after all. Yes, and I can tell that . . . they won't take care of it, the thing will become final and binding. And I'm simply very busy, and, in addition, I'm looking to reduce the workload of court duty, which takes up an incredible amount of time, for the profession as a whole. So you opt for fines simply to get the work done, get it done quickly. Those are the considerations, yes—it is not always entirely, yes, [appropriate] to the matter, yes.”

“We have an infinite number of fare evaders, and I just have to go chop-chop so that I have the time, so to speak, for big fraud cases. But, I think, downstream, in terms of the result, the result is not wrong for it. It’s just the classic stuff: what little information do we have? Those are quick glances. . . . And the cases that are dealt with by way of summary proceedings are all small cases, street cases, anyway. So, that means that you ultimately have some kind of a standardized system, of course.”
“[T]he scope of the investigation, including establishing the income situation, depends largely on the offense in question. . . . I naturally have a completely different depth and breadth of investigation than in proceedings for driving without a license, or fare evasion. Yes, that’s perfectly obvious. . . . When it comes to petty crime proceedings, that you—let’s say—to put it casually, ‘take a blanket approach.’ So you really don’t investigate every single thing.”
Applying Day Fines to the United States

In the following pages, we analyze what we learned in Germany to draw out lessons for the United States. We begin by making sense of what we heard from German judges and prosecutors through our interviews. We then describe how U.S. policymakers can learn from the German example.
Part One: Evaluating Germany’s Day Fines System

In this part, we consider how effective Germany’s day fines system is in achieving the stated purpose of setting fines that are experienced equally by people of different means, and that are tailored to people’s individual circumstances. More specifically, we focus on whether the system, as implemented, reduces the disparate impact of fines on people with limited financial means, by setting fines at a level that takes into account the reality that financial penalties are more easily paid by people with savings than those living on tight budgets. We also reflect on whether the system is designed to be fair to people who may have more limited skills or abilities to advocate for themselves in court, including people who struggle with mental illness or substance use.

On the positive side, we find that Germany was able to transition with relative ease from a flat fine system to one in which judges accept the need to account for ability to pay at every fine sentencing. We also find that Germany provides a good example of how courts can ascertain people’s financial information at trial without imposing overly burdensome procedures on the court or the people being tried. When setting the daily rate, judges and prosecutors in Germany rely on and believe people’s responses to a few simple questions about their finances.

On a more critical note, we learned that even though German system actors accept a graduated fine system, it has not been implemented in a way that accurately accounts for people’s individual economic situations or addresses the disparate impact of fines on people with lower incomes. Germany’s policies and practices for calculating the daily rate result in fines that are disproportionately high for low-income people, despite judges and prosecutors having discretion to tailor financial penalties. In part, this
may be because Germany does not require cost-of-living deductions to the daily rate and lacks clear guidelines for making such deductions on a discretionary basis.

More fundamentally, Germany’s experience reveals that politics and the implementation of day fines is key to the system’s success. Our research in Germany surfaced political and socio-cultural barriers to creating day fines systems that truly protect the poor. In enacting day fines, stakeholders in Germany resisted laws that would result in lower fines because they wanted to preserve institutionalized, pre-reform fine amounts. Decision makers also fail to understand the financial realities of lower income people who come before the court, and their sentencing practices reflect this.

Day fines in Germany are mostly used to sentence low-level misdemeanors, including a large number of crimes of poverty—such as fare evasion—quickly, through summary proceedings. With prison off the table as a sanction, judges and prosecutors treat fines as less serious and adjudicate cases using the bare minimum of procedural protections. In short, judges and prosecutors seem to be motivated by efficiency more than by achieving justice. The consequence of this loose approach to sentencing is that poor people are eventually incarcerated for their inability to pay. Day fines may also hinder other reforms, such as those that would address the outsized role that crimes of poverty play in Germany’s otherwise small criminal legal system.
1. System actors believe in the importance of proportionate fines

Although the day fines statute provides structure and guidance for setting fine amounts, judges and prosecutors retain significant discretion and possess multiple tools for adjusting the total fine amount. For day fines to work, therefore, system actors must exercise their discretion in a way that fulfills the goals of the system. As a threshold matter, they must believe in the system.\textsuperscript{419}

There are multiple levers that system actors may use to exercise discretion in Germany’s day fines system. Judges and prosecutors have discretion to decide whether to proceed by trial or summary proceeding, impacting how much information they receive to accurately set the daily rate. They also define the daily rate calculation with little statutory guidance and select units within broad statutory ranges. System actors in Germany also have discretion to adjust the fine after the two-step inquiry. Finally, prosecutors may adjust charging decisions to influence the final fine amount. They may, for example, charge a more serious offense that has a higher unit range.

Critically, judges and prosecutors in Germany say they believe in the fairness of graduated fines over flat fines and, therefore, in a system that considers a person’s financial circumstances when sentencing fines. As respondents explained, day fines are about “equal treatment.”\textsuperscript{420} “Everyone . . . is treated the same according to their economic circumstances. That’s the beauty of the system.”\textsuperscript{421} One metric of judge and prosecutor support for the system in Germany is their commitment to the two-step inquiry, which requires that they first decide on the number of units in a case and then assess ability to pay. This is important because the two-part inquiry is the mechanism by which fines are calibrated to the individual circumstances of the person. As one prosecutor said, “this separation, which may seem somewhat complicated to the layperson . . . I can hardly imagine a better system to arrive at a result that is as fair as possible.”\textsuperscript{422}
Support of day fines is not sufficient—judges and prosecutors should also calibrate fines with more care to people’s economic circumstances—but given that they will always have discretion to adjust total fine amounts, their commitment to the system is a minimum requirement.

2. System actors trust people’s testimony about their financial circumstances

German practices for setting fines in criminal trials show that it is possible to set accurate fines based on people’s financial circumstances—including in busy courts—by relying on people’s sworn responses to a few simple questions about their income, expenses, and any other relevant details.

German courts have been successful in building the necessary trust so that judges and prosecutors believe—and therefore can base their decisions upon—people’s testimony or questionnaire responses. Judges and prosecutors trust that people usually tell the truth or even overestimate their incomes in self-reporting. Judges and prosecutors are pragmatic. They focus on getting the fine materially correct by relying on self-reporting, but do not worry about—and sometimes even forgive—small discrepancies. Reliance on self-reporting helps Germany’s system function smoothly because the process is not bogged down by burdensome reporting requirements, and because system actors are not preoccupied with the possibility that they are being deceived or the fact that they do not know every detail about a person’s finances.

According to our interviewees, self-reporting works best when people go before the court in person. In trials, courts are able to supplement the police intake form by soliciting additional testimony about people’s financial circumstances. When judges in Germany take a few minutes to review people’s forms and ask follow-up questions, they get the necessary information to set the daily rate and need not rely on estimation or further documentation. Judges report that these trial processes are practical and produce accurate
daily rates. (See subpart 5, below, for a discussion of additional processes that would strengthen procedural protections at trial.)

3. **Germany’s practices for calculating the daily rate are inconsistent and result in high fines**

Germany’s system provides judges and prosecutors with broad discretion to adjust the daily rate to a person’s “personal and financial circumstances.”[^425] The result is that, depending on how system actors interpret this standard, people with the same financial circumstances can be assessed materially different daily rates. More fundamentally, even applying the most robust common deductions, fines in Germany are too high because courts rarely use their discretion to truly tailor fines to people’s circumstances.

Variation in deduction practices create vastly different daily rates from court to court. Most judges and prosecutors in our interviews subtract a portion of net income for support of dependents. Beyond this deduction there is little consistency in how judges and prosecutors approach reductions to the daily rate. Some interviewees deduct the cost of rent from everybody’s net income, some provide the deduction for only people with low incomes, and some actually *include* government rent subsidies in net income. Some judges and prosecutors reduce net income by up to 30% for the poor, as referenced in some case law and commentaries, and others do not. Some may deduct other debts but only in very limited circumstances. For example, one interviewee said he would not deduct debts “[u]nless they are totally obvious things for me.”[^426] What is obvious to one person may not be to another, however. In the case of this interviewee, he would deduct, “buying a car to be able to visit one’s own children who live in another city,” provided that the person moved away for work.[^427] It was also unclear in our interviews whether judges and prosecutors would use multiple applicable deductions in a single case.
Depending on how these deductions are applied in a given case, people face dramatically different fine amounts, and even with the most generous available deductions, poor people in Germany face fines well above what they can afford. A person eligible for Germany’s public benefits receives about 424 euro/month, which translates into a daily rate of 14 euro/unit. A person sentenced to 20 units for fare evasion would have to pay 280 euro ($310 USD), or two-thirds of their total monthly income. That person would not have the
means to meet their basic subsistence expenses. Public benefits amounts are calculated to cover basic needs and German case law and statutes have held that at a minimum, people must be able to retain about 70% of the monthly benefit amount. If the court added to net income the value of the person’s housing subsidy to arrive at a daily rate of 20 euro (a Hartz IV daily rate mentioned in a number of our interviews), a person charged with fare evasion would owe 400 euro ($443 USD), or almost a whole month of their public benefits. If, instead, the court applied a “discount” of 30% because the person has a low income, the daily rate would be 10 euro, for a total fine of 200 euro ($222 USD). The differences between 200, 280, and 400 euro are significant for a person living close to the subsistence level. The daily rate is almost never set to one euro, which would better reflect what people receiving public benefits can afford to spare in a day. The total fine with a one euro daily rate would be 20 euro, which is well below current practice.

People who receive fines in Germany experience them as quite high. In one study, 80% of people enrolled in community service alternatives found their fines “too harsh” or “rather too harsh” relative to their offense and their financial circumstances. Research also shows that a significant number of people incarcerated for nonpayment—last estimated at around 56,000 people per year—are low-income or otherwise facing employment insecurity. Judges and prosecutors in our interviews confirmed the disproportionate impact day fine amounts have on individuals with fewer financial resources, explaining that people with lower incomes must divert what they need for basic living expenses to pay fines, while those with means are able to pay from their savings.

4. Court culture thwarts the day fine system’s ability to achieve equality

Germany’s experience with day fines shows how the institutional and cultural context in which day fines are passed into law and implemented will shape whether the resulting fines are proportionate. Our research revealed cultural, political, and institutional barriers to the ability of legislators, judges, and
Because system actors do not fully grasp poverty, they often believe that individuals who fail to pay must have willfully made that choice (despite evidence to the contrary).
prosecutors to set day fines in a way that meaningfully reduces inequality. Overcoming these challenges requires training and other efforts to shift the perspectives of prosecutors and judges and overcome biases that they have developed as a result of their institutional history.

The first barrier is that system actors in Germany gravitate to pre-reform fine amounts, even if those amounts were not based on a principled rationale. Reducing total fine amounts from pre-reform levels is likely necessary to make them truly proportionate, but at least in Germany, this proved difficult, despite the ease with which Germany was able to pass legislation to adopt day fines and generate support for graduated fines among judges and prosecutors. Second, system actors do not always fully understand poverty. They use their own financial circumstances to evaluate whether total fine amounts are affordable, and because the lived experiences of those without means are often unfamiliar to legislators, judges, and prosecutors, day fines practices often overestimate people's ability to pay. Relatedly, because system actors do not fully grasp poverty, they often believe that individuals who fail to pay must have willfully made that choice (despite evidence to the contrary). Taken together, these cultural and institutional barriers limit the ability of the day fines system in Germany to generate fine amounts that low-income people can afford.

A. Decision makers revert to historically imposed fine amounts

Germany’s harsh daily rate standard was not the result of thoughtful deliberation, but rather of last-minute political concessions designed to keep fines high. Lawmakers argued that lower fines would be too insignificant to deter people with lower incomes from committing crimes. This argument served to anchor day fines to pre-reform levels rather than to people's ability to pay. Lawmakers also speculated that judges would find lower fine amounts insufficient and reject the reforms. The pull of current practice was strong, and though legislators considered more effective formulations for reducing inequality, those alternatives did not prevail.
This institutional preference for past practice is a barrier not only in the legislative processes, but also in the implementation of day fines. Judges and prosecutors implementing the system have to set fines in a completely different way. Rather than equalizing the fine amount, they must equalize the experience of the sanction. This requires them to set fines that are lower than they are accustomed to (for poor people) and fines that are higher (for rich people). But in practice, we observe that fine amounts cluster at a level that is too high for poor people to afford, and too low to equalize the impact on rich people. This is in part due to the intuition or “gut feelings” of judges and prosecutors, which are undoubtedly informed by institutional history.

B. Decision makers fail to understand poverty

Germany’s legislature failed to appreciate the need to include robust deductions in the daily rate calculation to account for basic subsistence needs. One reason for this failure is that decision makers do not always fully understand the economic circumstances of people with limited means. These socio-economic differences between decision makers and those that come before the court influence how judges and prosecutors define and apply the daily rate.

First, judges and prosecutors do not always understand the prevalence and nature of poverty in Germany. In one of our interviews, when asked about the poverty of people who are fined for fare evasion, a judge replied,

“‘Well, that doesn’t change the fact that we give the penalties that we think are appropriate, and we can take into account that, even with the penalty we impose, no one in Germany has so little money left that they are forced to evade fares.’”

However, data show that a large percentage of people sentenced for fare evasion are poor and ultimately face incarceration for nonpayment of fines that they cannot afford.
Judges and prosecutors also compare total fine amounts to what they, as professionals, could afford, or set fines based on inaccurate intuitions about what poor people can pay. As one judge acknowledged, “perhaps . . . subconsciously . . . you use your own financial situation as a benchmark.” This may explain why judges and prosecutors, as a matter of practice, do not set daily rates below a certain threshold as measured against their own incomes, daily rates at the lowest end of the statutory range do not seem like enough punishment. In one interview, a prosecutor suggested a daily rate of five euro—not lower—for a person who was homeless, did not work, and was not receiving public benefits. Knowing the person was homeless, the prosecutor said, “doesn’t have any direct effect, I would say, in the sense that you’d go down or up [in setting the daily rate]. But you are aware of it, I think it is nothing more than that.” This statement is a good example of the lack of understanding of poverty and homelessness.

Another common belief among our interviewees was that because the fine amount is tailored, and because people have alternatives to payment—such as community service or payment plans—anyone who is incarcerated for nonpayment must have willfully decided not to pay. They did not believe that people who failed to pay simply could not afford their fines.

“The person who is willing to pay, okay, he is given so many chances, okay. Even if he cannot pay, . . . he will be given so many opportunities, including, later on, community service which he can do. . . . Because if you don’t want to go to jail, . . . I’ve never seen anyone go to jail, as long as he’s willing.”

“Well, I always assume that people aren’t stupid enough to go to prison for—yes, nonpayment of a fine. . . . I do assume anyone can manage [paying]. You only have to communicate, ultimately you just have to get in touch and you always have the possibility to extend the term of payment, to convert it into installments and so on. That’ll always work. And going to prison for that? I just expect people to get their act together.”
“I1: “So nobody gets overwhelmed by this fine, he can pay it off in installments. And if he can’t pay, he may work it off. . . . One day fine unit equals eight hours of community service. He’s got time on his hands. Let him do it, no problem. These working hours—we have an association that organizes community service. . . . And only if someone refuses and says, ‘I’m not doing this,’ will the alternative imprisonment option come into play at all.” I2: “And it’s always amazing when the arrest warrant is out, . . . then money comes from somewhere. Then somebody steps in and pays for him. The grandmother, the father-in-law. The boss, the employer.”

The evidence contradicts this belief that people are not paying because they are unwilling. Court officials often say that incarceration is a “stick” that works well to compel people to borrow money to pay, which they assume people are able to do. Data do not support this assumption. In a survey of people serving time in prison for nonpayment, 70% said they were unable to pay their fines by asking their networks. Research also shows that people are unable to access community service and payment plan alternatives because of their limited skills and/or mental and physical health challenges.

5. German courts fail to provide adequate procedural protections

Germany’s system lacks sufficient procedural protections for people providing financial information to the decision makers who set their fines. The procedural gaps differ depending on whether the fines are set at the end of a trial or through summary proceedings.

The process for calculating the daily rate in summary proceedings, which make up over 70% of cases in Germany, raises serious concerns. German jurisdictions lack upfront coordination and procedural protections at police intake when people are first asked about their finances. People are not given adequate notice about how their financial information will be used and jurisdictions do not have assistance available, including counsel, to people who may require it. Once judges and prosecutors receive cases from the police,
they rely on the information in the file, if any, and if there is missing information, they estimate people’s income rather than follow up with an investigation. They rarely make so much as a simple phone call to the person to clarify their finances. In short, courts often set the daily rate without the necessary information. At trial, people being sentenced can speak up, and judges and prosecutors can ask additional questions; in summary proceedings these options are not available. When questioned about their processes for setting the daily rate in summary proceedings, judges and prosecutors say that they rely on people to object after they receive the summary proceedings order. But while people do have the right to object to the daily rate in their summary proceedings orders, research shows they may not have the skills or ability to avail themselves of this option.  

Germany’s system for soliciting testimony at trial offers a sounder model for learning about people’s financial circumstances, but it too could benefit from additional procedural protections. Although trials give people an opportunity to be heard about their financial circumstances, our research suggests that Germany lacks adequate procedural protections to allow people to meaningfully present their case during the judicial colloquy. People are not always entitled to appointed counsel for fine-only cases and there are no other resources that we know about to help people answer questions about their finances. This is a barrier for people who are not comfortable speaking in court, who are not trained as advocates, or who face other challenges such as mental health problems. Gaps in procedural protections and access to counsel may, in part, explain why daily rates are set too high for poor people.

6. Day fines are used to quickly sentence high volumes of low-level poverty offenses

Day fines are used mostly to sentence low-level misdemeanors, including a large number of crimes of poverty and other offenses for which responses outside of the criminal legal system, such as social services, may be more humane and effective. Judges and prosecutors admit that because they see so many of these cases, they are less attentive to making accurate,
individualized sentencing determinations and instead use day fines and summary proceedings to sentence many cases quickly. This compounds the harms for people in the system.

Of all cases sentenced to day fines in 2018, 42% received 30 units or less and another 49% of cases were sentenced to between 31 and 90 units. In 2018, fare evasion and low-level theft alone accounted for about 25% of all day fines cases. Both are crimes of poverty: offenses for which the underlying conduct is likely motivated by an inability to afford basic necessities.  

Germany’s prosecution of fare evasion illustrates both how a day fines system can process a high volume of cases that should not be in the criminal system in the first place and also how this process can result in the incarceration of people who cannot afford their fines. Fare evasion is an offense that many, including the city council of at least one major U.S. city, believe should not be criminalized. Many people have no choice but to use public transportation to get to work, school, or medical appointments, even if they cannot afford the fare. In 2018, Germany prosecuted 46,520 cases of fare evasion (or 7% of total fine cases). For these mostly poor people, the fine amounts—which range from 105 to 400 euro—are out of reach. Questioning whether fare evasion was driven by “criminality,” Berlin’s chief prosecutor recently called for the “complete abolition” of fare evasion as an offense—including as an administrative violation.  

System actors view day fines as a tool for quickly sentencing “mass offenses,” or common low-level misdemeanors, using summary proceedings. One prosecutor called sentencing these cases “bulk business” and judges and prosecutors expressed that they were less diligent in reviewing mass offenses because they are repetitive: “Well, let’s put it this way: you know where to look, in the file, to find information. And—and you just skip the forms because you don’t have to read them anymore. That’s just always—eternal repetition of the same.” Despite their responsibility to individually adjudicate each case, interviewees suggested that they know what the penalty
for low-level cases will be in advance: “[I] think, in case of shoplifting or—or driving without a license or fare evasion, it should usually not be so difficult to get to a result, because it’s just relatively repetitive and you know, ‘Okay, [that’s what this offense] costs.” Interviewees also revealed, however that when “mass cases” went to trial, the additional information revealed at trial shifted their assessment of cases. This suggests that courts sentence day fines with summary proceedings because those proceedings are efficient, not because they are effective in discerning the truth or facilitating a just and proportionate sentence.

In summary, German courts sentence many poor people with day fines for offenses that often relate to underlying poverty. Rather than attempting structural solutions to poverty, Germany allows courts to take procedural shortcuts and process high volumes of low-level cases very quickly. The resulting fines are too high for people to pay. Thus, although German jails are in theory reserved for the most serious cases, many people end up incarcerated for minor offenses because they are too poor to pay their fines.
German courts sentence many poor people with day fines for offenses that often relate to underlying poverty.
Over the last several years, U.S. jurisdictions have been exploring new policies to improve the way they impose and enforce criminal fines and fees. While we know of no jurisdiction that has implemented day fines, several have implemented ability-to-pay reforms that require courts to consider people’s financial circumstances before punishing them for failing to pay fines or fees.⁴⁵¹ A few places have even adopted policies that require courts to consider ability to pay at sentencing before imposing monetary sanctions.⁴⁵² Most jurisdictions have implemented open-ended standards such as requirements that courts refrain from setting fines or fees that cause a “substantial hardship.”⁴⁵³ A minority of places have implemented more concrete standards. For example, Louisiana state law sets the required monthly payment plan amount at what the person would earn for an eight-hour workday,⁴⁵⁴ and Illinois law outlines sliding scale discounts for people based on their incomes.⁴⁵⁵

Ability-to-pay reforms, including day fines, are insufficient to remedy the structural problem of charging fees to fund government functions. Such fees should be abolished. Tailoring fees to people’s ability to pay with day fines does not solve the underlying problems with using courts as revenue centers, including the conflicts of interest that arise when jurisdictions are motivated to police and prosecute in order to raise revenue. This Report focuses on fines as a sentence because many jurisdictions will continue to use fines even if they phase out fees. If jurisdictions that adopt day fines also impose fees, those fees should be imposed within the day fines framework so that fines and fees together equal the proportionate financial sanction for the case.

To the extent jurisdictions seek to reform how courts impose fines, day fines have some benefits over other approaches for considering ability to
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pay. Day fines guide courts to consider both the severity of the offense and financial circumstances so that monetary punishments are proportionate. Without this framework, courts may assess ability to pay but remain unsure about how to use that information to arrive at a total fine amount. Day fines provide a structured way to incorporate financial circumstances into the fine calculation, which would be a significant improvement in most U.S. courts. Day fines also increase transparency and accountability by making the basis for the fine amount more visible and amenable to review.

Our research on day fines should also alleviate U.S. policymakers’ concerns about the administrative burdens of assessing people’s ability to pay. As we can see from Germany’s example, the challenge is easily surmountable. Courts can rely on a short colloquy to ascertain people’s ability to pay for the purposes of setting fines; the inquiry need not be very complicated or require that people provide documentation.

Although the day fines model can serve as a positive example for U.S. jurisdictions, our research reveals that it also presents a cautionary tale. Namely, our immersion in a day fines system helped us understand how difficult it is to achieve fair fines through ability-to-pay reforms. Political and socio-cultural barriers—particularly the harsh practices that have been institutionalized over the last fifty years—are likely to remain barriers to truly equalizing fines for poor people. This is because these institutionalized practices may limit reformers’ ability to pass robust daily rate policies and prevent system actors from implementing day fines in a way that meaningfully lowers financial sanctions for poor people. But day fines systems can certainly provide some insight into how U.S. courts might implement more robust ability-to-pay reforms. As Germany’s experience shows, the ability of the system to achieve greater equality hinges on how the daily rate is defined and whether it adequately takes into account not only income, but also the true cost of subsistence.
Day fines also cannot solve many of the fundamental problems in our system that undergird the injustices of monetary sanctions, including racist policing, reliance on court fees for revenue, and over-punishment. Put another way, right-sizing disproportionate fines and fees may be an effective tool of harm-reduction by making financial sanctions more affordable. But ballooning criminal justice debt may be a symptom of problems more fundamental than high fines, such as revenue-raising policing in minority neighborhoods, and use of the criminal legal system to address social problems such as homelessness.

Before implementing day fines, jurisdictions should define the problem they seek to address in their courts and understand how far day fines will go in addressing it. They should assess whether day fines are the right solution or a part of a larger set of solutions. Consider, for example, a misdemeanor court with a high caseload of driving-related cases for which people are not able to pay fines. Some of the underlying offenses are ones that the community agrees should be enforced. For those cases, reformers should, in partnership with communities and impacted people, assess the political and institutional conditions to understand whether it would be possible to implement robust day fines standards that reduce fines for poorer people. A difficult political climate does not mean that reformers should not implement day fines, but they may want to first focus on advocacy and education.

Upon examination, reformers may find that many of the cases are for driving without a license. For these cases, rather than right-sizing fines, advocates may instead choose to find ways to help people get and keep their licenses. Day fines may not always be the right solution and, depending on the goals, may distract from more direct and impactful changes such as shifting judicial resources away from “punishment without a crime,” eliminating fees, ending reliance on court revenue, and more.

In subpart 1 below, we discuss how jurisdictions that want to reform their fines system may want to think about day fines as an ability-to-pay reform. In subpart 2, we clarify what day fines can and cannot reform and explain
how sometimes ability-to-pay reforms are the right goal, but sometimes other solutions such as legalization of low-level offenses will better target the harms a jurisdiction is seeking to remedy.

1. Day fines and ability to pay

Jurisdictions in the United States will have to assess whether day fines are a helpful tool for assessing ability to pay at sentencing, as was the case in Germany. Implementing day fines requires a fundamental change to sentencing practices. Jurisdictions will have to change their sentencing policies to assign units or ranges of units to offenses and decide which offenses will be sentenced using day fines.\(^{458}\) German legislators decided that a transformative approach like day fines would be the most effective way to incorporate consideration of ability to pay into fine sentencing. This may be the case in the United States as well. Stakeholders and policymakers may prefer to implement an innovative new model, such as day fines, rather than tinker with existing policies. The collective work in a jurisdiction to draft new day fines sentencing policies may also generate support for the new system. Or it may be that alternatives, such as reductions of fines according to a sliding scale (as in Illinois) are more politically feasible and can be designed to be just as effective in reducing fines for lower-income people.

If a jurisdiction determines that the structured guidance of day fines will help achieve proportionate sentencing in their courts, it should understand that the success of day fines in reducing disparities for poor people will depend heavily on local politics and court culture. This is because the formula for calculating the daily rate and the availability of any judicial work-arounds will determine whether the reforms are responsive to low-income people’s financial realities. Creating an effective method for calculating the daily rate depends on political will and on the context in which the system is implemented, including how judges will interpret the standards and exercise their discretion.\(^{459}\) In short, merely adopting a system that considers ability to pay at sentencing does not guarantee a reduction in disparities. Germany’s experience suggests that strong ability-to-pay standards are hard to achieve.
Jurisdictions will have to prioritize getting the daily rate right, with the specific goal of identifying standards that meaningfully reduce the consequences of high fines for low-income people.

Examples from the United States suggest that American jurisdictions will likely face the same barriers to reducing inequality that Germany experienced in implementing day fines—the inertia of past practices for setting fines and socio-cultural differences. A recent hearing on day fines in New York City suggests that past practices will remain a strong determinate of which reforms people are willing to consider. In that hearing, council members insisted that day fines should not result in fines for top earners that are higher than what they currently pay. And as we have seen in our work implementing monetary sanctions reforms in U.S. state and local jurisdictions, socio-cultural differences are also a barrier to reform in U.S. courts. Judges often rely on stereotypes to evaluate whether people’s spending decisions are rational or suggest that people are not trying hard enough to find work or pay their fines. The beliefs and assumptions of policymakers and judges about how high fines should be and how much people can afford will determine how day fines are structured and how they are applied in individual cases.

Germany’s experience suggests effective day fines implementation depends on establishing daily rate standards that are clear and that meaningfully account for people’s cost of living and necessary expenses. Fines in Germany are often too high because the daily rate formula is too harsh, because judges and prosecutors only haphazardly account for people’s living expenses, and because decision makers have trouble setting fines that accurately reflect the lived experiences of the poor, particularly in cases that are processed without a trial. Though research about how to shift judicial behavior is limited, Germany’s example suggests that open-ended daily rate standards are likely insufficient. Policymakers cannot assume that court actors will accurately interpret people’s financial situations and apply appropriate deductions. In Germany, judges and prosecutors recognize the disparate impact of the system, but they rarely exercise their discretion to meaningfully tailor fines to the reality of poor people’s financial circumstances.
Clear guidelines calling for the deduction of necessary expenses would reduce disparities and improve the fairness of fines.

Jurisdictions in the United States should try implementing daily rate formulas based on concrete criteria that can be applied consistently to all cases, while granting judicial discretion to adjust fines downward, if needed. Finland’s formula is an example. Finland uses concrete criteria, reduces the daily rate for cost-of-living expenses, and captures only a portion of the person’s remaining income in the daily rate. Such a formula could incorporate local variations in the cost of living, which would be determined in consultation with the community and experts. Similarly, U.S. day fines pilot projects in the 1990s assigned each offense a specific number of units, which helped ensure robust implementation of scaled fines, because it reduced opportunities for judicial work-arounds.

Another concern for U.S. jurisdictions considering day fines is likely going to be the perceived difficulty of accurately determining people’s financial circumstances in busy courts. Germany’s example shows that self-reporting is effective, and efforts to collect additional data about people’s financial circumstances are not required and will make day fines unnecessarily complex. Adopting self-reporting in the United States would require only basic infrastructure, such as simple ability-to-pay questionnaires and a short colloquy to capture people’s economic realities. Most U.S. misdemeanor courts already routinely collect people’s financial information for administrative purposes such as to determine eligibility for a public defender, and these processes can be adapted for day fines.

For a system of self-reporting to work, jurisdictions will have to develop adequate procedural protections so that people know how and why their financial information is being used and can get help presenting the necessary information to the courts. Without attention to these requirements, courts will not have enough information to set truly proportionate fines and the benefits of a proportional system will not be felt by those who need it most. People with limited education; people struggling with mental illness, substance
use, or other health challenges; and people without access to counsel may not be capable of navigating court processes to advocate for themselves. Procedural and informational safeguards are necessary to ensure that everyone is able to present the information necessary for the court to set fines that are truly tailored to people’s financial circumstances.

Germany’s example informs where and how procedural protections are needed in day fines systems. If forms are used to collect financial information, jurisdictions should provide adequate notice and assistance answering financial questions. Courts in the United States should also use a judicial colloquy to supplement any intake forms and give people an opportunity to be heard. One issue in the United States is that people may not have a constitutional right to court-appointed counsel for fine-only cases. In order to achieve the purpose of implementing day fines—namely, avoiding the consequences of disproportionate, unaffordable fines—jurisdictions should consider providing counsel voluntarily. Advocates across the United States are developing recommendations and guidelines for access to counsel in misdemeanor cases and jurisdictions considering day fines should work with these experts to develop a system for legal assistance in fine cases. Germany’s example raises other areas for consideration including providing adequate judicial oversight of fine-setting (for example by requiring that judges set daily rates even in plea-bargains) and creating streamlined opportunities to appeal fine amounts.

If there is no political will for implementing strong standards for calculating the daily rate and instituting streamlined self-reporting, day fines might not change much in the jurisdiction. They could even make things worse by creating the appearance of fairness without actually making fines more affordable. And, as we have seen in the bail reform context, merely introducing policy changes does not always shift court culture—judges tend to drift back to past practices, despite policy reforms. Jurisdictions may need to develop strategies for culture change so that strong standards can pass in the legislature, and, when law reform does pass, judges and prosecutors will need robust training about the purposes of the new system and how it should be
implemented. These strategies for culture change will likely require community mobilization to create accountability.  

2. Day fines within U.S. sentencing structures

Jurisdictions will likely turn to day fines because they have identified disproportionate financial penalties as a problem in their courts. Deciding whether day fines make sense as a solution requires analysis not only of the harms of high monetary sanctions but also of how day fines will fit into the sentencing patterns in their courts. Community engagement is needed to decide what role day fines should play in the system, especially in light of other alternative sentences and reforms. Above all, day fines should not make sentences harsher, and it may be that different reforms would better address the underlying inequities in the courts.

Jurisdictions will have to identify the offenses to which day fines will apply. As a preliminary matter, day fines should not widen the net of punishment by, for example, imposing fines for cases that used to be resolved with dismissals, diversion, or other less punitive sanctions. Instead, day fines should be used to tailor fines in cases that are currently sentenced using fines or to replace other more harsh sentences such as probation and incarceration.

In many cases, however, right-sizing the penalty will not solve the problem. It may be that in certain jurisdictions, political capital would be better spent addressing the misdemeanor pipeline rather than the misdemeanor sentencing structure. Many cases in misdemeanor courts are there because of policing practices that target low-income black and brown communities, because of crimes of poverty, because of criminalization of common behaviors, and because of insufficient procedural protections in low-level cases. In other words, it may make sense to right-size the docket rather than right-size the fines. Fare evasion is a useful example: calibrating fines for nonpayment fails to address the underlying issue, which is that some people cannot afford to pay for public transportation. Fare discounts or free fares are better structural solutions than lower fines for fare evasion.
Focusing on fairer fines rather than targeting root causes may have other counterproductive effects on a jurisdiction’s criminal legal system. Day fines might lend a veneer of fairness to courts’ handling of low-level cases and thus draw attention away from unfair policing and charging practices. Germany’s day fines system allows courts to efficiently sentence low-level misdemeanors without addressing fundamental problems such as the overpunishment of crimes of poverty, the disproportionate impact of day fines on the poor, and the lack of procedural protections in summary proceedings. Returning to the example of fare evasion, introducing day fines to calculate fines for fare evasion may have the perverse consequence of emboldening municipal agencies to police and punish these cases because they are able to sentence the cases quickly while under the halo of “fairness.”

In the United States, jurisdictions should consider the possibility that day fines would intensify conflicts of interest. Although lower fines could decrease the revenue incentives of prosecuting poor people for low-level offenses, day fines could also streamline such prosecutions, making them more lucrative for jurisdictions.

When it comes to more serious cases, Germany also uses day fines as the sole sanction for offenses that may be considered felonies in U.S. jurisdictions, such as drug offenses, assault, driving under the influence, and fraud. Germany’s example shows that these offenses do not require harsh sanctions such as long periods of supervision or jail, and that day fines need not be limited to the lowest-level cases. U.S. jurisdictions may want to consider fines as a sentencing alternative to supervision and incarceration. Though reliance on fines as punishment is counterintuitive given the severity of financial sanctions in our systems today, jurisdictions should consider whether, when tailored to people’s financial circumstances, fines may be a less punitive sentencing option. Sentencing commissions created to implement day fines should take the opportunity to reduce penalties for certain offenses by providing judges with scaled fines as an alternative to supervision and incarceration, which is what happened in Germany.
Day fines might lend a veneer of fairness to courts’ handling of low-level cases and thus draw attention away from unfair policing and charging practices.
Jurisdictions in the United States would also have to decide whether day fines would be the sole sanction for eligible offenses, as they are in Germany. Germany sentences over 80% of all criminal cases with only fines, and U.S. jurisdictions may want to consider whether the German approach should be used to reduce incarceration and probation rates here. In jurisdictions that continue to impose fees or combine fines with other sanctions such as probation, community service, or jail, day fines may provide courts a structure in which to evaluate the overall proportionality of a sentence. Jurisdictions could adopt sentencing grids that guide courts in imposing sentences proportionate to the units for a case, taking into account all components of the sentence, including fees. For example, individuals should not be sentenced to day fines for the full number of units for the crime in addition to fees or in addition to community service. If people are sentenced to jail, supervision, fees, or community service, fine amounts should be offset accordingly.
Conclusion

Decision Guide for Jurisdictions Considering Day Fines

This guide helps state and local jurisdictions determine whether day fines would be a meaningful reform in their courts and, if so, how the day fines system should be structured. Advocates may also use this tool to assess their position on day fines. For ease of explanation, the chart assumes that day fines will apply to misdemeanors, but the analysis is equally applicable for felonies and non-criminal violations.
Step 1

Do day fines have a role in reform?
Convene a group to study the issue.

- **Bring together diverse stakeholders**, including:
  - Community members;
  - People directly impacted by the criminal legal system;
  - Experts on poverty and local cost of living (such as civil legal aid providers and academics);
  - Justice system actors (including defense attorneys, prosecutors, judges, and court administrators);
  - Lawmakers.

- **Task the group with analyzing data**, including:
  - Sentencing data and historical data regarding case outcomes;
  - Geographic data that reveals misdemeanor policing patterns such as the address of arrest or citation;
  - Historical data about when monetary sanctions have been imposed and how courts determined those amounts;
  - Legal and regulatory sources authorizing and/or requiring imposition of monetary sanctions, including fines, fees, and restitution;
  - Documentation of the flow of revenue from monetary sanctions and how the money is spent;
  - Testimony from people impacted by monetary sanctions;
  - Testimony from other relevant experts including people who know about local poverty and cost of living.

Identify the problem(s) the jurisdiction is trying to solve.

Based on the analyzed data, the group should come to an agreement about the problem that it hopes to solve using day fines. Some examples include:

- **Over-criminalization**: Does the jurisdiction use criminal charges to prosecute behavior that would be better addressed outside the criminal legal system? Indications of this problem include high volumes of crimes of poverty and quality-of-life offenses.

- **High fines**: Are the fines imposed as punishment disproportionate to the offenses and/or people’s ability to pay?
• **High fees:** Does the jurisdiction impose revenue-raising fees?

• **Revenue-raising policing:** Are police incentivized to raise revenue through monetary sanctions?

• **Targeting of communities of color or low-income people:** Do policing patterns show concentrated enforcement in marginalized communities?

---

Based on the problem(s) identified, decide whether day fines have a role in reform.

**Are high fines the main problem?**

If yes ➔ Day fines may be part of the solution.

If no ➔

• **Prioritize direct solutions.** Jurisdictions should prioritize solutions that squarely solve the problem(s) they identify. This may include:
  - Repealing fees;
  - Legalizing misdemeanors;
  - Ending exploitative and discriminatory policing.

• Decide if day fines may be part of the solution.
  - Day fines may be helpful as a harm reduction strategy if monetary sanctions are high and direct solutions are not possible or are inadequate. For example, the jurisdiction may be punishing too many misdemeanors. The group may decide that legalization will be a longer-term strategy and that day fines would reduce the harms of high monetary sanctions in the interim.
  - Day fines may also be part of the solution for other strategic reasons. For example, day fines might help reduce the jurisdiction’s reliance on the revenue from monetary sanctions as a first step in a long-term strategy to repeal fees altogether.
Step 2

If day fines are identified as a possible part of the solution, conduct additional analysis.

If one of these areas of inquiry counsels against adopting day fines, jurisdictions may choose not to adopt day fines or to take time to address the barrier.
Decision Guide: Step 2

Make sure day fines will not entrench the identified problem(s).

• Assess whether day fines may keep the jurisdiction reliant on monetary sanctions revenue—for example, by continuing to fill budget gaps with fine revenue—and therefore make additional reforms more difficult.

• Assess whether implementation of day fines will create a veneer of fairness that will detract from or prevent other meaningful and necessary reforms.

Partner with community to understand if day fines fit community needs.

• Survey, convene, and strategize with community groups to assess their opinions.

• Learn about their capacity to hold the jurisdiction accountable after implementation.

Assess political climate, educate system actors, and secure commitments for robust implementation.

• Day fines will not succeed if system actors are not prepared to impose lower fines. If support is lacking, the group may need to educate system actors to build support for fairer fines.

• Judges and prosecutors must understand how much people can really afford to pay and be willing to set fines that are low enough.
  - They should not revert to past fine amounts.
  - They should not assume that people who do not pay could have simply tried harder to pay.
  - They should not set fine amounts that are based on what people in their own socio-economic groups could afford.
Ensure that day fines will not widen the net of punishment.

- Day fines should not expand the number of people or offenses punished, but rather should replace current harsher sentences such as high fines, long periods of supervision, or incarceration. Jurisdictions must ensure that day fines are not used to punish minor offenses that are currently being dismissed or diverted.

Identify and address any legal barriers to day fines implementation.

- Sometimes judges have discretion to work around legal barriers to day fines, but other times, legislative change is necessary. Consider whether passing legislation is politically feasible.

- **Authorizing legislation**: Determine whether the jurisdiction requires legislation or other authorization to adopt day fines.

- **Mandatory fines and fees**: Determine whether mandatory fines and fees will limit courts’ ability to tailor fines. Mandatory fines and fees can impede the success of day fines when they require courts to impose fines higher than those calculated to be affordable by the day fines formula.

- **Statutory minimums and maximums for fines and fees**: Determine whether the statutory ranges are a barrier to tailored fines.

- **Other barriers**: Consider any other potential legal obstacles to reforming the fines and fees sentencing structure.
Step 3

Decide between day fines and alternative ability-to-pay reforms.
Here are some considerations:

- **Day fines are one type of ability-to-pay reform.** Although day fines may be more structured than other ability-to-pay reforms because there is a clear bifurcation between units and the daily rate, they do not guarantee more proportionate fines. As with other ability-to-pay policies, the success of day fines will depend on the standards for calculating the fine and other implementation details.

- **Day fines do not eliminate judicial discretion.** Day fines are not necessarily more effective than other ability-to-pay policies in changing judicial behavior. Judges will still retain discretion to set monetary sanctions at levels they deem appropriate and jurisdictions should be aware of the importance of changing judicial culture along with changing policy.

- **Deciding whether to go forward with day fines is a political decision.** Day fines are appealing because they are innovative and new. Such an innovation may be required to catalyze support for ability-to-pay reforms. Jurisdictions may also find that a large structural change such as day fines facilitates implementation more effectively than piecemeal changes. On the other hand, day fines may require more political support because of the necessary changes to sentencing structures.

- **There are alternative ability-to-pay reforms available.** For example:
  - Deductions to base fines depending on poverty level (e.g., 50% off for people at 300% of the federal poverty line);
  - Day fines “light”/guided payment plans (calculate a payable monthly payment plan amount and set a proportionate number of months the payment plan should last given the offense).
Step 4

If the jurisdiction will proceed with day fines, determine which level of government (state or local) will implement them and whether they will be implemented in one part of the jurisdiction as a pilot project or implemented jurisdiction wide.
Step 5

Begin implementing day fines.

Create a Sentencing Commission to design day fines. Include stakeholders from the planning group and add additional sentencing experts if needed.

Develop accountability mechanisms. Mobilize community early so that they are able to monitor the development and implementation of day fines.
Step 6

Have the Sentencing Commission make policy decisions that will drive the day fines system.

If the Sentencing Commission is unable to create strong policies according to these guidelines, it may be that day fines should not go forward.
Make initial sentencing decisions.

- **Select offenses** for which day fines will be available or required as a sentence.
  - Consider day fines only for offenses where day fines would replace harsher sentences such as high fines, long periods of probation, and/or incarceration.

- Once the offenses are selected, determine if day fines will be the **default sentence for the offense or an available option**.
  - If day fines are one sentencing option among many, include guidance for selecting which sentence is most appropriate. In Germany, fines are the default sentence for misdemeanors unless there are extraordinary circumstances.

- For all offenses eligible for day fines, determine if day fines may be imposed in addition to other **sentence components** or as the only sentence component.
  - In most cases, day fines should be the sole sanction. If they are not the sole sanction, they should be combined with other sanctions only to the degree that the overall sentence is proportionate. If additional sentence components are available, the jurisdiction should develop guidelines so that courts evaluate the overall sentence for proportionality according to the number of units for the offense.

- Determine if the jurisdiction imposes **fees** in addition to fines. Day fines are intended to guide the setting of a proportionate financial sentence of a fine. If fees are added to that amount, it will no longer be proportionate or affordable. Jurisdictions should devise policies to set one proportionate monetary sanction in the form of a fine.
Jurisdictions will have to assign unit ranges to all offenses and set standards for assessing units to reflect the nature and seriousness of the case. Jurisdictions will also have to set guidelines for calculating the daily rate, or how much a person must pay per unit. The total fine will be calculated by multiplying the units for the offense by the daily rate.

• **Units.** Units are assessed based on sentencing factors such as the nature and seriousness of the offense.
  - Determine the units for each offense included in the day fines system. Create a sentencing grid that assigns units or a narrow range of units for each offense that is eligible for day fines. Broad unit ranges allow for too much room to work around the day fines structure because decision makers may simply set higher units if they think the total fine arrived at by taking into account the person’s financial circumstances is too low.
  - After the Sentencing Commission assigns unit ranges to each offense, adopt standards for sentencing factors that courts should consider in setting units. In Germany, these include typical sentencing considerations such as the nature and seriousness of the offense. Courts also consider the implications of the sentence for the person’s reentry.

• **Daily rate.** The daily rate is the amount the person will have to pay per unit. Daily rate policies must meaningfully capture people’s financial circumstances so that fines are not set too high. The daily rate formula will determine the success of the day fines initiative: Standards that result in courts overestimating how much a person can pay or that leave them with considerable discretion will not result in fairer fines.
  - Develop the daily rate in partnership with experts on ability to pay, including impacted people.
  - Develop a clear formula to guide judicial discretion in setting the daily rate.
• Ensure that the formula accounts for people’s necessary living expenses.
• Include downward adjustments to account for people’s unique personal circumstances.
• Cap the percentage of people’s discretionary income that can be used to pay fines.

• Decide if the daily rate will be limited by a **statutory maximum**. Statutory maximums are a good practice because jurisdictions can balance subjective proportionality (tailored fines) and absolute proportionality (avoiding very high fines in absolute terms). Statutory maximums will also help avoid public resistance to fines that are perceived as too high for a given offense.

---

**Adopt guidelines for collecting financial information and procedural protections.**

**Sources of financial information.** Set policies for how courts will learn about people’s financial circumstances. Self-reported financial information is trustworthy and should be the basis for setting the daily rate.

- Rely on a short judicial colloquy to obtain information for setting fines.
- Consider soliciting initial financial information from people before sentencing with an intake form and/or an interview with court personnel.
- Do not require people to provide documentation of their financial circumstances.
- Protect people’s right against self-incrimination. Ensure financial information is not used against people in other parts of the case.

**Transparency**

- Require judges to first decide on the number of units and then the daily rate. This is referred to in Germany as the “two-part inquiry” and helps ensure that judges do not work backwards.
from the total fine they intuit based on what they used to impose before day fines were enacted.
- Require written findings on the record about both components of the day fine.

• **Access to counsel and informational resources**
  - Provide people access to counsel when representing their financial circumstances in court.
  - Provide robust information and assistance before sentencing when people are asked to provide preliminary information about their finances.
  - Provide early notice about the importance of and use of the financial information.
Final Words

Based on the recommendations of the Sentencing Commission, the broader community should be invited to reassess whether day fines continue to make sense as a solution to the identified problems. If they are adopted, strong implementation and accountability will be essential to reducing harms. It may also be that policies and practices need to be updated as time goes on. Changes should always be made in partnership with the people impacted by these policies.
APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW SCRIPT
(Translated from German and edited for clarity)

Part A: Introduction to the project

I. Introductions
   a. Our research team includes Frank Neubacher, Mitali Nagrecha, and Nicole Bögelein.

II. Topic and objectives of the group discussions
   a. Our goal for today’s focus group is to better understand how day fines are set.
   b. We will conduct a total of sixteen focus groups in four states.

III. Methodology
   a. Today’s session will differ from everyday conversations because we will follow a scientific methodology with certain rules to structure the discussion.
   b. Unlike moderators, we will not actively participate in the discussion. We will pose questions and ask that you discuss and debate those questions among yourselves.
   c. Please provide details when discussing the questions. We are interested in the specifics of your approaches and experiences in setting day fines.
   d. We welcome you to respond to other participants’ comments and develop them further. You may disagree with other participants and/or add your point of view. You may also ask each other questions and respond to those questions.
   e. Ideally, you will develop a natural, unconstrained conversation that will also serve as a learning experience for all participants.

IV. Other background
   a. All of our questions refer to day fines that are set by summary proceedings and by trial.

V. Data protection
   a. It is best for our research if you speak as openly as possible, both when responding to us and when discussing topics among yourselves.
   b. We would like to reiterate the confidentiality, data privacy, and data protection rules that apply to this conversation. Those rules facilitate trust. Please take those guidelines seriously and abide by them.
   c. When presenting our research, we will not attribute anything said in these focus groups to specific individuals.

VI. Discussion format
   a. Please express yourselves freely and openly.
   b. We will occasionally take notes in order to aid us in asking follow-up questions.
   c. When we feel that a topic has been covered, we will move on to the next question.
   d. Do you have any questions before we begin?
Part B: Discussion questions

I. Setting a fine sentence (about 30 minutes)

Though statutes and commentaries provide some background about how day fines are set, they do not thoroughly explain how courts and prosecutors approach the calculation. Please explain how you set the amount of a day fine. We are particularly interested in learning about the sources of information available to you concerning the person's financial circumstances and how you assess the units and daily rate. Please explain in detail.

Additional questions:

a. How do the procedures in summary proceedings and trials differ, if at all?
b. Do you estimate net income? If so, how and under what circumstances do you estimate it?
c. Do you set the daily rate based on projections or expected changes in a person's income?
d. Do you subtract certain amounts from net income to set the daily rate? How exactly does this work?
e. Is there a default or customary daily rate amount for people receiving public benefits?
f. Are there customary units for certain offenses? Where are these defined/how do you know them?
g. Do you receive enough information about a person's financial circumstances in their court file? What is usually missing, if anything? What else do you wish you could know before setting the daily rate?
h. Do you think the financial information you are given is correct? Do you have ways to clarify or investigate further, should you need additional information? If so, do you often take advantage of these opportunities to get more information? Do you liaise with the police or prosecution if you need additional financial information?
i. When assessing the number of units/days of a day fines sentence, do you consider whether imprisonment of that same length would be an appropriate alternative sentence?
j. Does the person's financial situation play a role when you are deciding between a fine, prison, or a probation sentence?
k. What is your process for arriving at a total fine amount?

II. Discretion and structural issues (about 20 minutes)

a. How do you use your discretion when calculating the day fine amount?
b. Do you feel that the day fines system provides you with enough discretion so that you are able to arrive at a sentence you consider appropriate?
c. Do you need a lot of time to calculate the day fine amount?
d. Do you think that the net income principle is the right standard for the daily rate?
e. Do you think setting day fines is too complex?
f. Do you feel there are financial expectations or pressures in the justice system to impose higher fine amounts or more day fines?
III. Fairness and general perspectives on day fines (about 30 minutes)

The purpose of day fines is to ensure fairer fine sentences. The day fines system aims to achieve this by requiring that fines be calculated according to a person’s financial circumstances. Do you believe that day fines are fair?

Additional questions:

a. Is the system fair for people with lower incomes, including people receiving public benefits?

b. The disparate impact of fines on low-income people is a recurring theme in the literature. In particular, sources note that it is unfair that people with lower incomes are more likely to face incarceration for nonpayment than people with means. What do you think about this?

c. What suggestions do you have for reforming the system, if any?

   i. Should incarceration be a consequence of nonpayment?

   ii. Do you think the current statutory minimum and maximum amounts for the daily rate make sense?

IV. Post-sentencing

a. If an appeal is filed, it appears that the amount of a day fine is often reduced. Do you think it is important to have the option for the day fine amount to be adjusted after an appeal? How exactly does such an adjustment happen?

b. Should judges play a role in the enforcement of the fine? Should the court be involved in the decision to sentence people to prison for nonpayment?

V. Additional questions

a. How would you react if you found out that a person borrowed money from their family for the payment of a fine?

b. (For prosecutors only) How exactly are you involved in the enforcement of a day fine? Do you oversee enforcement by the clerks?

   i. What happens if a person cannot pay? What is the regular process?

   ii. Are you involved in setting up payment plans?

c. Do you let people know about the option of payment plans or community service during trial? Do you set installment amounts or do you leave that to clerks?

d. When you set fines at trial, do you generally get the impression that the person being sentenced understands the proceedings?

e. Do you ever take into account illegal sources of income?

f. Do the person’s mental health, addiction, or other problems play a role in how you sentence the fine? Are there special considerations for setting fines for refugees or asylum seekers?
Citation note: To maintain privacy for our interviewees, citations to our interviews do not include identifying information such as the place or time of the interview. All interviews are labelled with our internal tracking numbers and include a pin cite to the transcript line number. For example, a citation to a transcript of a focus group with judges will be cited, “Interview with judges 5, 4, 36.” “5.4” is our internal code and 36 is the line number. In some passages, we include anonymized indicators corresponding to each speaker. These are labeled I1, I2, and so on. Anonymized transcripts are available upon request.


15. The Limits of Fairer Fines: Lessons from Germany

see also, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 107

Interview with judges 9_4, 32 (“At trial, of course, we’ll ask, ‘What do you earn? How many children do you have? Do you have a wife? Does she have her own income? Do you have horrendous debts? And then we’ll make up our minds about the daily rate.’


See, e.g., Katherine Beckett & Alexes Harris, On Cash and Conviction: Monetary Sanctions as Misguided Policy, 10 Crimi-
ology & Pub. Pol'y 509 (2011); Beth Colgan, Graduating Economic Sanctions According to Ability to Pay, 103 Iowa L. Rev. 53
(2017); Elena Kantorowicz-Reznichenko, Day Fines: Reviving the Idea and Reversing the (Costly) Punitive Trend, 55 Am. Crim.

See, e.g., A Local Law in Relation to Establishing a Day-Fines Pilot Program in the Office of Administrative Trials and Hear-

Karin D. Martin, Monetary Myopia: An Examination of Institutional Response to Revenue From Monetary Sanctions for Misdemeanors, 29 Crim. Just. Pol’Y Rev. 630, 632 (2018) (citing literature about a “variety of legal and extra-legal factors” that influence monetary sanctions practices including the personal characteristics of the person being sentenced (including race and age), the type of monetary sanction, and the jurisdiction).


See generally Alexes Harris, A Pound of Flesh: Monetary Sanctions as Punishment for the Poor (2016).


Some recent literature has expanded our understanding of day fines, including with updated analysis of day fines pilot projects in the United States in the 1990s. See, e.g., Beth Colgan, Graduating Economic Sanctions According to Ability to Pay, 103 Iowa L. Rev. 53, 56 (2017).


Section 46 of the German criminal code reads as follows:

(1) The guilt of the [person] is the basis for sentencing. The effects which the sentence can be expected to have on the [person’s] future life in society shall be taken into account.

(2) When sentencing the court shall weigh the circumstances in [favor] of and against the [person]. Consideration shall in particular be given to the motives and aims of the [person]; the attitude reflected in the offence and the degree of force of will involved in its commission; the degree of the violation of the [person’s] duties; the modus operandi and the consequences caused by the offence to the extent that the [person] is to blame for them; the [person’s] prior history, his personal and financial circumstances; his conduct after the offence, particularly his efforts to make restitution for the harm caused as well as the [person’s] efforts at reconciliation with the victim;

(3) Circumstances which are already statutory elements of the offence must not be considered.

Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 46, translation at [https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html] (https://perma.cc/X3M2-REZ7) (Ger.).

The defendant’s net income does not include money that the defendant pays for social insurance premiums. Henning Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagesätzen, in 2 Münchener Kommentar zum StGB [MiStGB] § 40, m 68-69 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016). Other amounts deducted from people’s paychecks in Germany include contributions to a state-run pension plan, state-run unemployment insurance, and other contributions to government benefits. See Germany, in U.S. Soc. Sec. Admin., Social Security Programs Throughout the World: Europe, 2018, [https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/]

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of section 40 of the German Criminal Code read as follows:

(2) The court shall determine the amount of the daily unit taking into consideration the personal and financial circumstances of the [person]. In doing so, it shall typically base its calculation on the actual average one-day net income of the [person] or the average income [they] could achieve in one day. A daily unit shall not be set at less than one and not at more than thirty thousand euros.

3) The income of the [person], his assets and other relevant assessment factors may be estimated when setting the amount of a daily unit."

We conducted this research from late 2018 through late 2019, with data collection occurring between October 2018 and February 2019.

CJPP partnered with Nicole Bögelein, a sociologist at the Institute for Criminology at the University of Cologne, to conduct the interviews for this study. CJPP was also supported by Frank Neubacher, a law professor at the University of Cologne. Mitali Nagrecha from CJPP and Nicole Bögelein from Cologne conducted the focus group interviews together, with the exception of three, which only one of them attended.

We looked at states’ rate of imprisonment for nonpayment, data about the relative severity of all criminal sentences in each state, disparities in sentencing severity within the states, and state size to select a diverse sample of four states. For
example, we selected one state with an above-average rate of imprisonment for nonpayment with a mix of lenient and strict sentencing practices across the state and another state with below average rates of imprisonment for fine default and consistently strict sentencing across the state. Our sample was as follows: State A (average rate of imprisonment for fine default in comparison to other states; strict sentencing practices; higher sentencing disparities within the state; large state); State B (below average rate of imprisonment for fine default in comparison to other states; strict mixed sentencing practices; fewer sentencing disparities within the state; middle to large state); State C (average rate of imprisonment for fine default in comparison to other states; mixed sentencing practices; fewer sentencing disparities within the state; large state); State D (above average rate of imprisonment for fine default; mixed sentencing practices; fewer sentencing disparities within the state; small state). Aggregated state and district level criminal legal system data, and categorizations of severity and disparities in sentencing were provided by Volker Grundies, Senior Researcher at the Max-Planck Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law.

We used the focus group methodology because it has been shown to be effective in drawing out rich information from participants. The theory is that focus groups are effective in generating discussion that reveals a group’s perspectives, including divergent views, because of the engagement and social dynamics with their co-participants. PRANE LIA MPUT TONG, FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY: PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE 5 (2011). In the focus groups we conducted, we followed social science methodology in which interviewers pose questions to participants but do not actively participate in the discussion. Interviewees are encouraged to engage with their co-participants in a dialogue.

A future study should interview the police. A key source of information about people’s financial circumstances for setting day fines is the information the police record on the police intake form. From our interview with one police officer and questions we asked prosecutors and judges, we found that the police play very little active role beyond asking the questions on the intake form and recording the answers. This could be confirmed through additional interviews. For more information about the police intake form and financial information, see Collecting financial information to set the daily rate (p. 54) herein.

Each focus group discussion was with prosecutors or judges; we did not combine them because we wanted to understand the procedures and attitudes within each role. In total, we facilitated eight group discussions with prosecutors and six group discussions with judges. The number of people per group discussion (which were conducted in person) ranged from two to seven participants; one discussion was a one-on-one telephone interview. Each group discussion lasted between 47 and 96 minutes.


Full anonymized interview transcripts in German and English are also available upon request.

See generally UOC KUCKARTZ, QUALITATIVE TEXT ANALYSIS: A GUIDE TO METHODS, PRACTICE AND USING SOFTWARE (2014) (explaining qualitative methods and coding software). We used deductive coding, which involves developing a coding structure upfront based on the research questions and then fine-tuning the tags along the way. See PHILLIP MAYRING, QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS: THEORETICAL FOUNDATION, BASIC PROCEDURES AND SOFTWARE SOLUTION (2014) for a description of this method.

Erstes Gesetz zur Reform des Strafrechts [1 StrRG] [First Criminal Law Reform Act], Jun. 25, 1969, BGBl. I at 645 (Ger.); Zweites Gesetz zur Reform des Strafrechts [2 StrRG.] [Second Criminal Law Reform Act], Jul. 4, 1969, BGBl. I at 717.


The Commission determined that the use of fines was the most effective way to drive down incarceration rates for minor offenses. The Commission also concluded that fines were preferable to probation because the fine was a more tangible sentence. 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 (Ger. “[Die Geldstrafe] ist neben der Strafaussetzung zur Bewährung das wichtigste Mittel zur Zurückdrängung der kurzen Freiheitsstrafe und scheint mehr als die Verhängung einer Freiheitsstrafe unter Strafaussetzung und erst recht mehr als der Vollzug einer Freiheitsstrafe das Ansehen des Täters.”).


The Commission recommended adopting day fines based on the model used in some Scandinavian countries, which included in the calculation of the fine the person’s personal and financial circumstances. 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 170.


The Commission stressed that short-term incarceration was counterproductive because it did not rehabilitate people and was criminogenic because people were separated from family and employment. 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 98-99; see also Hans-Jörg Albrecht & Elmer H. Johnson, Fines and Justice Administration: The Experience of the Federal Republic of Germany, 4 INT'L J. COMP. & APPLIED CRIM. JUST. 3, 7 (1980) (reporting that in 1969, before the implementation of reforms, 17% of prison sentences were for under one month).


Gary M. Friedman, The West German Day-Fine System: A Possibility for the United States?, 50 U. CHI. L. REV. 281, 284–85 (1983) (discussing how the most critical reform voice at the time argued that the Commission's proposals did not rely on fines enough to eliminate short-term incarceration); 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 (arguing that fines were irreplaceable (Ger. ("unerlänglich")) as a sanction in the criminal legal system and that concerns could be remedied in part by focusing on reducing disparate impact on the poor in later legislation, so that "fines could become tolerable from the point of view of justice" (Ger. ("die Geldstrafe[n] unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Gerechtigkeit erträglich werden [können]").

Erstes Gesetz zur Reform des Strafrechts [1 StrRG] [First Criminal Law Reform Act], Jun. 25, 1969, BGBl. I, at 645 (Ger.).

See generally Erstes Gesetz zur Reform des Strafrechts [1 StrRG] [First Criminal Law Reform Act], Jun. 25, 1969, BGBl. I, at 645 (Ger.); see also STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).


Erstes Gesetz zur Reform des Strafrechts [1 StrRG] [First Criminal Law Reform Act], Jun. 25, 1969, BGBl. I, at 645, § 29 (4) (providing that judges can order incarceration instead of fines if the person cannot pay the fine without going into debt) (Ger. ("Kann die Geldstrafe ohne Verschulden des Verurteilten nicht eingebracht werden, so kann das Gericht anordnen, daß die Vollstreckung der Ersatzfreiheitsstrafe unterbleibt.").

1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 ("The general reference in Section 27c (1) of the Criminal Code [the pre-reform law] to take the financial circumstances of the [person] into account when assessing the fine was not sufficient to shift practice so that [judges] actually clarify the economic circumstances to the extent possible and make them the basis for the judgment.") (Ger. ("Der allgemeine Hinweis des § 27 c Abs. 1 StGB, bei der Bemessung der Geldstrafe die wirtschaftlichen Verhältnisse des Täters zu berücksichtigen, hat nicht ausgereicht, um die Praxis zu veränndern, die wirtschaftlichen Verhältnisse in dem möglichen Umfange auch wirklich aufzuklären und zur Urteilsgrundlage zu machen.").)


1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 (Ger. ("[W]iejewt ihre Höhe durch das Unrecht der Tat sowie die Schwere der Schuld des Täters einerseits und wieweit sie durch dessen wirtschaftliche Verhältnisse anderseits bestimmt ist.").))


1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 (Ger. ("Auch die zugleich festgesetzte Ersatzfreiheitsstrafe gestattet hierauf kein-
en zuverlässigen Schluß, da der Richter sie gemäß § 29 Abs. 3 StGB nach freiem Ermessen bestimmt.

109 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 (describing how the judges set fines based on gut instinct) (Ger. (“gestrebt als notwendige[r] Unterhalt[ung]”)); set or an amount of income exempt from fines; see also Zweiter Schriftlicher Bericht des Sonderausschusses für die Strafrechtsreform [Second Written Report of the Special Committee for the Reform of the Criminal Law], Deutscher Bundestag 5. Wahlperiode, Drucksache 05/4095, at 20 (Apr. 23, 1969), http://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/05/040/0504095.pdf [https://perma.cc/H3VM-GR7Z] (“The daily rate is to be understood as the amount of money conceived as a valuation unit, the loss of which is to be expected of the [person] on average on a daily basis on the basis of his attainable income, his usable assets and his actual standard of living, taking into account his maintenance and other reasonable payment obligations as well as his personal circumstances.”) (Ger. (“Alles Tagessatz ist derjenige als Bewertungseinheit gedachte Geldbetrag aufzufassen, dessen Einbuße dem Täter aufgrund seiner erzielbaren Einkünfte, seines verwertbaren Vermögens und seines tatsächlichen Lebenszuschnitts unter Berücksichtigung seiner Unterhalts- und sonstigen angemessenen Zahlungsverpflichtungen sowie seiner persönlichen Verhältnisse im Durchschnitt täglich zuzumuten ist.”)).

110 Because judges were setting fines based on instinct, fines were too low (Ger. (“zu niedriger”)) or too high (Ger. (“zu hoher”)). 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169.

111 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 169 (“Even if it was possible to reach an acceptable degree of precision [in tailoring the fine], the fine determined by that method will still impact the economically weak significantly harder because of their relatively higher sensitivity to a reduction of their wealth.”) (Ger. (“Aber selbst wenn man insoweit eine praktisch erträgliche Genauigkeit erreicht, trifft die hiernach bestimmte Geldstrafe den wirtschaftlich Schwachen wegen seiner hierdurch bedingten relativen erhöhten ‘Besitzempfindlichkeit’ wesentlich fühlbarer als den Begüterten.”)).

112 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 170 (calling for a more equitable (Ger. (”sozialere”) system because of the inequities in the old system and pointing to day fines as a model).


117 1962 Commission Draft and Report, at 170 (explaining that the main challenge was defining the daily rate so that the system achieved “equality of sacrifice” (Ger. (“Opfergleichheit”)) among people with different financial circumstances).

In 2010, the percentage of criminal dispositions in Europe was around 83% (Id.). For example, in 2009, Baden-Württemberg amended its regulations to reduce the number of hours of community service required per unit of outstanding fines from six hours to four hours. Verordnung des Justizministeriums über die Anwendung der Vollstreckung von Ersatzfreiheitsstrafen durch freie Arbeit (Eng. (“Justice Ministry Regulation on the Use of the Limitations of Freedom, through Free Labor, as a Substitute for Paying Criminal Fines”)), GESETZBLATT FÜR BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG [GBL] 2009, 338, at § 7(1) (June 30, 2009) (Baden-Württemberg (Ger.)).

Day fines: A European Comparison and Czech Malpractice, 15 EUR. J. CRIMINOLOGY 461, 466 (2018) (providing examples, including the Czech Republic, Austria, and others).


One change that was enacted was that the cap for the daily rate per unit was increased from 5,000 euro to 30,000 euro in 2009. Henning Radke, STGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM STGB [MüKoSTGB] § 40, m 54 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016).

German case law also acknowledges the disproportionate impact of fines on people with lower incomes. See, e.g., Oberlandesgericht Jena [OLG Jena] [Higher Regional Court of Jena], Oct. 27, 2017, 1 OLG 161 Ss (Ger.) (citing OLG Oberlandesgericht Hamm [OLG Hamm] [Higher Regional Court of Hamm], Feb. 2, 2012, III-3 RVs 4/12 (Ger.)).

Interview with prosecutors, 2-5, 278–82.

For information about the role of prosecutors in setting fines, see Hans-Jörg Albrecht, Interview with prosecutors 2-5, 118.

Interview with prosecutors, 11-2, 19.

Interview with judges 4-4, 181.

Interview with prosecutors 1-2, 63.

Interview with prosecutors 2-5, 278–82.

Interview with judges 4-4, 181.

Interview with prosecutors 2-5, 278–82.

See, e.g., Gijsbert Vonk, Repressive Welfare States: The Spiral of Obligations and Sanctions in Social Security, 16 EUR. J. SOC. SEC. 188 (2014) (describing German law and cases restricting access to public benefits such as requirements that people work in the community and advance their skills to continue receiving full benefits).
Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM StGB [MuKoStGB] § 40, m 57-58 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016); Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in Beck’sche ONLINE-KOMMENTAR: STRAFGESETZBUCH [BeckOK: StGB] [BECK ONLINE COMMENTARY: CRIMINAL CODE] §40, m 10-14.2 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 44th ed. 2019), http://beck-online.beck.de (Taxes paid on income and professional expenses by employees, operating expenses for people who are self-employed, social security contributions, and insurance premiums (including health insurance, disability insurance, and more) are deducted to arrive at net income.).


177 Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM StGB [MuKoStGB] § 40, m 57-58, 65 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016). Costs incurred to generate income such as business expenses for the self-employed are deducted. Added may be sources of income that receive favorable treatment under the tax code. Id.

187 Interview with judges 6_3, 145–48 (noting “there is no fine based on assets”).


189 See, e.g., Landesgericht Bad Kreuznach [LG Bad Kreuznach] [Bad Kreuznach Regional Court], Jan. 30, 2015, 2 Qs 132/14, BeckRechtsprechung [BeckRS] [Beck Case Law] 2015, 8824 (Ger.) (finding that a person’s decision not to apply for public benefits or work because they were hiding from an open arrest warrant was a legitimate life choice and that the court could not impute income because the court should do so only if the person deliberately reduces his earning power to secure a low fine); see also Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in Beck’sche Online-Kommentar: Strafgesetzbuch [BeckOK: StGB] [Beck Online Commentary: Criminal Code] §40, m 12 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 44th ed. 2019), http://beck-online.beck.de (summarizing principle that individuals’ life choices should be respected).

190 Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 Münchener Kommentar zum StGB [MüKoStGB] § 40, m 90 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016) (criticizing imputing income as being akin to forced labor because a person is made to choose between changing their way of life—by obtaining a job or a higher paying job—or incarceration for nonpayment).

191 Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 Münchener Kommentar zum StGB [MüKoStGB] § 40, m 90 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016). The German Constitution protects individuals’ Allgemeine Handlungsfreiheit, or freedom of action, under Article 2 para. 1 Grundgesetz, and the commentary suggests this right would be implicated by imputing income. Id.


193 Hans-Jörg Albrecht, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 1 Kindhäuser/Neumann/Paefgen Strafgesetzbuch Kommentar § 40, m 45 (Urs Kindhäuser et al. eds., 5th ed. 2017).

194 Hans-Jörg Albrecht, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 1 Kindhäuser/Neumann/Paefgen Strafgesetzbuch Kommentar § 40, m 45 (Urs Kindhäuser et al. eds., 5th ed. 2017).

195 German courts have, in limited circumstances, imputed income when people fraudulently, for the purposes of lower fines, reduce their income, for example by quitting a job. However, even this limited exception to the practice against imputing income has been questioned. See, e.g., Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 Münchener Kommentar zum StGB [MüKoStGB] § 40, m 89-91 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016) (explaining that even if the motivation for reducing income was to avoid a high fine, the fact remains the person no longer has the money available to pay).


199 Interview with judges 6_3, 145–48 (noting “there is no fine based on assets”).

207 Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM StGB [McKoS/G] § 40, rm 60 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016) (collecting and summarizing cases). For example, in a 1982 decision, the regional higher court in Celle held that the private use of business enterprises and non-cash withdrawals from a business are considered in net income. Id. (citing Oberlandesgericht Celle [OLG Celle] [Regional Higher Court of Celle], May 24, 1982, 1 Ss 108/82 (Ger.)).

208 See, e.g., Oberlandesgericht Dresden [OLG Dresden,] [Regional Higher Court of Dresden], Jul. 3, 2009, 2 Ss 163/09, NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [NJW] 2009, 2966 (Ger.) (declining to add benefits in kind as net income for an asylum seeker with very limited financial resources).

209 See, e.g., Hans-Jörg Albrecht, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 1 KINDBÄHUSER/NEUMANN/PFEFFEN STRAFGESETZBUCH KOMMENTAR § 40, rm 39-41 (URS KINDBÄHUSER ET AL. EDS., 5TH ED. 2017) (noting that most courts in Germany estimate income for non-working spouses by their support payments or based on support actually received).

210 See, e.g., Oberlandesgericht Celle [OLG Celle] [Regional High Court of Celle], Jul. 10, 2007, 32 Ss 95/07, BECKRECHTSprechung [BeckCaseLaw] 2009, 6855 (Ger.) (holding that benefits in kind for asylum seekers who receive no cash benefits are excluded from the daily rate).

211 See Deductions for net income (p.44) herein.

212 Landesgericht Köln [LG Köln] [Regional Court of Cologne], Apr. 25, 2018, 153 Ns 89/17, BECKRECHTSprechung [BeckCaseLaw] 2018, 7847 (Ger.).

213 Landesgericht Köln [LG Köln] [Regional Court of Cologne], Apr. 25, 2018, 153 Ns 89/17, BECKRECHTSprechung [BeckCaseLaw] 2018, 7847 (Ger.).

214 Hans Albrecht, STRAFZUMESSUNG UND VOLLSTRECKUNG BEI GELDSTRÄFEN: UNTER BERÜcksICHTIgUNG DES TAGESSATZSYSTEMS; DIE GELDSTRAFE IM SYSTEM STRAFRECHTLICHER SANKTIONEN 206-09 (1980). In an empirical study, Albrecht found that 54% of case files had no information about net income and that courts relied on individuals’ profession and marital status to set net income. Id.

215 See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 33 (“Well, if we know his profession, if we know the profession, we’ll try to find out what people earn in this line of work. If he says he is a worker and works here at our tire factory, for example, . . . And you know, ‘Ah, shift workers earn about 1,800 euro, round about,’ if he works shifts. That’s all the insight we have, yes.”).

216 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 111–12 (reporting default rate of 50–60 euro per unit); Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 17 (stating that they usually set the default daily rate to 30 euro per unit, especially if they know the person has a job in a skilled trade or other common professions such as waiters); Interview with judges, 1_5, 39 (reporting a default daily rate of 40 euro per unit).

217 Interview with prosecutors 13_5, 52 (discussing rate of seven euro per unit for Hartz IV recipients).

218 Interview with judges 9, 43–44 (referring to Hartz IV recipients a judge said, “At this court, the lowest amounts actually vary. The range is between 10 and 15 euro. The Public Prosecutor’s Office is rather between 15 and 20 euro, maximum.”).

219 Interview with prosecutors, 11_2, 20.

220 Interview with prosecutors, 11_2, 83.

221 Interview with judges 9_4, 149–56.

222 STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 40, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-RE7Z] (Ger.).

223 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 120.


225 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 20 (“The calculation process is, as a rule, net income, from which you will, certainly, extraordinary expenses are to be deducted. You’d have to look into the law to see what exactly falls under extraordinary expenses. But it’s certainly not most of what you’d think. Well, it’s not the personal loan for a car, or also, even rent, it’s not even the rent for your apartment.”).

226 Interview with judges 1_5, 36 (“The net income someone’s got—You just take the pay slip, look at it and start doing the math. . . . For example, it will not—the cost of housing will [not] be deducted. Although, as we all know, it has risen considerably in recent years. What is being deducted is his obligations to pay support to his wife and children. And even if he does not have to pay any support, but the children live with him, a certain amount is deducted.”). In a different jurisdiction, some interviewees were under the impression that all judges deducted rent from net income. Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 67–90 (“I don’t even get rents, because I think everyone has these costs. I3: But all courts [reduce by rent]. I2: It’s done this way in practice. I1: Courts do that. . . . I4: I didn’t know that the courts do this all the time.”).


228 Interview with judges 9_4, 47–53.
Some commentaries caution against courts evaluating the worthiness of the expenses. See, e.g., Hans-Jörg Albrecht, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 1 KINDHAUSER/NEUMANN/PAEFFGEN STRAFGESETZBUCH KOMMENTAR § 40, m 34-35 (Urs Kindhäuser et al. eds., 5th ed. 2017) (questioning whether it is appropriate for judges to differentiate between monetary obligations that are “socially acceptable” (Ger. (“sozial akzeptiert”)) or “sensible” (Ger. (“nicht anerkennungsfähige Bereichen”)).

See quotations on p. 44 herein.

See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 118; Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 57; Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 63; Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 118; Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 12; Interview with judges 9_4, 47; Interview with judges 4_4, 149; Interview with judges 6_3, 91; Interview with judges 1_5, 36.

See, e.g., Interview with judges 9_4, 47.

See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 106 (“I know roughly what the guidelines for support payments say, and I try to deduct roughly that. Of course, not to the euro, but I know roughly, up to the third, fourth child, what support payments we’ll arrive at. And that will—I just deduct that.”); Interview with judges 9_4, 157 (confirming use of family court child support deductions as basis for reductions). For an example of the support tables from one jurisdiction, the state of North-Rhine Westphalia, see ÖBERLÄNDERGERICHT DÜSSELDORF [HIGHER REGIONAL COURT OF DÜSSELDORF], DÜSSELDORFER TABELLE: LEITLINIEN FÜR DEN UNTERHALTSBEDARF [DÜSSELDORF TABLES: GUIDELINES FOR MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS] (Jan. 1, 2020), https://www.olg-duesseldorf.nrw.de/infos/Duesseldorfer_Tabelle/Tabelle-2020/Duesseldorfer-Tabelle-2020.pdf (providing the Düsseldorf Maintenance Tables for the jurisdiction’s family courts).

Bundesgerichtshof [BGH] [Federal Court of Justice], Sept. 26, 2007, 2 StR 290/07, http://juris.bundesgerichtshof.de/cgi-bin/rechtsprechung/document.py?Geriich=bgh&Art=en& Datum=2007-9&Seite=1&nr=41558&pos=58&anz=281 (Ger.) (holding that courts may apply flat percentage deductions for support of dependents); see also, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 71 (“I allow between 10 and 15% per child.”).

Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 71.

KG 10.3.2014 – 121 Ss 23/14; OLG Frankfurt a. M. 8.12.2009 – 1 Ss 467/99 (Ger.) (court accepting a 15% deduction for each child); see also, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 107; Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 12.

See, e.g., Interview with judges 1_5, 36–38 (“11: Is there a specific amount that you assume, for example, for, say a wife and two children? I2: One tenth, two tenths. That’s how we did it in [training].”).

See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 106 (prosecutor reducing net income by 3/7 for spousal support).

It is unclear whether courts deduct spousal support for only non-working spouses. Compare Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 12 (prosecutor noting they make deductions for non-working spouses) with Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 106 (prosecutor saying they deduct for spouses without specifying that the deduction would apply only if the spouse was unemployed).

Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 108 (prosecutor saying that they cannot make maintenance deductions of over 50% of total net income). Court cases have also reported a 50% maximum deduction limit. See, e.g., KG 10.3.2014 - 121 Ss 23/14, VRS 126, 97 (99) (Ger.).

Interview with prosecutors 7_6, 336–40.

Interview with judges 9_4, 47–53.

Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 63.

Interview with judges 9_4, 47–53.


Default amounts for asylum seekers, who receive fewer cash benefits, are between five and fifteen euro, reflecting different practices for accounting for non-cash incomes. See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 118 (“[T]here is a fixed rate for recipients of social benefits, which is in the range of 10 euro. And for asylum seekers, at least in [town], it’s 5, right? Due to the fact that, although benefit levels are similar, they receive more benefits in kind, we have zeroed in on a day fine amount of 5 euro.”); Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 106–07 (“Q: Speaking of asylum seekers, for them, what’s the usual amount for them? I: Those are social benefits as well, and in most cases, just like Hartz IV, we’ll arrive at about 15 euro, all in.”).

See, e.g., Interview with judges 9_4, 157 (“Where I really make deductions without hesitating is if someone really makes an effort, and credibly asserts this, to pay back his horrendous debts little by little. I’ll make use of judicial independence, and I’ll say, ‘Okay, under the circumstances we definitely want to acknowledge and support the fact that he himself has decided to try and get rid of the debts, although his income is actually below the attachability threshold.’ I try to support his efforts to some extent, by saying; ‘Okay, well, I’ll deduct that from the day fine amount.’ But that’s really pretty much the only thing, as I said. Otherwise, I don’t do this for people on Hartz IV.”).

See Judges and prosecutors acknowledge the poverty of people in Germany’s criminal legal system (p. 36) herein.

Interview with prosecutors 13_5, 52 (referencing a rate of seven euro per unit for Hartz IV recipients); Interview with judges 9_4,
43–44 (noting prosecutors sometimes set the daily rate as high as 20 euro per unit for Hartz IV recipients).

250 Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 53 (“The current Hartz IV rate is 409, I think, euro. If you convert that, we’re already at 14 euro. Round about.”).

251 Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 53.

252 Interview with judges 9_4, 43–44; see also Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 53–55 (noting a Hartz IV rate of 15–20 euro per unit).

253 Interview with prosecutors 13_5, 52.

254 Amtsgericht Hann. Münden [AG Hann. Münden] [District Court of Hannover Münden], Apr. 4, 2014, 4 Cs 43 Js 4382/14 (Ger.).

255 Oberlandesgericht Jena [OLG Jena] [Higher Regional Court of Jena], Oct. 27, 2017, 1 OLG 161 Ss (Ger.) (holding it was proper for court to exclude rent from net income and allow the person to retain 70% of their cash benefits amount for living expenses).

256 Bundesverfassungsgericht [BVerfG] [Federal Constitutional Court], 1BvL 1/09, Feb. 9, 2010, translation at https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/2010/02/1bvL20100209_1bvL000109en.html [https://perma.cc/A5YQ-92B4] (Ger.).

257 Amtsgericht Hann. Münden [AG Hann. Münden] [District Court of Hannover Münden], Apr. 4, 2014, 4 Cs 43 Js 4382/14 (Ger.).

258 Amtsgericht Hann. Münden [AG Hann. Münden] [District Court of Hannover Münden], Apr. 4, 2014, 4 Cs 43 Js 4382/14 (Ger.).

259 Amtsgericht Hann. Münden [AG Hann. Münden] [District Court of Hannover Münden], Apr. 4, 2014, 4 Cs 43 Js 4382/14 (Ger.).


261 Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 40, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.) (“A daily unit shall not be set at less than one and not at more than thirty thousand euros.”).


263 See, e.g., Interview with judges 4_4, 476–90 (“Q: Do you think the minimum and maximum day fine amounts, i.e. from 1 euro to 30,000 euro [are] sufficient in your—Did you have the feeling it should go higher? I1: In our department, yes. I4: I’ve never had a case where I thought it was inadequate, I think.”).

264 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 250–66.

265 Interview with judges 9_4, 251–53 (suggesting it may be appropriate for the upper limits to be higher to accommodate higher earners but that whether to raise the limit was a question for the legislature and not for the judges to decide); Interview with judges 4_4, 476–483 (judges debating whether there should be an upper limit).

266 The highest we heard was a prosecutor estimating a CEO of a company to make 6,000 euro per month. This would reflect an annual net income of 72,000 euro. Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 263–64.

267 Interview with judges 9_4, 54; see also Interview with prosecutors 7_6, 20 (“Well. Because in cases like that you get into the highest range of daily rates, number of units, so I did want to see the result—but in other cases, it is, I think—because you do it so often—an instinctive value. You don’t question it anymore. But if the daily rate reaches 150 euro—day fine in terms of the amount is in the 150-euro range, then that’s so rare that one does take an additional look at the actual [result].”).

268 Interview with judges 9_4, 251–53.

269 The German Association of Judges (Deutscher Richterbund) called for an increase in the minimum amount of the daily rate to DM 10 (approx. 5 euro) in the year 2000. Heinrich Kintzi, Die Geldstrafe - eine ausbaufähige Sanktion, 2001 DEUTSCHE RICHTERZEITUNG (DRZ) 198, 202 (chairman of the commission discussing recommendation).

270 Available data confirms that German judges rarely impose less than 10 euro. 2.7% of cases are sentenced to less than 5.10 euro per unit. The vast majority of fines are between 5 euro and 50 euro per unit of punishment. Jörg-MARTIN JEHLE, FEDERAL MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN GERMANY: FACTS AND FIGURES (6th ed. 2015), https://www.bundesjustizamt.de/DE/SharedDocs/Publikationen/Jus tizstatistik/Criminal_Justice_Germany_en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile [https://perma.cc/736Q-4XGH].
Interview with prosecutors 6_3, 152–55 ("Q: Do you ever use this lower limit? I mean, the 1 euro? I5: I don’t usually go below 10. I4: Sometimes, yes, the prosecution offers 5. I5: Rarely."). In the same interview, the prosecutors discussed their usual practices for setting daily rates for people who are homeless and receive no public benefits and therefore should have a daily rate of one euro: "What do they get a day? 12 euro? That’s 360, again. I4: Although, in that case, you have to—you have to take into account that this is what they require for mere subsistence. . . . You’d actually have to take that into account, and then you’d probably end up at 5 euro after all." Id. at 157–62.

Interview with judges 9_4, 158–62.

Interview with judges 1_5, 133–39.


See Estimating net income when courts lack financial details (p. 41) for a discussion of estimation under German law.

Some interviewees noted that there is more investigation and document review in white collar or similar fraud cases in which determining income is more complex and financial punishment is more central to the case. See, e.g., Interview with judges 9_4, 87 (noting that they do not normally investigate financial circumstances but may do so in the case of "economic crimes"). We focus in this Report on cases similar to ones heard in misdemeanor courts in the United States.

Interview with judges 9_4, 81.

Interview with judges 6_3, 35.

Interview with judges 6_3, 23.

See p. 71 for more about this.

See Judges and prosecutors acknowledge the poverty of people in Germany’s criminal legal system (p. 36).

Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 54 ("I2: So my objective is, of course, to reflect the actual income situation in one way or another, you know . . . . You can often certainly get some clues by looking at the profession as such. Of course, the preliminary goal is to reflect the actual income situation and not to punish him at all costs, in a way, by saying, ‘Okay, you gave us no information, so I’m setting you particularly high.’—so, that’s not the goal. . . . I1: Yes, the investigation file often contains actual clues. Or you just look at the [individual’s] milieu. One knows certain parts of town, in [town 1], in [town 2], in [town 3], there are areas where there are only [public benefits] recipients, there are alcoholics, there are. . . okay? One knows they have noth-
290 See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 19–20 (discussing how it is very rare for them to investigate income because of high caseloads). Instead, they estimate the daily rate. Id.

291 Judges cannot amend the summary proceedings order and in practice judges only challenge the prosecutors’ determinations in exceptional circumstances. Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [Criminal Procedure Code], § 408, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/index.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

292 Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [Criminal Procedure Code], § 407, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/index.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

293 Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [Criminal Procedure Code], § 411, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/index.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

294 See Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNZENBERG KOMMENTAR ZUM StGB [MüKoStGB] § 40, rm 117 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016) (detailing investigative options available to the court); see also, e.g., Interview with judges 1_5, 39 (“But as a rule, I don’t ask people to show me a proof-of-earnings certificate, be it in the trial or, if it is written proceedings, by court order.”).

295 Interview with judges 14_4, 38 (explaining that prosecutors can request bank transaction information from the German regulatory authority, the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht).

296 Interview with prosecutors 10_4, 271 (explaining that the courts cannot access tax records because of “tax secrecy”).

297 CJPP was provided a police intake form to review for one of Germany’s police districts and was asked to keep the state and actual document confidential. We were unable to review additional police intake forms and so we base our discussion on the one form we saw and interview responses.

298 Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 193 (“The problem is, of course, whether the person concerned even knows what happens with the voluntary details. I mean, if I get a form—after a lot, a lot gets done via written hearings—if I get a form, I mean as a private individual now, and it says, ‘The police want to know what my income is.’ My first reaction will be, ‘That’s none of your business.’”).

299 Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [Criminal Procedure Code], § 140, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/englisch_stpo.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

(1) The participation of defence counsel shall be mandatory if

1. the main hearing at first instance is held at the Higher Regional Court or at the Regional Court;
2. the accused is charged with a felony;
3. the proceedings may result in an order prohibiting the pursuit of an occupation;
4. remand detention pursuant to Sections 112 or 112a or provisional placement pursuant to Section 126a or Section 275a subsection (6) is executed against an accused;
5. the accused has been in an institution for at least three months based on judicial order or with the approval of the judge and will not be released from such institution at least two weeks prior to commencement of the main hearing;
6. placement of the accused pursuant to Section 81 is being considered for the purpose of preparing an opinion on his mental condition;
7. proceedings for preventive detention are conducted;
8. the previous defence counsel is excluded from participation in the proceedings by a decision;
9. an attorney has been assigned to the aggrieved person pursuant to Sections 397a and 406g subsections (3) and (4).

(2) In other cases the presiding judge shall appoint defence counsel upon application or ex officio if the assistance of defence counsel appears necessary because of the seriousness of the offence, or because of the difficult factual or legal situation, or if it is evident that the accused cannot defend himself. Applications filed by accused persons with a speech or hearing impairment shall be granted.

(3) The appointment of defence counsel pursuant to subsection (1), number 5, may be revoked if the accused is released from the institution at least two weeks prior to commencement of the main hearing. The appointment of defence counsel pursuant to subsection (1), number 4, shall remain effective for the further proceedings under the prerequisites mentioned in subsection (1), number 5, unless another defence counsel is appointed.

300 Interview with prosecutors 8_2, 247.

301 Email from Nicole Bögelein, Senior Researcher, Universität zu Köln, to Mitali Nagrecha, Director of the National Criminal Justice Debt Initiative (Jan. 20, 2020, 3:23 AM CET) (on file with the CJJP).

302 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 107 (“Investigations into economic circumstances are hardly ever carried out by the police, and we hardly ever do them either, I have to say if I’m honest. Well, I can’t think of—I’m always happy when people give information voluntarily because that gives me a basis for assessment.”); Interview with prosecutors 13_5, 38 (suggesting that it’s unrealistic for the police to follow up on investigating a person’s financial circumstances: “So the result of the police investigation is focused on ascertaining the offense and finding the [person]. And, well, for the police to [go through the additional effort and] investigate assets so we have something to go on? And most of the time, [the daily rate] is based on voluntary information provided by the accused anyway, or estimations out of thin air.”).
Interview with judges 1_5, 43 (“[T]he initial investigation starts with the police. And people provide information at the police station: first of all, [they provide] their compulsory personal data, and they can give information about their economic situation, but they don’t have to. This is voluntary information. If you’re lucky, [the file] will say something about the pay, about the salary he earns. In many cases it won’t, though. . . . So the public prosecutor has a file on their table, requests summary proceedings, which are mass proceedings to deal with fines, and simply estimates. He just looks [into the file]: what did he state as his profession, what is a standard income in the industry? And then he estimates an amount of 1,200/1,500 net. That’s the basis on which you work.”).


Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 131 (“I2 The question is, of course, often—let’s say if people get their driver’s license revoked and they’re a truck driver, they’ll obviously lose their job. That is often a consequence. But these are things that take place downstream, in the enforcement department, where people report, ‘You’ve assumed a salary of 1,500 euro a month, but I’m unemployed now. I only get 900 euro.’ In such cases, it can be reduced afterwards. That’s possible, but people have to take care of it themselves. I3: That’s the only way to—and we have—because the legislature, at some point, noticed that there can be a problem with the, let’s say, estimation by the prosecuting agency and the issuing of summary proceedings and the ignorance of the actual income and asset situation—there is the possibility, in written proceedings, what is it now, [section] 411, paragraph 3, sentence X [of the Code of Criminal Procedure (StPO)], the amount of the day fine may be adjusted separately in written proceedings. Yes. Are you aware of that? Yes, Well, this is something that is not uncommon and that, of course, only ever works in favor of the accused. It’s not possible the other way around.”).

Interview with judges 4_4, 253 (“11: And then I always say, ‘There is, but it’s very strict, and I don’t want to raise your hopes that it will work out, but you should request it.’ And I add, ‘But when the letter comes, don’t bury your head in the sand.’ Well, that’s, I think, one of my standard phrases. Because, yes, because that’s actually the case with many of our defendants, in the end. Especially the alcoholics, yes, they—who—they receive the letter and put it somewhere . . . or throw it in the garbage as fast as they can. I3: Well, I do get wind of [the fact that people face incarceration for failure to pay]—not specifically of how my own sentences are enforced, but the fact that they are enforced; because I often have persons who appear before me again in a new matter, straight from the sentence they are serving for failure to pay. So, my impression is, in fact, that [imprisonment for failure to pay] does not occur so rarely, especially in the lower income range. And for people who just don’t have—don’t have a lot of structure in their life. People who simply ignore these letters, and at some point, an arrest warrant is issued, and they are just arrested, and it doesn’t even bother them much. They don’t file complaints against anything, but they just endure those measures by the state. And, again: I don’t think it’s that rare.”). Interviewees noted that individuals “don’t read their mail.” Interview with judges 9_4, 199 (“We do a summary proceedings order, we always say, ‘Well, he can appeal if he earns less or if that’s too high.’ But we must not underestimate the fact that we have people sitting here who like to simply throw mail from official bodies in the corner, or just accept it, as long as they don’t have to go to court—and they simply don’t defend themselves, even though it could have been lower.”).

One study on the use of community service as an alternative to payment in Germany explained the prevalence of housing instability among individuals sentenced to fines as follows: The precarious housing situation not only has an impact on the quality of life, but also prevents important information from the judiciary from becoming known to the addressees. For the homeless there is not only the problem that they may not be able to be made aware of an order of punishment, but also, during the course of punishment, they either are not informed, or do not understand that they have a responsibility to inform themselves, about relief or alternatives, such as community service.


Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 269.

See, e.g., Interview with judges 9_4, 32 (“At trial, of course, we’ll ask, ‘What do you earn? How many children do you have? Do you have a wife? Does she have her own income? Do you have horrendous debts?’ And then we’ll make up our minds about the daily rate.”).

See, e.g., Interview with judges 6_3, 79 (judges specifying they spend a “very short time” on ability to pay in hearings that
are a total of ten minutes for the whole case, including witness testimony).

311 The exceptions were interviewees who referenced working on white collar criminal cases in which the calculation of net income is more complex. See, e.g., Interview with judges 9_4, 87. However, CJPP did not speak to enough judges and prosecutors working on white collar cases to have a full picture of how fines are set in those cases.

312 Interview with judges 4_4, 354–58 (reporting that it took 30 seconds to calculate the fine at trial).

313 Interview with judges 1_5, 133–47 (explaining that they supplement the police intake form with questions at trial). The judge usually asks two questions at trial: “What do you do for a living?” This has already been answered when providing personal details [on the police form]. That was the first question. And the second is “What’s your net income per month?” Id.; see also Interview with judges 4_4, 357 (estimating that calculating the daily rate based on information at trial can take as little as 30 seconds).

314 Interview with judges 9_4, 100.

315 Jörg Kinzig, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in SCHÖNKE/SCHÖRER STRAFGESETZBUCH KOMMENTAR § 40, m 12-13 (Albin Eser et al. eds., 30th ed. 2019) (“The intrusion into the private sphere of the person concerned will hardly be proportionate to the offence and its punishment.”) (Ger. (“Hinzu kommt, dass der hierfür erforderliche Arbeitsaufwand und das insoweit notwendige Eindringen in den Privatbereich des Betroffenen schwerlich in einem angemessenen Verhältnis zur Straftat und zu deren Ahndung stehen werden.”)).

316 Interview with judges 1_5, 43.

317 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 52.

318 See Estimating net income when courts lack financial details (p. 41) for discussion about default rates.

319 STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 46, translation at https://www.gesetz-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

320 StGB Section 242. STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 242, translation at https://www.gesetz-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

321 STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 47, translation at https://www.gesetz-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.) (“1) The court shall not impose a term of imprisonment of less than six months unless special circumstances exist, either in the offence or the person, that strictly require the imposition of imprisonment either for the purpose of reform of the [person] or for reasons of general deterrence.”).

322 STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 40, translation at https://www.gesetz-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.) (“1) A fine shall be imposed in daily units. The minimum fine shall consist of five and, unless the law provides otherwise, the maximum shall consist of three hundred and sixty full daily units.”). The Court can also apply day fines to crimes with penalties above 360 days if there are mitigating circumstances. STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 49, translation at https://www.gesetz-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.) (“If the court may in its discretion mitigate the sentence pursuant to a law which refers to this provision, it may reduce the sentence to the statutory minimum or impose a fine instead of imprisonment.”).

323 See generally STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], translation at https://www.gesetz-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

324 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 29 (describing how the first step is to look at culpability to decide between fines and imprisonment and to set fines for less serious offenses).

325 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 166 (explaining that the decision between a fine and imprisonment is based on the person’s culpability).

326 See, e.g., Interview with judges 4_4, 410 (“Yes, but if we make reintegration paramount: if I lock someone up, he’ll lose his wife, his job, his apartment. In the long run, that’s a disservice to society.”).

327 Interview with judges 1_5, 263–66 (“For us it’s about the question of fine or imprisonment at that time [of sentencing]. And not about the question of what happens with the financing afterwards. [You’re asking] [if whether] he can’t pay, I’ll give him the prison sentence straight away? That doesn’t make any sense.”).

328 Interview with judges 9_4, 143; see also Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 7 (“Well, that’s ultimately an aspect of sentencing. Sentencing is something you can’t learn. Sentencing has a lot to do with professional experience, a lot to do with how many trials I’ve been in. Sentencing also has a lot to do with the personality of the person who assesses the punishment or files the corresponding request. What is his life background? What is his professional background? How important or significant does he think this specific criminal matter is? These are the factors you have to keep in mind.”).

329 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 39.

330 See, e.g., Interview with judges 6_3, 135 (“Does the mental state of the defendant play a role in sentencing? So, specifically questions of addictions [or] similar things. Does that play a role, specifically when you think about fines? I3: Not for the day fine amount, but for the number of day fine units. Because the culpability of the perpetrator as such influences the number of day fine units or the duration of the prison sentence. And drug
addiction can indeed lead to diminished culpability, which, in turn, would mean a different penalty range. Reduced in favor of the defendant.”


333 Interview with prosecutors 7_6, 78.

334 See, e.g., Interview with judges 4_4, 57–68 (detailing disagreements with prosecutors on the correct number of units in specific cases).

335 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 39.

336 Driving under the influence is prosecuted pursuant to Section 316 of the German Criminal Code.

Driving under influence of drink or drugs

(1) Whoever drives a vehicle in traffic (sections 315 to 315e) although they are not in a condition to drive the vehicle safely due to having consumed alcoholic drinks or other intoxicating substances incurs a penalty of imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year or a fine, unless the offence is subject to a penalty under section 315a or 315c.

(2) Whoever commits the offence negligently also incurs the penalty specified in subsection (1).

Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 316, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/english_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

337 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 184.

338 Interview with judges 1_5, 20.

339 Fare evasion is prosecuted pursuant to Section 265a of the German Criminal Code: “Obtaining Services by Deception. (1) Whosoever obtains the service of a machine or a telecommunications network serving public purposes or uses a means of transportation or obtains entrance to an event or institution by deception with the intent of not paying for them shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding one year or a fine unless the act is punishable under other provisions with a more severe penalty.” Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 265a, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/english_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

340 Interview with judges 4_4, 315.


343 Shoplifting is prosecuted pursuant to Section 242 of the German Criminal Code: “Theft. (1) Whosoever takes chattelss belonging to another away from another with the intention of unlawfully appropriating them for himself or a third person shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine. (2) The attempt shall be punishable.” Strafrecht [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 242, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

344 Interview with judges 1_5, 21 (“I1: Shoplifting up to—what’s the limit value, is it ‘up to 100 euro?’ I2: Well, first of all you have to ask, ‘Is this a first-time offender?’ To see if you impose anything at all. B5: Such cases are usually dropped, if the value is not exorbitant. (I2: Yes, up to 50 euro, 60 euro.) I1: And the first fine would be somewhere around 20? I5: No, that’s already 30. (I1: 30? 30 day fine units.”).

345 “Benefits fraud” is when people are sentenced for obtaining government public benefits in a fraudulent way. Benefits fraud is prosecuted under Section 263 of the German Criminal Code, which states:

Fraud

(1) Whosoever with the intent of obtaining for himself or a third person an unlawful material benefit damages the property of another by causing or maintaining an error by pretending false facts or by distorting or suppressing true facts shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine.

(2) The attempt shall be punishable.

(3) In especially serious cases the penalty shall be imprisonment from six months to ten years. An especially serious case typically occurs if the [person] 1. acts on a commercial basis or as a member of a gang whose purpose is the continued commission of forgery or fraud; 2. causes a major financial loss of or acts with the intent of placing a large number of persons in danger of financial loss by the continued commission of offences of fraud; 3. places another person in financial hardship; 4. abuses his powers or his position as a public official; or 5. pretends that an insured event has happened after he or another have for this purpose set fire to an object of significant value or destroyed it,
in whole or in part, through setting fire to it or caused the sinking or beaching of a ship.

(4) Section 243(2), section 247 and section 248a shall apply mutatis mutandis.

(5) Whosoever on a commercial basis commits fraud as a member of a gang, whose purpose is the continued commission of offences under sections 263 to 264 or sections 267 to 269 shall be liable to imprisonment from one to ten years, in less serious cases to imprisonment from six months to five years.

(6) The court may make a supervision order (section 68(1)).

(7) Section 43a and 73d shall apply if the [person] acts as a member of a gang whose purpose is the continued commission of offences under sections 263 to 264 or sections 267 to 269. Section 73d shall also apply if the [person] acts on a commercial basis.

Strafsatzordnung [StPO] [CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE], § 459 et seq., translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/englisch_stpo.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

351 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 7.

352 As scholar Dieter Meyer remarked, “The success of the fine reform stands and falls with the consistent adherence to this separation.” Dieter Meyer, Zu Fragen bei der Festsetzung der Höhe eines Tagessatzes im neuen Geldstrafensystem, Monatschrift für deutsches Recht, 4/1976, at 274, 275 (1976) (Ger. (“Mit der konsequenten Durchhaltung dieser Trennung steht und fällt der Erfolg der Geldstrafenreform.”)).

353 Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], § 46(4), translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

354 Oberlandesgericht Jena [OLG Jena] [Higher Regional Court of Jena], Oct. 27, 2017, 1 OLG 161 Ss (Ger.).

355 Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 Münchener Kommentar zum StGB [MükoStgb] § 40, rn 127 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016) (noting that daily rates and the amount of each daily rate are to be indicated separately).

356 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 109–14.


358 See, e.g., Hennig Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 Münchener Kommentar zum StGB [MükoStgb] § 40, rn 51-53 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016) (explaining that the effects that the sentence can be expected to have on the person’s future life in society shall be taken into account).

359 See, e.g., Interview with prosecutors 13_5, 111–12.

360 Interview with judges 1_5, 214.

361 Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE], § 459 et seq., translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/englisch_stpo.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

The court may also order that the privilege of paying the fine in fixed time for payment or allow payment in specified instalments. The court shall allow for such conditions if without them the restitution by the [person] of any damage caused by the offence were to be substantially impaired; the court may require the [person] to present proof of restitution.” Id.; see also Landgericht Berlin [LG Berlin] [Regional Court of Berlin], Aug. 10, 2010, -Az 519 Qa 21/10 (Ger.) (holding person has a right to a payment plan).

The Limits of Fairer Fines: Lessons from Germany

367 Bundesgerichtshof [BGH] [Federal Court of Justice], Apr. 28, 1976, 3 StR 8/76, Neue Juristische Wochenschrift [NJW] 1976, 1510 (Ger.) (explaining how to set the daily rate for cases with high units to address the fact that payment plans may not sufficiently alleviate the burden of a high fine because people would simply feel the financial burden for longer).

368 Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE], § 459a(1), translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/index.html (https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76) (Ger.) (allowing time to pay, he’ll get 30 days [to pay]. But . . . it depends on the judicial clerk in charge. When does he impose [incarceration]? Does he decide to really go all the way: facilitation of payment, court assistance, orders of attachment? Yes? Or does he say—one judicial clerk says, ‘I’ll do it’, and another one says, ‘You know, okay, this is too much hassle, I have a lot on my plate, I might advise [him] once. Okay. And if he doesn’t pay, he’s going to end up in jail.’ And the other—other judicial clerk, who perhaps follows the law strictly, will be chasing—will perhaps really be chasing after him for 2 to 3 years. Until he’s exhausted all the options, until he offered him community service, until the bailiff has been around. You’d have to—you’ve got to have a whole—all the things he has at his disposal. Well, they have to go through a whole range of motions, actually. I3: Well, they should actually follow the law strictly. I1: Yes, but that—it is often not done like that.”);


Nicole Bögelein et al., VERMEIDUNG VON ERSATZFREIHEITSSTRÄfen: EVALUIERUNG JUSTIZIELLER HAFTVERMEIDUNGSPROJEKTE IN NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN 31 (2013).

For example, people may appeal their sentences and, in some cases, this would result in another review of the person’s financial circumstances on remand. Henning Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM StGB [MuKsStGB] § 40, nn 128-29 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016).

According to the Act on Senior Judicial Officers (Rechtspflegergesetz), clerks may seize moveable assets, enforce at tachments on claims and property rights, hold emergency sales, and seize immovable property or a right relating to immovable property.

371 For example, people may appeal their sentences and, in some cases, this would result in another review of the person’s financial circumstances on remand. Henning Radke, StGB § 40: Verhängung in Tagessätzen, in 2 MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM StGB [MuKsStGB] § 40, nn 128-29 (Bernd von Heintschel-Heinegg ed., 3rd ed. 2016).


Nicole Bögelein et al., VERMEIDUNG VON ERSATZFREIHEITSSTRÄfen: EVALUIERUNG JUSTIZIELLER HAFTVERMEIDUNGSPROJEKTE IN NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN 31 (2013).

372 Nicole Bögelein, DEUTUNGSMUSTER VON STRAFE: EINE STRAFSOZIOLOGISCHE UNTERSUCHUNG AM BEISPIEL DER GELDSTRAFE 87 (2016) (finding that 5.1% of fines cases were completed because the person passed away, the jurisdiction stopped enforcing because too much time had passed, or because the person received post-sentencing amnesty).

373 According to the Act on Senior Judicial Officers (Rechtspflegergesetz), clerks may seize moveable assets, enforce attachments on claims and property rights, hold emergency sales, and seize immovable property or a right relating to immovable property.

374 Nicole Bögelein et al., VERMEIDUNG VON ERSATZFREIHEITSSTRÄfen: EVALUIERUNG JUSTIZIELLER HAFTVERMEIDUNGSPROJEKTE IN NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN 31 (2013) (citing 2011 data for the jurisdictions of Paderborn and Cologne, which used civil collections methods to collect in 3% and 2.7% of fine cases, respectively).
See generally Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [Criminal Code], translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.)

See supra note 72.


See, e.g., Heinz Cornel, Abschlussbericht zur wissenschaftlichen Begleitungsdes Projektes ISI – Integration statt Inhaftierung der Straffälligen- und Bewährungshilfe Berlin (2010) (finding that the success rate with a community service alternative was dependent on the person's level of schooling and professional qualifications). Given the findings that community service may be out of reach for many, Cornel recommends a policy focus on decriminalization. Id.

Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 43, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.) (“If the fine cannot be recovered, it shall be replaced by imprisonment. One daily unit shall correspond to one day of imprisonment.”).

See generally Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [Criminal Procedure Code], translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stpo/index.html [https://perma.cc/MHD8-3Y76] (Ger.).

Interview with staff at Freie Hilfe, in Berlin, Germany, (Sept. 3–4, 2018) (discussing different practices between clerks in Berlin and North-Rhine Westphalia regarding how much time they wait before ordering people incarcerated for outstanding fines).

Email from Nicole Bögelein, Senior Researcher, Universität zu Köln, to Mitali Nagrecha, Director of the National Criminal Justice Debt Initiative (Jan. 20, 2020, 3:23 AM CET) (on file with CJJP).


Beschluss der 87. Konferenz Justizministerinnen und Justizminister 2016, TOP II.11: Prüfung alternativer Sanktionsmöglichkeiten: Vermeidung von Ersatzfreiheitsstrafen gemäss § 43 StGB, https://mdj.brandenburg.de/media_fast/bb1.a.3663.de/top_ii.11_-_pruefung_alternativer_sanktionsmoeglichkeiten.pdf [https://perma.cc/DS57-LBMV] (report of committee of justice ministers from all German states creating working group to study alternatives to incarceration as enforcement for failure to pay fines). There have not yet been any public reports or recommendations coming out of this working group.


Strafgesetzbuch [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 69 et seq., translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).

Interview with judges 1_5, 316.

Interview with judges 1_5, 324.


Not included are further administrative offences, politically motivated crime (offences against state security), traffic offences (however including sects. 315, 315b PC and sect. 22a German Road Traffic Act, which are not regarded as traffic offences pursuant to the guidelines) as well as violations of Länder criminal laws (with the exception of: data protection laws and assemblies and processions acts of the Länder). Offences not covered by the remit of the police (such as financial and revenue offences) or those directly reported to and handled exclusively by the public prosecutor’s office are not contained in the PCS either.

Id. at 6.


Germany has the second lowest rate of custodial sentences per 100,000 people receiving sanctions/measures, at 5.4%. Id. Finland was lowest at 3.1% and Denmark was at 6.8%. Id. Portugal has a rate of 8.1%. Id.
400 Interview with judges 1_5, 81–83.

401 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 28 (“What tends—what strikes me—and I probably have the longest-standing professional experience here—is that, within the framework that we have—say, this here is zero units and this here is 360 units, more is not possible—we, yes, we tend not to be in the midrange, but always below the midrange. And mostly even well below the midrange. I have no idea why that is. With reference to ‘standards’: if it’s a standard, in the sense of ‘That’s the normal case,’ you’d actually have to be in the midrange. Then you’d have to say, ‘Between 10 and 360, [the medium] is something like 180 or 160.’ But nobody does that. One thing that plays a very big role, which just comes to my mind: a very important factor in talks with defense counsel, in talks with accused persons, in talks with the judge, and also for my own considerations, is the famous 90-unit limit. Very, very important. That plays an insanely big role. If you go for ‘120,’ he’ll say, ‘Oh, then it’ll be in the criminal record. Can’t we do this differently?’ That plays a very big role.”).

402 The available data is inconclusive on this point and therefore this inference is based on our interviews. Germany’s incarceration data does not provide sentence lengths separated for those sentenced to prison, those incarcerated on supervision remand, or those incarcerated for failure to pay fines. However, prison sentence lengths do show a low percentage of people serving between three and six months. JÖRG-MARTIN JEHLE, FEDERAL MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN GERMANY: FACTS AND FIGURES (6TH ED. 2015), https://www.bundesjustizamt.de/DE/SharedDocs/Publikationen/Justizstatistik/Criminal_Justice_Germany_en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile [https://perma.cc/736Q-4XGH].

403 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 155-57.


407 Mecklenberg Study at 283.

408 Mecklenberg Study at 283 (noting that 2002 was the last year in which aggregate data of the number of people incarcerated for nonpayment were collected).


See generally STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [CRIMINAL CODE], translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-REZ7] (Ger.).


Interview with judges 1_5, 215–18.

Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 155-57.
Mecklenburg Study at 287.

410 Mecklenburg Study at 290.


413 See, e.g., Mecklenburg Study at 284–85 (summarizing the research on economic security and people imprisoned for non-payment).

414 Mecklenburg Study at 285 (citing a survey finding that in 2017 almost one in five of people serving time for nonpayment in a particular area had no permanent residence).

415 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 41.

416 Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 62–64.

417 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 327–28.

418 In this part analyzing Germany’s system and in the next, in which we apply this analysis to the United States, we rely on the first half of the Report as the factual basis for our assertions. All information is cited in the first half of the Report and therefore, for readability and length, we do not re-cite the sources within these analytical sections unless we are referring to direct quotations, data, or otherwise think that the citation is helpful.

419 In other countries that have experimented with day fines, judges have exercised their discretion to set fines at the level they wanted, often returning to the fine amounts imposed prior to the adoption of graduated fines. For example, a study conducted shortly after the implementation of day fines in the Czech Republic provides an account of how judges may use their discretion to return to past practices. The study found that judges “deal with the system of day fines in a specific manner: first they decide on the total fine they wish to hand down; then they divide it into a certain number of day fines and a day fine unit value.” Judges did not agree that there was value in adopting proportionate fines, according to the study, and so they set fines to the amount they wanted, and worked backwards to justify their decision within the day fines framework. The study found that fines were not calibrated to people’s financial circumstances, and that poor people were worse off because they received fines that were multiples more than people with means, relative to their incomes. Jakub Drápal, Day fines: A European Comparison and Czech Malpractice, 15 EUR. J. CRIMINOLOGY 461 (2018).

420 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 28.

421 Interview with judges 1_5, 84.

422 Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 93.

423 Interview with judges 9_4, 81–85.

424 Though we do not have research showing the differences in outcomes between those facing summary proceedings and trial, judges’ and prosecutors’ accounts of how they estimate income in summary proceedings, including with a default jurisdictional rate well above what people on public benefits receive, and judges’ responses that they ask questions about people’s finances at trial, support the conclusion that there is likely a difference between the two processes.

425 STRAFGESETZBUCH [StGB] [Criminal Code], § 40, translation at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/index.html [https://perma.cc/K3M2-RE7Z] (Ger.).

426 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 120.

427 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 120.


431 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 278–82.

432 Interview with judges 9_4, 182.


434 Interview with judges 9_4, 54.

435 See, e.g., Interview with judges 6_3, 150–55 (“Q: Do you ever use this lower limit? I mean, the 1 euro or — I5: I don’t usually go below 10. I4: Sometimes, yes, the prosecution offers 5. I5: Rarely.”).

436 Interview with prosecutors 3_4, 41–44.

437 Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 240.

438 Interview with prosecutors 2_5, 140.

439 Interview with judges 1_5, 219–23.
See supra note 377.

See supra note 306.

443 Crimes of poverty also includes benefits fraud; however, it is not possible to isolate cases of benefits fraud in the data.


Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 20.

Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 183.

Interview with prosecutors 5_4, 177.

Interview with prosecutors 11_2, 29 (“Even in simple cases, I have to say, especially simple ones, where you think, ‘Ah, that’s such a harmless charge, a quick criminal matter,’ but what then emerges in the context of the main trial in terms of criteria, how complex and multifaceted they are: the offense, the behavior of the other parties, the defendant. . . . These are all things that enter into it, yes. And therefore I find ‘comparable cases’ very difficult. . . . And even in simple cases, a lot of circumstances can suddenly come to light for which one is not prepared beforehand, right?”).


See, e.g., MASS. GEN. LAWS, ch. 276, § 87A (2020) (allowing for waiver of probation fees if “payment would impose a substantial financial hardship on the person, the person’s immediate family or dependents”).


Mitali Nagrecha et al., Court Culture and Criminal Law Reform, DUKE L. J. ONLINE (forthcoming Spring 2020).


Andrea Marsh and Emily Gerrick, Why Motive Matters: Effective Policy Responses to Modern Debtors’ Prisons, 34 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 93, 102 (providing examples of judges conducting ability-to-pay determinations “based on subjective and arguably inappropriate criteria”).

Mitali Nagrecha et al., Court Culture and Criminal Law Reform, DUKE L. J. ONLINE (forthcoming Spring 2020).


Tilastokeskus [Statistics Finland], Metadata: Concepts: Fine, https://www.stat.fi/meta/kas/sakko_en.html [https.perma.cc/JS8B-2Y6J] (quoting, as translated into English, Rikoslaki [Criminal Code], Ch. 2a §§ 1, 2; Ch. 7, § 3 (Fin.)).

Sharon Brett & Mitali Nagrecha, Harvard Law School Criminal Justice Policy Program, Proportionate Financial Sanctions:


Megan Stevenson, Assessing Risk Assessment in Action, 103 Minn. L. Rev. 304, 310–11 (2018) (noting that Kentucky’s risk assessment tool adopted in 2013 “did not result in any noticeable improvement in outcomes,” because if judges had “followed the action-directives associated with the risk assessment . . . 90% of defendants would be granted immediate non-financial release,” but “[i]n practice, only 29% are released on non-monetary bond at the first bail setting”).

Jocelyn Simonson, Democratizing Criminal Justice Through Contestation and Resistance, 1624 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1609, 1610 (2017) (stating that “communal input into everyday justice” is necessary to ensure “accountability in today’s police precincts and criminal courthouses”).


Germany has a narrower sentencing range than the United States, with only 1.7% of cases receiving five or more years in prison; it is therefore likely that many of the cases charged with fines are more serious. Statistisches Bundesamt (Destatis), Fachserie 10, Reihe 2.6, Rechtspflege: Staatsanwaltschaften 2018 (2019), https://www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/Staat/Justiz-Rechtspflege/Publikationen/Downloads-Gerichte/staatsanwaltschaften-2100260187004.pdf?__blob=publicationFile [https://perma.cc/E9KP-7R2N]. Also, while a one-to-one comparison is not possible without more data about the content and nature of these cases, which is outside the scope of this paper, recent analysis of the cases of individuals in prison supports this theory. According to an analysis conducted by the Brennan Center, 364,000 people are in United States prisons for offenses they say are “lower-level crimes likely warranting alternatives to prison.” Lauren-Brooke Eisen et al., Brennan Center for Justice, How Many Americans Are Unnecessarily Incarcerated 25 (2016), https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2019-08/Report_Unnecessarily_Incarcerated_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/8LRZ-QUAC]. Their list includes many crimes punished by fines in Germany including drug possession, minor trafficking, minor larceny, other property crimes, minor fraud, simple assault, and driving under the influence. Id.
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